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Executive Summary 

This deliverable presents the final results on the validation of the 5G-CARMEN’s advanced prototype 

for secure, cross-border, and multi-domain service orchestration, thereby presenting the defined 

mechanisms for resource management, multi-domain hierarchical service orchestration, lifecycle 

management, as well as security/privacy/data-protection mechanisms, as components of the standards’ 

compliant Orchestrated 5G edges platform.  

 

In this document, an overview of the design, development and deployment phases of WP4, which were 

elaborated in detail in D4.1 [1] and D4.2 [2] of 5G-CARMEN is presented accompanied by highlights 

of the main enablers and associated features to support edge operation and orchestration of CCAM 

services. The key design feature of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform is the hierarchical and federated 

orchestration system extending the MNOs’ centralized service orchestration system that is performing 

top-level orchestration, with an additional orchestration layer, i.e., edge-level orchestration 

components, which oversees management and orchestration services that are deployed in particular 

local/edge domains within different countries.  

 

Furthermore, a final list of KPIs, characterizing the different performance aspects of the Orchestrated 

5G edges platform, which have been defined and measured either in the lab environment or in the pilot 

is provided as an update of previous KPI work which was conducted in D4.2 [2] of 5G-CARMEN. 

The goal of measuring the identified KPIs is to go beyond the validation of the enablers for CCAM 

service operations across borders, but to evaluate and assess the performance of the deployed 5G 

Orchestrated Edges platform, and its impact on the service performance for the use cases that are 

managed and orchestrated.  

 

In addition, there is a thorough explanation of the methodology which was used for the tests in lab 

environment as well as in the pilots. The methodology is accompanied by detailed results for each of 

the conducted tests. 

 

Finally, concluding remarks and lessons learnt from the conducted experimentation and testing in lab 

environment and in the pilot are provided. 
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1 Introduction  

This is the final deliverable from the Work Package 4 (WP4) of the 5G-CARMEN project aiming at detailing 

the advanced prototype for secure, cross-border and multi-domain service orchestration. The deliverable 

presents the following main topics: 

 i) Summary of Functional Architecture and Key Enablers; Software Design; Key features. 

ii) Final list of KPIs. 

iii) Methodology for testing in lab and pilot environments. 

iv) Detailed results and measurements from lab and pilot environments.  

 

1.1 Relation to other deliverables  

The solutions per WP4 and this document contribute to the set of enablers for CAM per the project’s objectives. 

They apply in particular to the technical scope of the following Work Packages: 

 WP2 and its deliverables 

o Support of use cases and meeting requirements in the deployment and operation of associated 

service instances 

o Contribution to the system architecture 

o Building and providing cloud-native applications on top of the orchestrated edges, leveraging 
platform features 

 WP3 and its deliverables 

o Building an orchestrated 5G ecosystem by MEC-5G integration 

o End-to-end mobile data plane treatment for the network embedded edge 

o Slicing enablers for orchestrated edges 

 WP5 and its deliverables 

o Pilot and trials setup 

o KPIs and evaluation 

 WP7 and its deliverables 

o Publications and standards contributions 

 

1.2 Structure of the document  

The main structure of this deliverable can be summarized as follows: 

Section 2 summarizes the key results from the design, development and deployment phases of WP4 and 

highlights the main enablers and associated features to support edge operation and orchestration of CCAM 

services. 
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Section 3 provides a final list of KPIs that have been measured either in the lab environment or in the pilot. The 

goal of measuring the identified KPIs is to evaluate the performance of the 5G Orchestrated Edges platform, 
and its impact on the service performance for the use cases that are managed and orchestrated.  

Section 4 elaborates on the methodology used for the tests in lab environment as well in pilots, while Section 5 

provides detailed results for each of the tests mentioned in Section 4.  

Finally, Section 6 provides also concluding remarks and lessons learnt from the conducted experimentation and 

testing in lab environment and in the pilot. 
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2 5G-CARMEN Orchestration platform overview  

2.1 Functional Architecture and Key Enablers – A Summary  

This section summarizes the key results from the design, development and deployment phases [1] of Work 

Package 4 (WP4) and highlights the main enablers and associated features to support edge operation and 
orchestration of CCAM services. The summary is structured into three portions: 

 Functional architecture with main functional blocks and associated internal and external interfaces 

 Main reference points that apply between MNOs’ edges cross-border and how they can be used 

 Feature description – Main features which can support different aspects of cross-border CCAM service 

continuity 

Features are summarized in the context of previously analyzed use cases and requirements, which have been 
evaluated and assessed in the final phase of WP4 for delivery to the final trial phases of the project. These 

include the following main features: 

 Fast onboarding and lifecycle management of CCAM services at mobile operator edges 

 Instantiation of CCAM service components in defined slices on the orchestrated edge infrastructure, 
ensuring dedicated and isolated resources as required for the delivery of agreed service levels. Orchestrated 

edges are herewith prepared to integrate well into a future end-to-end as well as edge-to-edge slicing enabled 

5G ecosystem. 

 Multi-domain CCAM service lifecycle management and service continuity, leveraging three layers of 

interfaces between orchestrated edges of different MNOs: Federation interfaces between MNOs’ top-level 

NFV Service Orchestrator (NFV-SO), localized federation interfaces between MNOs’ edge local 
orchestrators (NFV-LO), and data plane inter-connect between orchestrated edges and CCAM services. 

 Policy-based Local Orchestration and federation for balancing orchestration load and accelerating 

orchestration decisions, following and extending the ETSI MEC and ETSI NFV standard. 

 Inter-edge connectivity and programmatic data plane traffic steering for smoother service relocation 
and continuity. 

 Authenticated access to edge CCAM services and fast re-authentication during cross-border mobility 

 Protected operation of CCAM services at orchestrated edges and vehicles against intrusion attacks, in 
alignment with rev. 3 of UN Regulation No. 155 and complementing 5G security as a step towards end-to-

end security in an automotive 5G ecosystem 

 Smart edges -- Integral support of data analytics and machine learning at edge application- and edge 

value-added-services (VAS) level to boost orchestration decisions and improve the experienced CCAM 
service quality during cross-border mobility 

 

Figure 1 depicts the functional architecture and key reference points of the secure orchestrated and federated 
edges: 
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Figure 1: Functional architecture and key references points for Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

 

Key components of the depicted architecture:  

 
 NFV-SO: Represents the top-level orchestrator of the multi-tier orchestration system design of the 

orchestrated platform for CCAM. The operational scope of this orchestrator includes the management of 

the entire virtualized infrastructure of an operator’s domain. It is responsible for the management and 

orchestration of application services from multiple tenants. It has the additional feature of enabling 

federation with the NFV-SOs of other administrative domains. It maintains a global repository of the 

application packages and software images received from the OSS upon an on-boarding request. 

 NFV-LO/MEAO: The combination of the NFV-LO and the MEAO form the local edge orchestrator, which 

represents the second tier of the multi-tier orchestration system design of the orchestrated platform for 

CCAM. The operational scope of this orchestrator includes the designated clusters of MEC sites. There is 

a 1: N relationship between the NFV-SO and the Local Orchestrator. The pair of the local orchestrator 

decouples the management operations, such that the MEAO is responsible for the LCM CCAM services 

hosted on the MEC hosts, while the NFV-LO is responsible for the generic management of the VNFs hosted 

on the NFVI.  

 CCAM Services: Any CCAM service function or micro-service instance that is instantiated on the MEC 

Platform.  It can be distinguished between ad-hoc (on-demand) services, such as situation-aware or dynamic 

mission-critical applications, and persistent services, such as the project’s Maneuvering Service. Main on-

demand service for deployment in the pilot is the BSA service.  

 MEC Value-Added Services (VAS): VAS services are MEC services, which can be leveraged by any 

CCAM Service. This includes services per the ETSI ISG MEC, such as the Radio Network Information 

Service (RNIS) and the Location Service, as well as the 5G-CARMEN project’s AMQP broker and the 

GeoService. 
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 MEC PF: It represents a collection of essential functionalities required to run MEC applications on top of 

a virtualization infrastructure, while these applications can deliver and consume various services.  

 Edge Controller: It combines functions per the ETSI ISG MEC, such as the MEC platform manager and 

VNF management, with additional functions, such as VNF connectivity and service mesh control, data 

plane control and 5G system coupling enablers. The Edge Controller represents an abstraction layer between 

virtualization technology specific infrastructure management and edge level orchestration, hence supports 

the enforcement of network slicing and associated policies at edge system level. The project extends the 

Edge Controller with an Open API towards orchestration functions.  

 VIM: Virtual Infrastructure Manager for the resource management and providing connectivity between the 

various VNFs of a network service. It interacts with the Edge Controller and NFVI for example for LCM 

enforcement 

 NFVI: The Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure provides the necessary resources (compute, 

storage, network) for the MEC application services running on top of the MEC platform. The 5G Data 

Plane, 5G Control Plane and Transport Network blocks represent the mobile core network abstractions, 

whereas the Programmable Data Plane represents a data plane overlay of the 5G system’s N6 reference 

point in support of policy routing and traffic steering. 

 IMM comprises the functional components for Identity Management and authenticated access to 

CCAM edge services. It is used to authenticate edge components such as users and services to the services 

provided by 5G-CARMEN. It is password-less authentication solution that makes use of Social Logins for 

users and certificates stored in secure elements to reduce the attack surface of the system. 

 IDCS for Edge Intrusion Detection and Classification. We developed two types of Intrusion Detection 

Systems. One IDS is an Intrusion Detection and Classification Module that is developed to protect the 

orchestrated edge and is deployed on the MEC infrastructure. The second IDS is developed to protect 

vehicles from cyber-attacks. In the context of the project, the two IDS have been integrated to provide a 

secure solution that aims to mitigate cyber-attacks in vehicle fleets.  

 

Management plane reference points:  

 The Or-Or reference point is specified between the top-level orchestrators, NFV-SOs, that may belong to 
different operators’ administrative domains. According to D4.1 [1], this reference point is primarily 

designed to:  

a. Enable the federation between administrative domains belonging to different organizations, where 
the organizations may transcend international borders. 

b. Enable the interaction between multiple decentralized orchestration functions. This implies North-

South and East-West interactions in case of orchestrators’ hierarchy. 
c. Support the lifecycle management (LCM) of services in a multi-domain environment. 

The Or-Or reference point design is based on the by ETSI GS NFV-IFA030 specification [3], which 

specifies n. 7 management interfaces and operations on them respectively. Those interfaces are 

Policy management interface, Fault management interface, Performance management interface, 

NS Lifecycle Operation Granting interface, NS Lifecycle Management interface, NSD management 

interface, and NS instance Usage notification interface.  

It should be noted that the implementation scope of the Or-Or reference point is limited within the 

context of the 5G-CARMEN project and focuses on the Proof-of-Concept requirements of the 

cross-border use cases. In addition, due to the proposed two-tier orchestration layer, the operation 

features of the standard Or-Or reference point is also extended. The 5G-CARMEN project extends 

the ETSI NFV Or-Or reference point to support federation and delegation of orchestration tasks 

using management level agreements. 
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 The Lo-Lo reference point is instantiated between the NFV-LOs of different MEC sites that may belong 

to the same and/or different operator’s administrative domains. In terms of interfaces and operations, it is 
similar to Or-Or reference point but the main rationale for introducing this reference point is to enable direct 

and low-latency management of multi-domain and multi-site services, bypassing the top level NFV-SO 

orchestrators. The interfaces exposed between the NFV-LOs of the peering MEC sites will be determined 
by the Management Level Agreement (MLA) negotiated between the top level NFV-SOs, thereby enabling 

the federating domains to control the level of the management autonomy that is to be delegated to the 

peering NFV-LOs. The concept and details of the MLA is provided in D4.1 [1]. The Lo-Lo reference point 

is also used to ensure synchronization between the NS/VNFM package repositories in the peering domains. 
 

 The Mv1 reference point is instantiated between each NFV-LO and its pairing MEAO from the same edge 

domain, and it is related to Os-ma-nfvo reference point defined by ETSI NFV. As per D4.1 [1], D4.2 [2], 
and ETSI NFV-IFA030 [3], this reference point allows MEAO to invoke operations towards the NFV-LO 

to manage and orchestrate CCAM service deployments. Thus, this reference point enables interaction 

between these two edge-level orchestrators, which further allows MEAO to enhance LCM operations 
performed by NFV-LO by making decisions on service placement, scaling, relocation, and termination.  

 

 The Mv1' reference point is instantiated between each NFV-LO and its 'parent orchestrator', i.e., the NFV-

SO, and its scope is limited within the same operator’s domain. According to D4.1 [1], this reference point 
is primarily designed to:  

1. Enable the interaction between multiple decentralized orchestration functions. This implies North-

South and East-West interactions in case of orchestrators’ hierarchy. 
2. Support the provisioning of management autonomy to lower orchestration domains of an orchestration 

hierarchy. 

3. Support the lifecycle management (LCM) of services in a multi-domain environment. 
The Mv1’ reference point is unique to the orchestrated platform for CCAM, and this is the interface over 

which the MLA parameters are negotiated to determine the scope of the management autonomy that the 

NFV-SO can delegate to the NFV-LO. Moreover, this reference point also exposes interfaces that will 

enable the NFV-SO to not only monitor the performance and fault events of the resources within the NFV-
LO domain but will also monitor the compliance of the MLA agreement. It should be noted that the NFV-

SO has full administrative access of the entire management domain and can support and/or overrule the 

management decisions of the NFV-LO. The Mv1’ reference point is also used for the NS/VNF package 
management between the global package repositories and the local package repositories. 
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2.2 Software Design Principles and Features 

The design of the Orchestrated 5G edges platform for CCAM follows the cloud native principles, which means 
that all functional elements are implemented as container-based pieces of software rendering a highly modular 

design. The modularity enables a mix and match of different open-source software solutions. For instance, the 

NFV-SO is based on existing ETSI Open-Source MANO (OSM), for centralized (high level) orchestration tasks, 
and the Edge Controller is built on top of the popular open-source container orchestration platform i.e. 

Kubernetes. The interfaces between orchestration components (i.e., Or-Or, Lo-Lo, Or-Lo, Mv1, and NFV-LO-

Edge Controller) are implemented following the service-based architecture as micro-services running as 
Kubernetes Pods. These interfaces use REST based communication.  

Kubernetes is used as the main platform for container orchestration hosting both, the Orchestration components 

and the Edge Controller. The MEAO/NFV-LO and Mv1 are implemented as separate containers and run as 

Kubernetes Pods, thereby managing the MEC applications and services via a message broker. Similarly, the 
MEC applications and services are implemented as container applications in different Kubernetes Pods within 

each MEC host. Application packages, i.e. Docker images, are saved in private or public repositories and 

application package descriptors are managed using helm charts.  

To enable separation of control and data plane traffic each Pod with an instance of a CCAM service application 

can be equipped with one or multiple customized network interfaces, such as for service-based communication 

and data sharing with other application instances, or for fast data plane I/O and associated low-latency 

communication with other application instances or service clients.  

MEC applications and services are grouped in different namespaces to ensure isolation for performance reasons. 

For example, a monitoring service comprising Prometheus and Grafana are deployed in a separate monitoring 

namespace for collecting real-time metrics and usage statistics for all MEC hosts belonging to the edge domain 
and to be consumed by the orchestration entities. For the management and orchestration of the MEC 

applications/service an Edge Controller is configured in a separate namespace running as Kubernetes Pods. The 

grouping of pods into namespaces with an allocated resource quota is used as mean to achieve resource slicing 
at the Edge.  

To describe the REST APIs designed and developed for the Orchestrated 5G edges platform, we utilized the 

OpenAPI specification, which is an API description format for REST APIs, thereby providing the details on the 

available endpoints, and operation parameters for each operation. Thus, we specified Swagger based OpenAPIs 
for the REST based communication of the different interfaces of the Orchestrated edges platform. Details of the 

software design is available in D4.2 [2].  

 

 Figure 2: Open-Source Technology Stacks used in Orchestrated 5G Edge Platform 
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2.3 Key CCAM enablers / features 

The project complements the 5G system architecture with enablers for edge computing, which allow the 
deployment and provisioning of CCAM services topologically close to the 5G User Plane Functions that operate 

as local breakout point for the mobile data plane to reach local edge resources. A key objective of WP4 is the 

design, development and proof of technology enablers supporting continuity of CCAM edge service, in 
particular during the vehicles’ movement across the country border. Continuity of edge services beyond a single 

MNO domain requires inter-working between Management, Control and Data Plane layers of the MNOs. The 

following paragraphs summarize (i) the resulting inter-domain and inter-edge communication enablers (which 
support CCAM service continuity across country borders), and (ii) the key features of the orchestrated edges 

architecture and their role in the cross-domain operations (for edge computing integration and support of edge 

service continuity for the targeted automotive scenarios). 

 

(i) Inter-domain and Inter-edge communication enablers 

 

Beside federation interfaces on NFV-SO and NFV-LO level for the management and orchestration of 

edge services in different mobile operator domains, the system architecture leverages a reference point 

on MEC System level for inter-edge communication (Figure 1). This reference point represents 

control- and data plane communication between the following components of different MEC systems: 

 MEC Application-level communication: Application functions, which are instantiated on the MEC 

platform, communicate with application functions of a different MEC platform. As examples, the project’s 

Back-Situation Awareness (BSA) service considers communication between multiple distributed instances 

of a BSA service instance to share the associated emergency vehicle’s metadata (e.g. identifier, speed, 
direction, path/target, etc.). 

 MEC VAS level communication: MEC Value Added Services of different MEC Systems communicate 

with each other to provide their service to consumers in a collaborative way. As an example, the project’s 
GeoService allows dissemination of vehicles’ CAMs in geographic areas, which are covered by multiple 

MEC Systems. 

 MEC service mesh level: The MEC Platform enables a service mesh to any service instance through local 

proxies, which comprise platform features such as service registry and resolvers, load balancing, route 
selection and encryption for cross-platform communication. 

 Edge programmable data plane level (N6 reference point per 3GPP 5G architecture): Data plane traffic 

between the 5G User Plane Function (UPF) and the CCAM service at the orchestrated edge traverses a 
programmable data plane layer. The Edge Controller enforces traffic treatment policies, which include the 

steering of uplink and downlink traffic between a particular or a group of vehicles and edge services. This 

is used, for example, for load balancing or failover handling at the edges and the associated relocation of a 
connection between one or multiple vehicles and CCAM service instances within one edge site. In the view 

of edge site relocation during cross-border mobility, CCAM service continuity is supported by the 

programmatic steering of traffic between a vehicle, which is about to cross the border and to connect to a 

different mobile operator, and a CCAM service at the edge of the handover target mobile operator before 
the actual handover happens. While the edge orchestration layers coordinate the preparation of the CCAM 

edge service in the target operator’s domain, the Edge Controller makes use of the programmable data plane 

to relay packets during a transient phase between the vehicle and the prepared CCAM service in the target 
mobile operator’s edge. The sequence of such service-level and data plane ‘make-before-break’ between 

two mobile operators is automated at orchestrated edges level and reduces the service interruption to a 

minimum.  
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(ii) Key features and architectural design choices 

 

 2-tier orchestration (Service Orchestrator/Top Level – Local Orchestrator/Edge Level) and federation 

interfaces 

The NFV-SO is the entity that runs in the core of the MNO to orchestrate the application CCAM services at a 
global infrastructure level, including also inter-MNO deployments. The tasks carried out by the NFV-SO consist 

mainly in managing the overall lifecycle management of the CCAM services, which are deployed in the edge 

systems under the control of the NFV-SO. In turn, the resources of these edge system are locally managed by 

the edge level orchestration system (NFV-LO and MEAO), which coordinates with NFV-SO through the 
interfaces defined over the Mv1’ reference point, which is inherited from the standard Mv1 reference point 

defined in the ETSI GS MEC 003 specification [23]. The NFV-SO has an abstract view of the orchestrated 5G 

edges platform running below. This abstraction is provided by means of an Adaptation and Abstraction Module 
(AAM), running in the edge systems as well and exposing the Mv1’ reference point towards the NFV-SO, which 

masks the features and semantics of the specific orchestrators running in the edge orchestration layer, i.e., the 

NFV-LOs. The north-bound interface of the AAM over the Mv1’ reference point has been designed with 
reference to ETSI Open-Source MANO (OSM) Northbound interface (NBI), which also complies with the ETSI 

GS NFV-SOL005 [22] interface specification to simplify the operations at NFV-SO level. Adopting a standard 

interface is a clear advantage for decoupling the development of NFV-SO from that of NFV-LOs. This enables 

the operation of NFV-SO to be independent and transparent of those that are specific of the MANO platform 
running in edge nodes. In this way, the NFV-SO coordinates the deployment of CCAM services in different 

edge systems and their cooperation, without having to deal with specific operational aspects related to the 

involved NFV-LOs, as well as allowing the introduction of novel edge orchestrators offering new functions 
without impacting on NFV-SO operations. On the other end, the corresponding southbound interface of the 

AAM has to be compliant with the NBI exposed by the underlying NFV-LO. Thus, the functions of the AAM 

are to map and adapt the REST calls received on the Mv1’ interfaces and those available on the NBI on the 
underlying NFV-LO. In addition, the AAM also hides from the NFV-SO the details of how specific operations 

are implemented, providing an abstract view of the NFV-LO operation, and implementing some functions when 

they are not provided at all by the underlying NFV-LO. The critical aspect in the functional split between NFV-

SO and NFV-LO is the additional latency introduced in the orchestration operations, which is tackled by a 
number of KPIs in order to validate the proposed approach. 

 

 Edge and inter-edge level autonomy per Management Level Agreement (MLA) 

The communication between top-level orchestrator (NFV-SO) and local orchestrators (NFV-LO) is 

accomplished through three different reference points. The first one is the Or-Or reference point which is used 

for the exchanges between the NFV-SOs of distinct administrative domains (domain federation). The second 

one is the Mv1’ reference point, which is used for the exchanges between the NFV-LO and its higher-level 
orchestrator, the NFV-SO (vertical split). Finally, the last one is the Lo-Lo reference point, which is used for 

the exchanges between the NFV-LOs of different MEC sites. The NFV-SO has full control over the operational 

activities of all NFV-LO instances within its domain. Thus, all NFV-LOs operations on services running in the 
edge systems under its control have to be previously granted by the NFV-SO. It should be noted that the NFV-

LO may have to take management decisions on the managed service instances within its own domain, or it may 

receive management requests from peering NFV-LOs over the Lo-Lo reference point in case of multi-domain 
service instances. Such a dependence on the NFV-SO for getting operational grants for all the lifecycle 

management operations can lead towards an increased delay in the timely execution of these operations on 

network services, as well as an increased signalling burder, thus jeopardizing the benefits of vertical split of 

orchestration functions between NFV-SO and multiple NFV-LOs. This can be critical in the context of low-
latency services such as the Centralized Cooperative Lane Change (CLC). The Management Level Agreement 

(MLA) is a concept that enables granting some degree of operational autonomy from a top-level management 

entity (NFV-SO) to an edge-level one (NFV-LO). This means that some orchestration operation, such as scaling, 
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can be carried out by the NFV-LO/MEAO without asking any permission from the controlling NFV-SO. The 

MLA concept is implemented through the definition of a dedicated descriptor pushed in advance by the NFV-
SO to the NFV-LO through the interface defined on the Mv1’ reference point. In this way, the NFV-LO is aware 

of the set of operations that it can execute autonomously and of those that need to be authorized by the NFV-

SO on request. The NFV-SO is kept aligned with what happens in edge nodes by means of a notification system 
implemented by the AAM at the Mv1’ reference point. For cross-domain operations, the scope of management 

autonomy is also negotiated between the NFV-SOs of respective domains as will be explained subsequently. 

 

 Edge integration and platform abstraction 

The Edge Controller northbound API serves as abstraction layer in between a particular virtualization 

infrastructure and technology, and edge orchestration layers (MEAO, NFV-LO). In alignment with the ETSI 

MEC Framework and Reference Architecture as mentioned in ETSI MEC 003 [23], the Edge Controller exposes 
a northbound OpenAPI towards the edge orchestration layers which aggregates the Mm3 and the Or-Vnfm 

references points with the MEAO and the NFV-LO respectively. The OpenAPI is used for the enforcement of 

lifecycle management decisions, including requests for the instantiation of a service package in a defined edge 
slice with defined resources. The Edge Controller supports further reference points towards a local 

programmable edge data plane (for traffic steering at edge level and in between different edges of the same or 

different operators), and towards the 5G System via the Naf reference point, to subscribe to the 5G core for 

mobility event reporting, such as during 5G UPF relocation due to mobility. 

 

 Transparent Edge Bridging – Service continuity at CCAM data plane 

When a vehicle moves across country borders, it will disconnect from its current MNO and connect to a new 
MNO that serves the region in the entered country. The 5G-CARMEN project’s WP3 developed enablers to 

improve the cellular handover performance and the associated interruption resulting from frequency scans and 

the procedure to attach to the new MNO’s network infrastructure. Provisioning of local breakout points in the 
new MNO’s domain avoids routing data plane packets between the vehicle and the network infrastructure 

through the previous MNO’s network (home routing), instead, the vehicle gets a data plane gateway assigned 

in the new MNO’s network. To gain advantage of such local breakout in the new MNO’s network, the vehicle 

should also connect to a local CCAM edge service, which is provided by the new MNO, topologically close to 
the vehicle and the assigned local breakout point. 

The 5G-CARMEN orchestrated edges of different MNO’s federate at edge cloud level, using the Lo-Lo 

orchestration reference point between two NFV-LO instances. At this level, two edges can prepare service 
instances during a handover for the transition of a vehicle’s connection from a source CCAM service instance 

to a target CCAM service instance. In-advance preparation of the target CCAM service instance is triggered, 

for example, by smart CCAM services, which anticipate a transition of a vehicle from its current to a target 

MNO, e.g. by analyzing application data such as Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs). Whereas smart 
CCAM services help to take decisions at orchestration level, the inter-play between these service instances and 

the edge orchestration and controller functions (MEAO, NFV-LO, Edge Controller) help to prepare the new 

MNO’s CCAM service instance (context/state transfer, pre-authentication and pre-authorization of service 
access) and to connect a vehicle to the new MNO’s edge CCAM service instance before the actual handover 

happens. On the CCAM service layer, service-based communication principles are used to transfer application 

related context, whereas on the CCAM data plane layer, the edges’ programmable data plane is used to re-write 
and relay data plane packets between the two orchestrated edges, transparently to the vehicle. This feature is 

called Transparent Edge Bridging and it reduces service interruption during cross-border and inter-MNO 

movements to a minimum. The transition steps are depicted in the following figure.  
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Figure 3: Transparent Edge Bridging – Service continuity @ CCAM data plane 

 Edge Slicing  

Adoption of slicing will enable mobile operators to provide customized network deployments to tenants for 

the operation of their services. Each slice will meet the requested characteristics in terms of assigned 

resources, performance figures and isolation from other slices of the same or different tenant. End-to-end 
slicing meets these characteristics on different network domains, covering the radio access network, 

backhaul- and transport network, as well as in data centers and cloud domains. The adoption of edge 

computing in distributed edge clouds requires support of slicing to contribute to and not break the end-to-
end slicing characteristics. The 5G-CARMEN orchestrated edges support slicing at edge computation level. 

The Edge Controller receives slicing related descriptors from top- and edge-level orchestrators and 

transforms these into edge platform specific configurations. The use of Kubernetes namespaces and storage 

volumes, as well as the control of resources quota helps the edge controller to assign, and monitor dedicates 
resources to edge services. In case a service instance becomes overloaded, scaling decisions are taken and 

according to the applied strategy, more resources will be assigned to the service instance (scale up) or a new 

service instance will be added to balance the load (scale out).  

For the 5G-CARMEN trials the service functions making the Cooperative Lane Change (CLC) service and 

the Back-Situation Awareness (BSA) service are deployed in different edge slices. The CLC service 

comprises collaborating instances of the Maneuvering Service (MS), the Server Local Dynamic Map (S-

LDM) and the Response Router (RR), whereas the BSA service comprises a single BSA instance. Each of 
these instances is assigned a suitable amount of resources according to their demand. Resources of different 

slices are treated isolated from each other to avoid interference.  

 

Figure 4: Edge Slicing 
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 Edge orchestration booster – Platform is ready for smart edge applications  

This feature enhances the orchestration decisions made by orchestration layers through leveraging the 
notifications generated by orchestrated applications themselves. In particular, the applications that are designed 

to be smart and edge-aware are actually aware of the edge environment (e.g., elements of an orchestrated MEC 

system), other applications that are relevant for their operation (i.e., other peering CCAM applications, or MEC 
value-added services), as well as vehicles that are connected to them. Such smart applications are then capable 

to generate various important notifications that could improve and boost their life-cycle management, i.e., 

enhance the decision-making process performed by orchestration entities. The notifications are generated based 

on data analytics and/or Machine Learning (ML) running in the applications and refer to the processes that are 
specific for the application operation (e.g., mobility of the vehicle, proximity from the border between two edge 

domains, or proximity from the border between two countries).  

One such example is Back-Situation Awareness (BSA) application service that extracts location and speed of 
the Emergency Vehicle (EmV) from the real-time CAM messages received via 5G network. Given such real-

time information about the EmV’s movement, as well as the topological coverage of edge orchestrators (i.e., 

coverage area of one MEC platform in the project trials), BSA application service performs analysis and 
calculates the proximity from the border between the adjacent edge/administrative domains (source and target 

domain). When the proximity is determined, the rule-based algorithm compares it with the predefined thresholds 

and decides whether a peering application instance is needed in the target domain even before the vehicle 

reconnects to the other network. In such way, a proactive deployment of the target instance to which vehicle 
can connect as soon as it re-attaches from one MNO’s UPF to the other is achieved. Applying this concept to a 

more generic use, applications notify orchestration entities about the need for i) an on-demand instantiation of 

peering application instances in other edge and administrative domains, ii) a proactive application-context 
relocation to support service continuity, iii) an on-demand application termination when its services are not 

needed anymore by the users, so that resources can be released. Finally, leveraging different publish/subscribe 

mechanisms in the design of both applications and orchestration entities, orchestrators are capable to subscribe 
to the notifications published by applications and improve their internal decision-making process based on such 

application-specific insights.  

The above-presented concept is applied in the Orchestrated 5G edges platform. For the operations of cross-

border instantiation, we have leveraged this concept and performed cross-border service deployments based on 
the dynamic notifications coming from the application itself.  

 

 Intrusion Detection and Classification Module (IDCM) 

The IDCM component in 5G-CARMEN makes use of Artificial Intelligence to determine the likelihood that a 

5G edge has been compromised. The identification of cyber threats affects computationally constraint 

components, such as MECs. The IDCM supports the use of methods to self-detect cyber-threats in real-time, 

the enhancement of the detection process using deep learning-based reasoning techniques, and the development 
of methods to apply appropriate mitigation mechanisms to the detected threats.  

 

 Smart Mobility Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) 

The proliferation of advanced threats for Connected Vehicles and Smart Mobility places a premium on 

collecting context from diverse sources. A Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) is a centralized 

hub to continuously monitor and improve a domain's security posture while preventing, detecting, analyzing, 
and responding to cybersecurity incidents. 

State-of-the-art SIEM and Security Operation Centers (SOCs) for the mobility already on the market are 

mentioned in [5]-[7]. SIEMs are typically built around a hub-and-spoke architecture, that aggregates and 

correlates data from heterogeneous security feeds (e.g. different in-vehicle IDS, data from Road Side Units, data 
from ITS infrastructures, etc..). In 5G-CARMEN, the simulated in-vehicle IDS’ developed by DSEC sends 
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signatures to the in-cloud Intrusion Detection and Classification Module (IDCM) developed by CLS, that acts 

as a SIEM to aggregate and correlate heterogeneous data to generate and visualize alerts through an intuitive 
User Interface. 

The system developed in 5G-CARMEN demonstrates the potential of Smart Mobility SIEM that requires a 5G-

network to be implemented and deployed, because signatures from in-vehicle IDS are time-critical security-
relevant information. The security alerts are short messages with low latency and high reliability requirements 

(URLLC traffic). Security messages transmission are of utmost importance as packet delay or loss can lead 

to accidents due to the non-availability of the information. This is an example of the heterogeneous 

traffic demand of the next generation communication networks that poses huge challenges in guaranteeing the 
quality-of-service (QoS) requirement of individual service. 5G is a key enabling technology to implement a 

Distributed IDS and a Smart Mobility SIEM, that brings guaranteed real-time data. 

 

 Identity Management Module (IMM) for EmV CAM signatures 

The IMM is a password-less authentication service based on the FIDO’s alliance FIDO2 [20] specification for 

authentication without the use of passwords. By replacing passwords with more secure alternatives, such as 
Secure Elements (SEs), we can significantly improve the security posture of a system or a process. In the case 

of user authentication, instead of a hardware token, the IMM also supports the use of Social Logins. The main 

idea behind the Social Login is to provide a single sign-on for end-users by using information from identity 

providers. Users can sign into a service or application without requiring registration for a new account. This not 
only simplifies registrations and logins for end-users but reduces the impact of security breaches, since no data 

that can be used to compromise a user account are stored on the service. 

Beyond authentication, IMMs tokens are also used to provide an additional layer of security to EmV CAM 
messages by signing them with session tokens through its token generator component. The session tokens 

provide several capabilities, such as geofencing, and time-based expiration. 

 

 Real-time monitoring of orchestration and service performance 

This feature enables platform developers and managers, as well as CCAM application service developers, to 

monitor the performance of both orchestration entities and deployed CCAM application services in a real-time 

manner. Monitoring the performance of orchestration entities is important as it helps to understand how efficient 
are the orchestrators in performing the service life-cycle management tasks, and how their performance affects 

the services. On the other side, monitoring performance of services is essential for 5G-Carmen use case 

application services as they have stringent requirements towards latency and reliability, which need to be met 
throughout the service operation. In particular, Section 3 provides a complete list of Key Performance Indicators 

(KPIs) used for evaluation of the Orchestrated edges platform, and the services that this platform orchestrates. 

Furthermore, the methodology of monitoring the performance and measuring each of those KPIs is in detail 

described is Section 4, while Section 5 provides results and KPI measurements altogether with their detailed 
analysis. 
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3 Requirements and KPIs 

In this section, we provide a final list of KPIs that have been measured either in the lab environment (as 

presented in [1]), or in the project pilot, i.e., MNOs’ infrastructure (further tackled in [2]). The goal of measuring 

the identified KPIs is to go beyond the validation of the developed enablers for secure CCAM orchestration and 
operations at and across MNO edges, but to evaluate and assess the performance of the 5G Orchestrated Edges 

platform in the project’s deployment, as well as its impact on the service performance for the use cases that are 

managed and orchestrated.  

These KPIs are further mapped to different requirements that have been identified and presented in D4.1 [1] 

and D4.2 [2], where the goal is to prove that a certain requirement has been met with a list of KPIs that are later 

presented in this deliverable.  

3.1 Definition and methodology of KPIs 

The extensive list of KPIs was already presented in D4.2 [2]. In this deliverable, we present the final and refined 

list of KPIs, together with their identifiers, platform components involved in measuring the relevant KPIs, 

location of measurement (lab/pilot), as well as the reference to the section where this KPI has been further 
reported and discussed. In particular, in Figure 5: we illustrate the KPI taxonomy indicating the main groups of 

KPIs, i.e., non-functional (NF) and functional (F), and the measurement scope of the KPIs for the respective 

groups, that are further classified into sub-categories and include Infrastructure, Security, Data plane 
cellular/MEC, MEC application-specific, and Client application-specific. To facilitate the presentation of KPIs, 

we assign an identifier to each of these KPIs, based on the group (functional or non-functional) and the KPI 

type.  

According to the definition provided by ETSI MEC IEG 006 [4], the non-functional metrics are for 

quantifying the performance of the deployment and management operations (e.g. runtime orchestration 

delay) that do not explicitly affect the service consumer, whereas the functional metrics are measuring 

the MEC performance that directly impacts users’ perception (service response time). As presented in 

deliverable D4.2, the infrastructure type of the KPIs is the one that determines the performance of 

infrastructure elements, such as components of the Orchestrated edges platform coupled with the 5G 

System (i.e., Control plane and Data Plane in the 5G Core). Furthermore, security KPIs reflect on the 

performance of security elements such as IMM and IDCM modules. Finally, MEC and client 

application-specific KPIs determining the performance of the application itself, and could vary based 

on the application type. For the sake of completeness, we introduce the client-specific KPIs here, but 

they are out of scope of WP4 and this deliverable. Whereas this deliverable summarizes the results of 

the validation activity in WP4 as well as of measurements of some key KPIs, more system-wide 

validation and evaluation is planned for the remaining project phase in WP5, which includes test 

execution and validation with connected vehicles on the road and across borders, leveraging the 

deployed cellular infrastructure.  
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Figure 5: Presentation of KPI methodology 

Each of the identified KPIs is presented in Table 1, and mapped to a particular feature of the 

Orchestrated edges platform, which are defined to meet the functional and security requirements. The 

measurements for each of the KPIs are reported in Section 5. The definitions of all KPIs are provided 

in the Annex A of this document. KPI identifiers follow the following label notation: <KPI 

group>_<Sub-Classifier>_<index>, whereas KPI group can be one out of {F, NF}, Sub-Classifier can 

be one or multiple out of {I,A,S}, where I means Infrastructure, A means Application, and S means 

Security. Main components associated with a chosen Sub-Classifier are detailed in Table 1. KPIs of 

the same group and type are indexed, starting with 1. 

Table 1: The final list of KPIs that are measured and evaluated in the lab and pilot setups 

KPI name KPI 

identifier 
Platform  
components 

Measurement 

location 
Location in the document 

(reported values) 

on-boarding delay NF_I_1 All Lab/Pilot Section 5.1.2 

in-country runtime 

orchestration delay 
NF_I_2 All Lab/Pilot Section 5.1.2 

cross-domain runtime 

orchestration delay 
NF_I_3 All Lab/Pilot Section 5.1.2 

state update delay NF_A_1 MEC app Lab/Pilot Section 5.2.3 

component-associated 

communication delay 
NF_I_4 All Lab/Pilot Section 5.1.2 

component-associated 

computational delay 
NF_I_5 All Lab/Pilot Section 5.1.2 
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quality of decision NF_I_6 All Lab D3.2 [17] and [18], [19]  1 
 

number of VNFs per 

domain 
NF_I_8 EC Lab/Pilot Partially in Section 5.1.2 (only 

for descriptors management) 

feature palette NF_I_9 All Lab Section 2.3 

end-to-end data plane 

convergence 
NF_I_10 EC, Core Lab Section 5.2.4 

MEC service/VAS failover 

performance 
NF_I_10 All Lab Section 5.2.7 

Localization gain NF_I_11 All Lab Section 5.1.1 

CPU load NF_I_12 All Lab/Pilot Section 5.1.1, Section 5.1.2 

memory load NF_I_13 All Lab/pilot Section 5.1.1, Section 5.1.2 

Threat detection 

performance 
NF_S_1 IDCM & 

IMM 
modules 

Lab Section 5.1.5 

IDCM novel threat 

detection 
NF_S_2 IDCM 

module 
Lab Section 5.1.5 

IDCM resources costs NF_S_3 IDCM 
module 

Lab Section 5.1.5 

IDCM cross-border latency NF_S_4 IDCM 

module 
Lab Section 5.1.5 

IMM usage costs NF_S_5 IMM 

module 
Lab Section 5.1.5 

IMM cross-border 

authentication latency 
NF_S_6 IMM 

module 
Lab Section 5.1.5 

Distributed in-vehicle IDS 

latency 
NF_S_7 In-vehicle 

IDS 
Lab Section 5.1.5 

Application placement 

efficiency 
NF_IA_1 MEAO, 

MEC app 
Lab Section 5.1.4 

                                                

 

 

1 The quality of decision refers to how efficient the algorithm running in the orchestrators is, and how such a decision affects the service 

performance. For example, in case of the MEC application placement, the edge orchestrators decide on which edge the application 

should be placed, and the quality of this decision can be measured in various ways. We presented one approach in the paper [18], [19]  

where the quality of decision is measured in terms of number of iterations that are needed for making a final decision on the placement, 

based on which two placement algorithms are compared. In Section 5.1.4, we presented another approach, which measures the impact 

of such decision on the service performance, i.e., on the RTT measured at the client side. Given that in the pilot environment there 

was only one MEC platform available per country for the application deployments, we performed the aforementioned tests and 

analysis in the lab environment. 
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Application responsiveness 

(average request rate) 
NF_A_2 MEC app Lab D4.2 [2] 

App CPU load NF_A_3 MEC app Lab D4.2 [2] 

App memory load NF_A_4 MEC app Lab D4.2 [2] 

maximum request rate NF_A_5 MEC app Lab D4.2 [2] 

available compute NF_A_6 MEC app Lab Table 2 

available memory NF_A_7 MEC app Lab Table 2 

available storage NF_A_8 MEC app Lab Table 2 

Average response time F_A_4 MEC app Lab/Pilot Section 5.2.5 

Average emergency 

response time 
F_A_5 MEC app Lab/Pilot Section 5.2.5 

ETA estimation accuracy F_A_6 MEC app Lab Section 5.1.3 

availability F_A_7 MEC app Lab Section 5.1.4 

3.2 Mapping KPIs to requirements 

Here we illustrate the mapping of KPIs presented in the previous section to the functional and security 

requirements, which are in detail described and reported in D4.2 [2], and further updated and provided 

in the annex of this document (Section A.1). To prove that our final prototype of the Orchestrated 5G 

edges platform meets the defined requirements, Figure 6: shows the list of KPIs corresponding to a 

particular CCAM functional and security requirement. More in detail, Figure 6: maps the functional 

and security requirements listed in green boxes to the features of the Orchestrated edges platform 

(presented in Section 2.3), shown in magenta boxes. All these features are connected via an outer 

dashed box aiming to graphically represent that all the listed features belong to the feature palette 

(referenced in Annex A.1). Inside the “dashed” box of the figure, each of the features is further mapped 

to the KPIs that are measured to prove the benefits of each of the features. For example, the two-tier 

orchestration feature is defined and designed to address the following functional and security 

requirements: support for distributed and hierarchical orchestration (CCAM-REQ-02), managing 

software images and states (CCAM-REQ-11), support for state management of platform components 

(CCAM-SEC-REQ-07), enabling interaction between decentralized orchestration functions (CCAM-

REQ-03), and support for LCM of services in multi-domain scenario (CCAM-REQ-06). As such, the 

performance of two-tier orchestration is measured through the KPIs such as on-boarding delay, in-

domain and cross-domain runtime orchestration delay (service instantiation, scaling, and termination), 

and component-associated computational and communication delay. Furthermore, to prove that the 

platform enables federation of cross-border management domains and provides management 

autonomy to edge-level orchestrators, we further show and discuss the measurements of KPIs such as 

cross-domain runtime orchestration delay, IDCM cross-border latency, IMM cross-border latency, 

and localization gain, thereby showcasing the feasibility and performance of cross-border operations, 

representing them through the feature Edge and inter-edge level autonomy per Management Level 

Agreement (MLA). Another example is shown for the Edge slicing feature, which is designed to 

support multiple tenants (CCAM-REQ-05), and to enable isolation between service instances 
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(CCAM-REQ-10). The benefits of enabling edge slicing that differentiates services/tenants and assigns 

to them edge and network resources in a service/tenant-customized way, are further evaluated through 

measuring the performance of application services, i.e., their CPU load, memory load and average 

response time. Finally, as a further example, for a type of feature such as real-time monitoring of 

orchestration and service performance, which meets the requirements on enabling real-time 

telemetry for security mechanisms and support for monitoring KPIs, there is no direct KPI measured 

to prove its performance, but it is rather considered as a part of feature palette and proved through all 

the KPIs measured and presented in this deliverable (Sections 4 and 5).  

 

 

Figure 6: Mapping Functional and Security requirements to Features and KPIs presented in Section 3 

Although there are many requirements for different use cases, in Figure 7 we focus on the two main 

performance relevant requirements for the use cases whose applications are orchestrated through the 

Orchestrated 5G edges platform. In particular, low-latency and service availability can be evaluated 

by measuring the average service response time (and average emergency response time in the case of 

BSA), and service availability. On the left side of the figure, we also show the service-impacting KPIs, 

which are extremely important to determine as they affect the service response time (low-latency) and 

service availability on the distributed MEC platforms. Some of these KPIs are application placement 

efficiency that determines how efficient the decision on MEC application placement is in terms of the 

achievable average response time from the user perspective. Also, state update delay affects the 

metadata that needs to be timely transferred from the application service in one domain to the 

application service in the other domain, end-to-end data plane convergence measures efficiency of 

steering the traffic from one edge to another, and security-related aspects such as IMM cross-border 

authentication delay determine how fast vehicle can re-authenticate to the target application service 

when crossing the border. Also, IDCM cross-border delay and MEC service failover performance 

define how efficient the platform is in recovering services after attacks and application failovers, 

respectively.  
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Figure 7: Mapping Use case requirements to Application KPIs, and service-impacting KPIs to requirements on 

latency and service availability  
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4 Methodology 

The 5G-CARMEN project’s technology and associated enablers are deployed and tested in different 

environments. During the development phase of the orchestrated edges components, the project 

implemented a distributed setup with connected lab environments. Since some labs have been 

connected to the MNOs’ production site to use some of the already installed value-added services, 

such as the AMQP broker and the GeoService, the distributed deployment allowed continuous 

development and testing, even with first tests having connected vehicles on the road. This distributed 

setup served for early integration, testing, validation and demonstration. 

 

In the meantime, all edge components and services that are needed to operate in the cross-border trials 

are deployed in the MNOs’ edge clouds and have been used for experimental testing and validation. 

Some tests are performed partially with connected vehicles on the road, while performing additional 

tests in the MNOs’ edge clouds from testing tools in the lab, thereby giving additional flexibility in the 

type of tests that have been performed. Furthermore, some independent enablers and their components 

remain in the labs for testing and validation. In addition, high-fidelity simulative tools and models have 

been used for simulative validation, as well as for the generation of realistic data sets, such as a high 

number of vehicles’ mobility pattern in a highway scenario, which are then fed into a developed and 

deployed component of an enabling technology for scalability testing and validation. 

 

Below we list and summarize the type of validation setup and the targeted testcases, which are then 

further elaborated in the proceeding sections. Various results from proof-of-concept testing and 

evaluation of enablers have been disseminated to the public through various outreach channels, incl. 

webinars, live demos and recorded demo videos, as well as several conference- and journal 

publications. 

 

 MNO cloud deployment of orchestrated edges with connected vehicle(s) on the road 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 depict the high-level architecture of the Cloud-native orchestrated edge cloud 

for CCAM for the three countries (Italy, Austria and Germany) in the respective MNOs’ domain (TIM, 

Magenta and DTAG) indicating the main components that enable federation and cross-domain 

management and orchestration.  The orchestrated edge platform design follows container-based cloud-

native principles while being aligned with standardization framework provided by ETSI ISG MEC, 

ETSI ISG NFV and 3GPP. This design enables collaboration among 5G edges. 

As illustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 9 there are two tiers for the management and orchestration layer, 

a) top-level service orchestration and b) edge-level orchestration. This functional split enables 

delegating/offloading orchestration tasks from top-level to edge-level orchestrators to reduce latency 

and make local orchestration decisions/operations handled by the edge-level orchestrator, thereby 

decrease the processing load from top-level orchestrator. The mapping between top-level orchestrator 

and edge-level orchestrator is 1:N, with the top-level service orchestrator being deployed at MNOs’ 

central office level (for example one NFV-SO per country). The edge-level orchestrators enable low 

latency edge orchestration operations and are geographically distributed. They collaborate via local 

federation interfaces for services that span across multiple edge domains.  

The edge-level orchestration platform at the respective MNOs comprises the Mv1’ abstraction layer, 

Mobile Edge Application Orchestrator (MEAO) and NFV-Local orchestrator (NFV-LO), and each 

module is designed following the cloud-native design principles running as Kubernetes Pods/Services 

and communicate using service-based communication via REST to perform edge level orchestration 

tasks. The edge-level tier also comprises an Edge platform component with an Edge Controller 
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(ECON) based on Kubernetes functions and APIs to enforce application lifecycle-management 

operations and extends the open-source container network interface (CNI) of Kubernetes to perform 

MEC platform management as well as connectivity control supporting Fast Data Input/output 

operations on additional and customized data plane interfaces for Kubernetes Pods. 

 

 

Figure 8: Orchestrated 5G Edge Platform End-to-End setup Italy-Austria 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Orchestrated 5G Edge Platform End-to-End setup Austria-Germany 
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Table 2: Resource configuration at three MNOs 

MNO Virtualization Components vCPU  RAM [GB] Storage [GB] Dedicated 

Fast data 

I/O 

Remark 

TIM OpenStack Edge Controller + 

BSAF + CLC 

32 8 250       No     vCPU 

shared 

NFV_LO+MEAO+ 

AAI 

4 16 70   

MTA OpenStack Edge Controller + 

BSAF + CLC 

40 32 300 Yes vCPU 

dedicated 

NFV_LO+MEAO+ 

AAI 

16 20 100   

DTAG KVM Edge Controller + 

BSAF + CLC 

16 16 250 Yes vCPU 

shared 

NFV_LO+MEAO+ 

AAI 

8 20 70   

Table 2 depicts the resources allocated for the Orchestrate 5G-Edge platform in the Respective MNOs. 

As shown in the table two types of virtualization techniques are used i.e. KVM at DTAG, OpenStack 

in MTA and TIM. Resources allocated for NFV-LO, MEAO and AAI are used for the edge-level 

orchestration tasks, on the other hand the resources allocated for Edge Controller, are also used for 

hosting the respective use cases, i.e. BSAF and CLC.  

 

 MNO cloud deployment of orchestrated edges with virtual vehicle (testing tools) in the lab – 
In order to be more flexible in the testing of orchestrated edges functions in the MNOs’ edge clouds and be 

independent of connected vehicles on the road, we complemented the road-side tests with virtual vehicle 

software running in laboratory. As depicted in Figure 10, virtual vehicle software in laboratory can send ITS 
Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) over UDP to CCAM services in the MNOs’ edge clouds and simulate 

a cross-border movement. Instead of the 5G cellular network, the public Internet has been used in order to 

validate the operational integrity of the orchestrated edges enabler for service continuity during edge service 

relocation, which is sufficient to proof and evaluate some KPI figures associated with the orchestrated edges 
support of Transparent Edge Bridging. CCAM edge services and the virtual vehicle software have been 

extended in the view of the planned test cases, e.g. to evaluate latency and round-trip-time figures on the data 

plane during the virtual vehicle’s simulated movement across the border and the resulting transition of the 
CCAM service endpoint in the two associated MNOs’ orchestrated edges. 

 

Figure 10: Use of virtual vehicle software in lab to test service continuity enablers in MNOs’ orchestrated edges 

 

 Distributed cloud deployment of orchestrated edges in private distributed testbed  

Additional resources from private distributed lab testbeds have been used, to evaluate and assess the 

gain when using a decentralized and hierarchical orchestration solution for the onboarding and 

lifecycle management of distributed CCAM edge services. These cloud resources and lab 

environments were mostly located in the area of Antwerp, Belgium.  
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 Validation of orchestrated edges and emergency BSA CCAM service on experimental highway setup  

An experimental testbed that includes radio coverage on the E313 smart highway testbed in Antwerp, 

Belgium, has been used during early development phases to validate the cloud-native BSA service, 

which has been deployed on orchestrated edges in private lab space.  

 

 Lab prototype testing in public clouds for proof of trusted RAN data sharing based on DLT  

The project’s experiments on using distributed ledger technology (DLT) for trusted sharing of different 

MNOs’ RAN data (which in an enabler for fast network re-selection at country borders) have been 

evaluated and tested in lab- and public cloud space. The results of the use of the Hyper Ledger Fabric 

for private MNO data sharing, such as RAN data, has been summarized in D4.1 [1]. A recorded demo 

video is also available at [14].  

 

 Simulation of cross-border automotive mobility 

Some early study of cross-border automotive mobility and the impact of the cellular network on service 

continuity has been accomplished completely in a discrete event simulation environment. Results of 

these simulations have been summarized in D4.1 [1]. 

4.1 Lab environment and private trial-sites 

4.1.1 Collaborative edge orchestration 

In this section we present the experimental assessment of the orchestration platform for collaborative 

edges in a private trial-site, i.e., the Virtual Wall and CityLab testbeds (Belgium). We demonstrate the 

relevance of the design choices made for the hierarchical and distributed architecture of the 

orchestration platform itself, but also for the operational aspects of such platform. The material 

presented in this section is published in the IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing [9].  

4.1.1.1 Experimental setup 

The top-level orchestrator is expected to run on top of the resourceful computing machines, as it serves 

all underlying edge domains while covering the whole administrative domain (e.g., one country). For 

that purpose, we leveraged on the computing capabilities of the Virtual Wall testbed (Figure 11), in 

particular for testing the response to orchestration requests of the top-level orchestrator, as well as to 

evaluate its average load. The Virtual Wall testbed, located in Gent, Belgium, consists of more than 

550 powerful bare metal and GPU servers, which are software and hardware configurable, i.e., 

configurable in terms of software installation (e.g., operating systems, and drivers), and networking 

via configuring the physical interconnection between network interfaces. All these machines forge a 

generic environment for advanced networking, distributed software, cloud, big data, and scalability 

research and testing. On the other hand, the edge-level orchestrator is designed to cover smaller areas, 

i.e., edge domains, while performing management and orchestration operations of the deployed edge 

services, but also responding to the requests that are coming from adjacent or other edge domains. 

Thus, for testing the capabilities of an edge-level orchestrator, we utilized the CityLab testbed (Figure 

11), as a resource constrained node. In particular, CityLab is a smart city large-scale wireless 

networking testbed, which is located in Antwerp, Belgium, whereas the experimentation nodes are 

attached to buildings and streetlamps providing the opportunities for experimentation at a city 

neighborhood level in the unlicensed spectrum. We have used public internet to establish the 

connectivity between different orchestration entities in this testbed environment. 
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Figure 11: The experimental setup used for evaluation of the collaborative edge orchestration 

 

4.1.1.2 Types of tests 

For both the top-level and edge-level orchestrators different types of tests were performed, as described 

in Table 3. The local tests refer to the tests in which server (i.e., the orchestrator) and client (i.e., load 

testing tool) are deployed on top of the two bare-metal machines that are connected by wire. 

Accordingly, in the remote test, server and client are dislocated, and there is an additional contributor 

to the overall latency, which is imposed by sending orchestration requests via public Internet (Figure 

11). For the local tests, experiments were performed with different test variants, which differ in 

complexity of the orchestration request. Each orchestration request is generated, received, and 

processed, as a REST API request. Therefore, we differentiate the complexity of different requests by 

performing: i) only simple GET requests, containing relatively small body (i.e., average content size), 

ii) only GET requests that involve certain transactions and checkups in database, and iii) a combination 

of GET and PUT requests, where PUT requests usually refer to those requests that require changes in 

the service deployments, reflected by applying changes in database as well. We designed the combined 

test in a way it generates three times more GET requests than PUT requests, as there are usually more 

query types of orchestration requests, where different orchestration entities ask other orchestrators 

about the state of a deployed service, and some of its particular parameters, than those requests that 

involve actions on application/service as an outcome of the orchestration algorithms (e.g., scaling 

up/down/in/out). 

To generate orchestration requests and test performance of the orchestrators, the python-based 

performance testing tool Locust is used. In the case of top-level orchestrator, users generating requests 

are its underlying local, i.e., edge-level orchestrators, which are sending the orchestration requests. 

Similarly, in the case of edge-level orchestrators, users are other (adjacent or not) edge-level 

orchestrators that are directly connected to each other via low-latency Lo-Lo link. 

4.1.1.3 Metrics 

In all the tests that are executed several important KPIs are measured, which are relevant because they 

reflect the capability of an orchestrator to perform orchestration operations efficiently, as well as the 

amount of resources that it consumes for its work. These KPIs are: i) average response time per 

orchestration request, which corresponds to in-domain and cross-domain runtime orchestration delay 

ii) average CPU load, iii) average RAM load, and iv) average power consumption, and they are 

described hereafter. For instance, the average response time of both top-level and edge-level 
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orchestrators is the overall latency of performing a particular orchestration request, from the moment 

when the request is generated in the edge-level or top-level orchestrator, to the moment when this 

request is processed.  

It has to be ensured that both the top-level and edge-level orchestrators can handle the load of 

orchestration requests. Hence, the CPU and RAM load refer to the load that orchestrator can expect 

and experience when a certain number of orchestration requests are received, which is a direct 

implication of a number of established interfaces between orchestrators. The goal of measuring these 

KPIs is to assess the average behavior of both resourceful, and resource-constrained machines, which 

can host top-level and edge-level orchestrators, respectively. In case no direct link between edge-level 

orchestrators is established, it ultimately results in an increase in number of orchestration requests 

towards the top-level orchestrator. That is why in our tests we aim to assess the impact of such increase 

in number of requests, on the performance of the top-level orchestrator, and to evaluate the burden it 

imposes to the operations in the lop-level orchestrator. 

In the experimental evaluation, we also measure the average power consumption of the top-level and 

the edge-level orchestrators, while they are performing orchestration requests. Since energy efficiency 

is considered as one of the ultimate goals of 5G ecosystem, the applications and processes that are 

executed on the edge and cloud computing devices need to be energy efficient. According to the 

European Commission’s final study report on energy efficient cloud computing technologies, the 

design of any application has a high impact on its energy consumption. This becomes even more 

evident when similar applications may require different consumption of CPU load, and memory load, 

and ultimately different energy consumption. Thus, it is important to measure the impact of 

orchestration operations on the energy and power consumption, thereby designing orchestration 

solutions to be low energy consuming techniques. 

The performance results and the detailed analysis of this test case are presented in Section 5.1.1, and 

they reflect the relative behavior of orchestration entities within the orchestration platform, because 

this behavior depends on the type of machine hosting the orchestrator, the type of the orchestrator, and 

the complexity of orchestration operations that this orchestrator performs. 
Table 3 Description of the tests. 

Type of machine Platform 

component 

Test Type of request Average content 

size (B) 

Node 1 Top-level 
orchestrator 

Local Simple – only 
GET 

13 

Only GET 400 

GET & PUT GET: 140, PUT 

54 

Remote Simple – only 
GET 

13 

Node 2 Local orchestrator Local Simple – only 

GET 

13 

Only GET 400 

GET & PUT GET: 140, PUT: 

54 

 

4.1.2 Edge-to-edge slice resources management 

As per the specification of the 5G-CARMEN orchestrated edges and associated documentation D4.1 

[1] and D4.2 [2], slicing is supported on edges at the level of Kubernetes namespaces and resources 

quotas. While edge services are deployed as per the orchestration layers’ slice descriptor, the Edge 
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Controller maps the slice descriptor to edge platform specific control commands, leveraging resources 

isolation techniques as well as compute- and volume allocation. This feature is used in the project’s 

pilot trials for the deployment of edge application functions associated with BSA and CLC use cases 

as highlighted in Section 2.3 of this deliverable.  

 

 

Figure 12: Slice descriptor (namespace and resources) 

To complement end-to-end slices as investigated in various research projects, we see the need to 

orchestrate distributed edge resources in the view of distributed service instances, which are deployed 

in a slice and which have been assigned a service resources quota. Figure 13 sketches a high-level 

view of the orchestrated edges architecture and comprises an NFV Service Orchestrator (NFV-SO), 

which can select orchestrated edge resources according to a deployment strategy, and enforce the 

instantiation of an image of the requested CAM service at the selected edge through an NFV-Local 

Orchestrator (NFV-LO). For a large-scale deployment, the NFV-SO can request multiple edge 

resources to deploy such service. In particular, the NFV-LO and the Mobile Edge Application 

Orchestrator (MEAO) treat the service deployment as per the slice descriptor and admit the 

enforcement of the service through an Edge Controller function. The Edge Controller handles multiple 

distributed servers in one or multiple edge clouds, which are denoted as worker nodes providing the 

local hardware resources for the deployment of service instances. The federation interfaces are 

sketched at the NFV-SO and the NFV-LO level to accomplish roaming and cross-border scenarios. 

The additional roles of the Edge Controller include i) slice management, ii) connectivity management, 

iii) network programming for traffic steering, as well as iv) interfacing with the 5G Core network for 

receiving client mobility related event notifications, which may require re-configuration of services 

and traffic steering policies within or between local edge clouds. In case more mobile clients access 

edge services from a certain location, the orchestration system and the Edge Controller need to provide 

and reconfigure the associated local edge resources accordingly. To provide a mobile access to the 

topologically closest edge service, and to properly distribute the load  between all edge resources 

utilized for a service, the transfer of a client’s session state might be needed, from a service instance 

on one edge to an instance on another edge. In case the deployment of distributed service instances is 

constrained by the system’s slice descriptor and an associated resource limit, the orchestration system 

and the Edge controller need to distribute the allowed resource budget over all edge resources, where 

the service instances need to be deployed. Segmentation of a Network Slice into Sub-Network Slices 

(e.g., for the edge network) is described in 3GPP TS 28.542 standards [10], whereas we introduce the 

notion of a µ-slice resource, which is a portion of the resources assigned to an edge Sub-Network Slice. 

In the following section, we describe how the distributed edge resource management can be 

accomplished by partitioning the available slice resource budget over multiple edge worker nodes 

according to resource demand. We briefly show below and in Section 5 how the chosen software 

principles for the development of a container-virtualisation based orchestrated edge can be used to 

enforce µ-slice resources on an edge worker node to take additional load from connected cars, which 

is anticipated by machine learning principles applied to the mobile edges as will be explained below.  

 

In order to benefit from MEC deployments in a highly mobile automotive scenario, the MEC platform, 

data plane routing policies, and infrastructure resources, must be aligned to support the situation of 
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connected clients on the road. For example, experiencing an unexpected increase in mobile clients in 

a certain location may overload a service on a single edge resource, which may result in service quality 

degradation and violation of agreed and expected service levels. With this testcase, we want to proof 

and evaluate how an agile resource management of distributed edge resources in an NS-enabled 

ecosystem can be accomplished without exceeding the overall admitted resource budget assigned to 

that slice. We apply machine learning to anticipate the upcoming resource demand, based on a 

simulated data set from a highway scenario, and to give the required time to the system to scale and 

re-configure the edge resources in advance. The proof of edge slicing and resource management at 

each single edge resource per a defined portion (µ-slice resource) out of a total admitted resource 

budget is experimentally shown in a lab deployment of the orchestrated edges.  In this experiment, we 

leverage Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for time series forecasting. The time series we consider 

is composed by the number of users in different locations of the network in a time interval from t-N to 

t (present time). For each location, we use RNNs to predict the number of vehicles at time t+1. In 

particular, we use Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) special units to overcome RNN well-known 

short memory limitation [11]. LSTM is used to forecast density of vehicles in different 500x500m 

square cells, and this are aggregated in wider 1.5x1.5 km geo-areas. Each geo-area can then be served 

by one or multiple edge resources. The allocation (or modification) of such budget of resources can be 

based on the predicted traffic for that area. A good forecast in terms of accuracy and loss is needed to 

properly decide on resource allocation.  

 

 

Figure 13: Service slices in orchestrated and distributed container-enabled edges 

The principles behind deriving resources demand from vehicular mobility predictions and using such 

information for balancing portions of the overall resources granted for the deployment of service 

functions in distributed edges, is illustrated in Figure 14. The achieved forecast accuracy for geospatial 

vehicular density and the derived traffic intensity, as well as the visualization of scaling the resources 

associated at one of multiple distributed edges is summarized in the Results section 5.1.2.  
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Figure 14: Leveraging demand predictions for µ-slice resources management 

 

4.1.3 Evaluation of MEC Data Plane KPIs  

In this section, we present the evaluation of the MEC data plane extension by the Edge Controller 

against the default CNI NodePort, used for service-based communication. Kuberntes CNI extensions 

such as Flannel, Calico and Weave implements network interfaces used for pod-to-pod communication 

and to allow for external access via NodePort, Load Balancer and other mechanisms. Typically in 

Kubernetes each pod only has one network interface (apart from a loopback). This is not the ideal case 

for telco services as more than one network interfaces are required for different traffic types: i.e. 

management, data plane, control, etc.   

In this regards some works Multus [24] , CNI-Genie [25], allow to create multiple interfaces per pods 

for the different types of traffics, this CNI extensions use overlay networks and handles IP Address 

management for the different networks. Nevertheless, these CNI solutions do not provide flexible 

means to add additional interface per pod at run time, or an interface to allow data plane programming.  

Hence, the NEC edge controller implements a connectivity management service extending the CNI to 

allow flexible management of additional network interfaces per pods based on Open-vswitch. The 

connectivity manager allows managing additional pod interfaces for different types of traffics and 

provides a means for data-plane programming.  Figure 15 depicts evaluation setup in NEC lab 

premises.   

For evaluating the two types of networks, i.e. the NodePort managed by CNI Flannel (for Service 

Based communication) with an Envoy sidecar and Open-vswitch, based Fast Data I/O (for data-plane) 

managed by NEC Edge Controller connectivity manager, we run a Kuberntes cluster and an external 

client.  

https://github.com/k8snetworkplumbingwg/multus-cni
https://github.com/cni-genie/CNI-Genie
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Figure 15: CNI Extension Evaluation Setup 

 

The evaluation is executed as follows, edge Controller NBI deploys a service pod with additional 

interface eth3 and the default CNI flannel deploys and manages the service-based interface i.e. eth1. 

The service pod runs Iperf service for TCP and an external client creates an Iperf connection using the 

different paths, i.e. via the NodePort and via the Fast Data I/O. The performance evaluation of the two 

network paths is discussed in Section 5.1.3. 
 

4.1.4 BSA algorithm on the Smart Highway 

A basic version of the BSA algorithm was implemented using Kalman filter and analyzed using fixed 

dissemination areas. The analysis showed that the prediction accuracy of the ETA values is 

intrinsically linked with the size of dissemination areas, as well as the speed impacted by the traffic 

density in each dissemination area. Therefore, the BSA algorithm was improved to be able to 

dynamically self-correct, taking into consideration the estimation errors values caused by the 

forecasting technique and dissemination area size, and the speed of the EmV, to predict accurate ETA 

values. In the new lab scenarios, the BSA algorithm is able to dynamically resize the dissemination 

areas in order to enhance the prediction accuracy. In addition, we perform a comparative analysis of 

accuracy and run-time complexity of different filtering methods to determine the one that gives more 

accurate prediction of ETA values, while using fewer processing steps. We also observe and discuss 

the impact that the frequency of the EmV input data has on the prediction accuracy when deriving 

ETA values. For our analysis, we compare our results with the experimental data measurements 

reflecting the Actual Time of Arrival (ATA) obtained on the Smart Highway testbed1 placed on the 

E313 highway in Antwerp, Belgium. 

BSA Use Case 
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As indicated earlier, the main objective of the BSA service is to improve the emergency response time, 

which is achieved by early notification/dissemination of the EmV’s ETA to the vehicles, allowing 

them enough time to create a clear corridor for the EmV to pass through unhindered.  Figure 16 shows 

the functional elements that are chained to deliver the BSA service. It also depicts the required 

interfaces enabling the BSA application to connect with the external entities. The interfaces A, B, and 

C are designed in a respective order to: i) receive upstream CAMs originating from the EmV with a 

specified frequency in Hz, ii) dispatch a DENM containing the derived ETA value for a specific 

dissemination area, and iii) maintain connectivity with a peering BSA application instance that may 

be running in another edge domain belonging to a different operator.  The EmV, after receiving the 

IP address of the MEC host where the BSA service application is instantiated from the EME, will start 

to transmit the CAMs periodically towards the BSA service on the MEC host. These messages will be 

received via the interface A, to be processed by the ITS protocol stack. In our case, this stack is 

provided by Vanetza, an open-source implementation of the ETSI C-ITS protocol suite. The decoding 

function, which is a simple helper function supporting Vanetza, will parse, extract and filter the 

information relevant for the BSA algorithm from the CAM notification, and prepare input parameters 

for the BSA algorithm, which are: i) the identification of EmV (EmV ID), ii) the speed of the EmV, iii) 

the current location of the EmV, iv) its destination, and v) direction of the EmV. 

The BSA algorithm, marked in red in Figure 16, is at the heart of the BSA service. It calculates the 

ETA values for the respective dissemination area(s) each time it receives the CAM notification and 

evaluates the estimation error, based on which it takes corrective actions for error minimization by 

readjusting the size of the dissemination areas. Along with the ETA calculation operations, the BSA 

algorithm stores the state of the application that refers to the information on the EmV’s speed, location, 

and destination, in the state database (State DB in Figure 16). The state database plays a significant 

role in the communication between two peering BSA service application instances running in two edge 

domains, thereby allowing them to share the EmV-specific meta information from one edge domain 

to the other via interface C (Figure 16) or sharing data between different operators with different MEC 

systems. Furthermore, the output of the BSA algorithm, i.e., mainly the ETA values for respective 

dissemination areas is being processed by the ITS protocol stack, referred to as the Encoding Function. 

This function has the task to prepare ETA notifications for the different dissemination areas by passing 

the information on: i) EmV ID, ii) calculated ETA value, and iii) dissemination area, to the transmit 

function of the Vanetza ITS protocol stack. The ITS protocol stack encodes this information in the 

DENM notification message, and dispatches it towards the mobile network infrastructure via interface 

B. This DENM notification is then disseminated (e.g., via broadcast) in the respective Dissemination 

Areas by the Dissemination Service. 
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Figure 16: BSA operation overview 

Experimental testbed for reference data collection 

In the experimental analysis of the BSA algorithm, we have leveraged the following four forecasting 

methods: i) Filterless method, ii) Simple Moving Average filter, iii) Exponential Moving Average 

Filter, and iv) Kalman filter. In order to analyse the performance of these four reference methods in 

terms of accurate calculation of ETA, a real dataset was used as a reference. This dataset consists of 

the test data that has been acquired by driving a test vehicle on the selected segment of the E313 

highway in Antwerp, Belgium (see Figure 17), where the Smart Highway Testbed is installed. Besides 

parameters such as location and speed, the test data also captures the ATA of the test vehicle. The 

testbed infrastructure, which is part of the Smart Highway, consists of the following interconnected 

hardware entities: i) a vehicle equipped with an Onboard Unit (OBU), ii) the backbone, iii) the testbed 

management software platform, and iv) the optical fiber ring along the E313 highway.  

As shown in Figure 18, one part of the OBU is placed on the roof of the vehicle (1.8 m from the 

ground), and it contains an accurate GNSS module AsteRx-m2a with Real-time kinematic positioning 

(RTK) correction, and two GNSS PolaNt-x MF antennas. The second part of the OBU is placed inside 

of the vehicle, and it contains a processing unit with an independent power system, which can power 

the OBU for several hours. This device records the position of the vehicle expressed by its latitude and 

longitude with a predetermined frequency of updates, the time-stamp when this position is obtained, 

the precise and reliable heading information, and the vehicle’s speed. These parameters are identified 

using an ID and are stored for post-processing. 
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Figure 17: The segment of the two way E313 highway in Antwerp 

 

Figure 18: The OBU Roof Unit placed on the vehicle roof 

4.1.5 Application-context relocation approach on the Smart Highway 

testbed 

As a part of Release 17, 3GPP started standardizing an architecture for enabling edge applications, 

while providing mutual awareness between edge client applications (i.e., in-vehicle application), and 

edge application servers running in the edge data network. This 3GPP standardization track created i) 

the application layer architecture, which is shown in Figure 19, ii) procedures, and iii) information 

flows necessary for enabling edge applications over 3GPP networks. In particular, in the architecture 

shown in Figure 19 the edge network consists of: 

i.  Edge Configuration Server (ECS), which provides configuration data, i.e., Local Area Data Network 
(LADN) URI, to the Edge Enabler Client (EEC) to connect to the Edge Enabler Server (EES),  

ii. EES, which interacts with 3GPP core to collect network and service capabilities (e.g., location services, 

Quality of Service management, etc.) that will improve the performance of edge application server, 
thereby enabling Edge Application Client (EAC) to connect to the server, and  

iii. Edge Application Server (EAS), which performs server functions and exchanges application data traffic 

with the client. On the client side, in our case in the vehicle, EEC discovers the edge network, retrieves 
the necessary information for connecting to the edge (e.g., coverage area/service area, types of 

application servers or MEC applications, etc.), and connects to it via IP address provided by EES.  

 

Furthermore, different reference points, i.e., EDGE 1-EDGE 7, are defined to enable communication 

between different architecture elements. 
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Figure 19: 3GPP Architecture for Enabling Edge Applications 

Figure 20 shows the message sequence chart to showcase the operation of the application-context 

relocation from one edge to another, thereby mapping MEC Application Orchestrator (MEAO) to the 

3GPP architecture for enabling edge applications (yellow boxes). In particular, when vehicle sends a 

discovery request to the MEAO, as a response it receives a list of all available MEC application 

services that corresponds to the filters applied in the request. This way, the vehicle becomes edge-

aware, as it can connect to any application server from the list. Once MEAO decides that vehicle needs 

to connect to another MEC application service due to e.g., increased resource consumption that will 

degrade the QoS, vehicle going out of the geographical service area, vehicle re-attaching from one 

UPF anchor to another, etc., the same reference point, i.e., EDGE-1, is used to inform vehicle about 

the newly selected MEC host (i.e., Relocation complete notification in Figure 20). Furthermore, this 

notification contains the endpoint of the new MEC application instance running on the new MEC host, 

and client in the vehicle needs to be configured in the way that it can dynamically change the IP 

endpoint of the application server from which it consumes the service. 
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Figure 20: Message sequence chart for the application-context relocation procedure 

To transfer the context of application service that vehicle is consuming, and to enable this vehicle to 

continue utilizing the service in a seamless way, we need to: 

i.   identify a corresponding target MEC host, 

ii. perform transfer of application-context,  
iii. reconfigure the traffic rules and management policies, and  

iv. setup a new communication path to the vehicle.  

 

The step i) is performed by our MEAO, which runs the optimized MEC host selection algorithm, 

thereby predicting the resource availability in all MEC hosts that belong to the management and 

orchestration framework, by applying the LSTM based prediction. Furthermore, taking into account 

the predicted resource availability, the latency and bandwidth on the communication path to the 

vehicle, and geographical location of both vehicle and MEC hosts, the orchestrator makes decision 

whether application-context needs to be transferred to another edge or not, by performing the Multi-

Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) analysis, as presented in D4.2 [2]. If the decision is made, and new 

node is selected for application placement, orchestrator instantiates new application service on the 

target MEC host and allows application services from the source host to transfer the context to the 

target host, as shown in Figure 20. Finally, once the context is transferred, the orchestrator sends a 

notification to the edge-aware client application in the vehicle, which then starts consuming service 

from the new MEC host, after the traffic rules and management policies are reconfigured by the MEC 

application orchestrator.  

 

The PoC that we have built to measure the performance of our MEC application orchestrator while 

performing application-context relocation is illustrated in Figure 21. The experimentation setup 

combines the components from two testbed facilities, the Virtual Wall testbed (Ghent, Belgium), and 

the Smart Highway testbed (Antwerp, Belgium). The detailed specification of testbed machines of 
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MEC hosts 1, 2, and 3, is presented in Table 4. The MEC hosts are utilized as distributed edge cloud 

environment where MEC application services are deployed, and the vehicle on-board unit is used as a 

client. The overall deployment is created in the Kubernetes cluster, in which the Kubernetes master is 

deployed on a separate bare-metal server with the same characteristics as the other two Virtual Wall 

hosts that are used as worker nodes. The MEAO is running on the master node to extend the capabilities 

of Kubernetes master towards supporting optimized MEC host selection for application-context 

relocation. Thus, the NFVI in our PoC consists of three distributed MEC hosts, i.e., two bare-metal 

servers in Virtual Wall, and one GPCU inside the Road Side Unit (RSU) that is located on the highway 

site, all three running as worker nodes in the same Kubernetes cluster. Furthermore, we have enabled 

the Metrics API in Kubernetes cluster to collect CPU, memory, and storage consumption from all 

distributed worker nodes, in order to train and validate our prediction algorithm. The client in our PoC 

is deployed as a Docker-based web application, which is on-boarded within NUC in the on-board unit, 

and it is connected to the distributed MEC application services via long-range 4G. 

 

Table 4: System characteristics of the testbed machines 

PoC information 

Type MEC host 1 MEC host 2 MEC host 3 Vehicle NUC 

Testbed 
Smart 

Highway 
Virtual Wall Virtual Wall Smart Highway 

Location Antwerp Ghent Ghent Antwerp 

CPU (GHz) 1.280 2.252 2.252 1.9 

RAM (GB) 32 48 49 8 

Processor 

Intel®, 

Xeon®, CPU 

E5-2620 v4 

@ 2.10 GHz 

2x 8core 

Intel E5-

2650v2 @ 

2.6 GHz 

2x 8core 

Intel E5-

2650v2 @ 

2.6 GHz 

I7-8659U 

Storage (GB) 1024 250 250 8 
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Figure 21: Proof-of-Concept for testing application context-relocation 

 

4.1.6 Testbeds of CLS and DSec 

CLS has developed a testbed to test its security components in 5G networks in a controlled environment. The 

testbest also supports an ML/Deep learning architecture to improve the threat detection n 5G networks. 
 
ML/Deep Learning architecture 

The IDCM supports the machine learning platform TensorFlow, and its deep learning API, named Keras [21]. 

Keras is the high-level API of TensorFlow for solving machine learning problems, focused on modern deep 

learning. It provides essential abstractions and building blocks for developing and shipping machine learning 

solutions with high iteration velocity. It is well suited for fast prototyping, state-of-the-art research, and 
production.   

It combines four key abilities: 

 Efficiently executing low-level tensor operations on CPU, GPU, or TPU. 
 Computing the gradient of arbitrary differentiable expressions. 

 Scaling computation to many devices, such as clusters of hundreds of GPUs. 

 Exporting programs ("graphs") to external runtimes such as servers, browsers, mobile and embedded 

devices. 

Figure 22: illustrates the Keras-enabled AI workflow carried out by the IDCM. As it can be seen, the overall 

AI procedure is composed of four phases, namely: 

 Training phase: Takes as input a pre-processed dataset, splits it into training and testing datasets, 

generates a TensorFlow model and provides a recall value defining the quality of the model trained. 

 Loading phase: Loads and uses the generated model. 

 Inference: Takes as input the incoming data (dataset & stream) and generates an output dataset. 
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 Classification: Takes the input and output dataset and attributes the label of the corresponding classified 

anomaly. 

 

 

Figure 22: IDCM AI workflow 

4.2 Pilot 

4.2.1 Computational/Transmission Time measurements 

The purpose of the test is measuring the time required for the basic lifecycle management operations 

performed by the platform. The overall time is evaluated by summing the computational time at each 

component involved plus the transmission time required for the communication among such 

components. We have considered the cases of both LOCAL domain instantiation, i.e., an operation 

performed inside the same domain (DTAG or MTA MEC), and CROSS-DOMAIN instantiation, i.e., 

operation requested in a given domain, but performed on a different, associated domain (e.g., from 

DTAG to MTA or vice versa, via Lo-Lo interface). We focused on the instantiation operation since it 

is more complex than the deletion operation: indeed, instantiation requires interaction with the MEAO 

module and also a higher computation effort at NFV-LO side (for generating from the application helm 

chart the descriptor to be sent to the EC for the deployment). 

4.2.1.1 Flow and Measurement depiction 
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Figure 23: Example of cross-domain request flow sequence diagram 

To ease the time sequence description of the flow of events associated with the execution of a request 

in the platform, we leverage on a chart depiction as the one shown in Figure 23. The flow refers to a 

successful request, i.e., with the request successfully delivered and performed, without any error. 

The chart shown in Figure 23 is divided into two sections: 

 A sequence diagram in the upper part, where it is depicted the sequence diagram associated with the 

components listed on the left. Time scale is shown on the top, with just “meaningful” time instants 
reported. The purpose of this section is to show the extent of each module computation and the 

interactions occurring among them, plus the identification of the time instants associated with the 

start/ending of computations/communications. Note that the time instants are on purpose shown not 

scaled with actual time, since the goal is just to assign a clear reference to a given event in the flow.
  

The bars show the computational activity of the module, while the arrows identifies message exchanges 

between two or more modules. 
 A measurements section in the lower part, consistent in a box diagram sharing the time reference of the 

above sequence diagram and showing the extent of the intervals that are considered for the main 

measurements associated with the flow 

In addition to this, the chart provides extra information about the actual deployment site of each 

module, in terms of domains. We restricted the number of possible interacting domains to two, since 

in our tests and analysis we never go beyond that number. We assigned a unique chromatic tag to each 
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domain, one black and the other one red, and we applied it to each entity associated with one or the 

other domain, resulting in the following rules: 

 The name of each the module is written in the color associated with the domain hosting that module 

 Each time instant identifier is written in the color associated with the domain where the event associated 
to that instant is happening 

 The arrow depicting the communication between two modules is colored according to the color tag 

associated to the module hosting the interacting modules. If the modules belong to different domains, a 
dashed black arrow is used 

 Each measurement name is written in the same color of the two instants identifying its extent. If the 

measurement spans between two instants measured in different domains, its name is inked in white. 

To ease the identification of each module activity, we also assigned a color to each module type, color 

that is also mirrored in the bars representing measurement associated with that module. Thus, module 

of the same type will share the same color, even if deployed on different domains (the belonging to 

one or the other domain being highlighted by the font color of the name, as said before). 

A certain time instant is identified by assigning to it a code made by the juxtaposition of a char 

identifying the module associated to that instant and a number (that has to be unique among instants 

associated to that module instance). We also decided to pick numbers in sequence to ease the reading. 

Please note that instants associated with modules of the same type inside the same domain should not 

be overlapping, whilst it is allowed for modules in different domains (i.e., we cannot have two instants 

TA1 and TA1, but it is allowed to have TA1 and TA1, assigned to modules of the same types but running 

in different domains). 

4.2.1.2 Measurements’ definition 

There are four types of time intervals associated with each module activity: 

 COMPUTATIONAL TIME: time interval when a module is actively performing computations  

 COMMUNICATION TIME: time interval when a module is engaged in a data transmission from/to 
another module 

 WAITING TIME: time in between the sending of a message and the arrival of the associated response. 

It identifies a time interval when the module is actively waiting for a response from a previous request 
 IDLE TIME: time when the module is not involved in any particular operation, or at least not in the 

operation analysed. It is waiting for some event (an endogenous or exogenous message, e.g., an alarm 

or a new request) triggering its activity 

The difference between waiting and idle time is a bit subtle, related basically to a later involvement of 

the module in the same chain of events related to the analysed request (waiting time) or not (idle time). 

To ease the readability of the formulas, we will refer the time instants simply by their identifier char 

and number. For example, instant TA1 will be referred simply as A1. The color-based labelling will be 

kept, to avoid ambiguities; thus, the instants will be written in black or red if taken in Domain 1 or 2, 

respectively. 

The previously defined times are said continuous if they are referring a time interval where only one 

specific behavior (computation, communication, waiting or idle) has been performed. For example, 

time interval [B0, B1] is a continuous computational time for component B, while the interval [B0, 

B1] - [B2, B3] is still a computational time for component B, but not continuous. 

By uniting and/or subtracting this time intervals, it is possible to evaluate all the several measurements 

we are interested to perform. 

In performing the calculations, we also need to take into account the fact that the reference clocks of 

the involved modules most likely are not synchronized, since they may run as different pods in 

different deployment environments or even domains. Thus, the measurements performed over intervals 
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between instants measured inside the same module are assumed to be reliable, while for those 

evaluated over instants measured on different modules must be treated as potentially affected by a 

clock misalignment. 

To overcome this issue, we decided to evaluate this cross-module intervals by averaging over the 

difference between intervals, each one measured on a given module. For example, with reference to 

Figure 23, we can evaluate the (average) communication time between the modules B and C on domain 

2 by subtracting interval [C0, C1] from interval [B1, B2] and dividing by 2. 

According to what previously defined and with reference to a given request REQ, we introduce the 

following measurements (function m() evaluates the measurement of a time interval): 

 Module X OVERALL TIME: the measurement of the total time from the arrival of the first request-related 

message to the sending of the last request-related message.  

With reference to Figure 23, Toverall(B) = m ([B0, B3]) 
 Module X COMPUTATIONAL TIME: the measurement of the union of all the (meaningful)) continuous 

computational time intervals for module X exclusively referred to the execution of REQ.  

With reference to Figure 23, Tcomp(B) = m ([B0, B1]  [B2, B3]) 

 Module X to Module Y COMMUNICATION TIME: the time spent in transmissions between module X 

and module Y, evaluated from the instant the message is sent by module X to the moment the message 
is received at module Y (and viceversa, if it is the case). Most of the time, this measurement includes 

the transmission time for a message sent from module X to Y and the transmission time for the 

associated response message from Y to X.   

As an example, with reference to Figure 23, Tcomm(B, B) = m ([B1, B2]  [B0, B6])  

We refer as AVERAGE COMMUNICATION TIME the average time required for transmitting a single 
message between two modules, evaluated by dividing the COMMUNICATION TIME by the number of 

transmissions occurred. With reference to the previous example (Figure 23), since B and B send two 

messages to each other, avgTcomm(B, B) = m ([B1, B2]  [B0, B6])/2  

 

The modules involved and time-related performance evaluation formulas associated may vary from 

case to case, thus a dedicated table will be provided in each scenario considered, listing all the 

measurements and the way they are performed. 

4.2.1.3 Scenarios 

Measurements were performed over the following three different scenarios: 

 S1: Local Domain Request 

 S2: Cross-Domain Request, via Or-Or 

 S3: Cross-Domain Request, via Lo-Lo 

For each of these scenarios, measurements on a set of application instantiation requests were 

performed. 

 

[S1]: LOCAL DOMAIN REQUEST 

 

A local domain request is a request performed inside a single domain (single MEC). 

The flow of the request through the modules involved is shown in Figure 24: the request is created at 

NFV-SO side and sent down to the local orchestration layer, to the AAM module, which receives the 

requests, processes it and generates the message request to be sent to the NFV-LO. NFV-LO receives 

the request, performs a first processing of it and then generates a message for the MEAO, to know the 

deployment environment where to perform the request. When MEAO answers, the NFV-LO use the 

response to generate the operational request message to be sent down to the EC. When the response 

from EC is delivered back, the NFV-LO processes it, checking if it was successful, and then generates 
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a notification message for the local AMQP broker and immediately after that the response message for 

the AAM module. AAM module receives the response, processes it updating its local information and 

finally sends the response message to the originally requesting NFV-SO. 

In the meantime, the AMQP broker has received the notification message from NFV-LO and forwards 

it to all the subscribers, i.e., the MEAO and AAM module, which in this case are not performing further 

actions. 

 

Figure 24: Local Domain request flow 

Note: time intervals are not in scale and, when the flow forks, they may overlap differently 

In addition to the time measurements described in Section 4.2.1.2 (Overall, computational and 

communication time for each module), we are also interested in measuring the notification time, i.e., 

the time span from the sending of the notification message to the delivery of it at the AAM module 

side. The formula used to evaluate it is the following: 

Tnotif(LO, AAM) = m ([A1, A3]- [L0, L5]) – Tcomm(AAM, LO) 

Table 3: Local Domain Request time measurements 

MODULE 
TIME 

OVERALL COMP COMM (AVG) 
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NFV-SO m([S1, S2]) --- SO-AAM m([S1, S2] - [A0, A4])/2 

AAM m([A0, A4]) m([A0, A1] + [A2, A4]) AAM-LO m([A1, A2] - [L0, L6])/2 

NFV-LO m([L0, L6]) 
m([L0, L1] + [L2, L3] +  

[L4, L6]) 

LO-MEAO m([L1, L2] - [M0, M1])/2 

LO-EC m([L3, L4] - [E0, E1])/2 

MEAO m([M0, M1]) m([M0, M1]) --- --- 

EC m([E0, E1]) m([E0, E1]) --- --- 

     

Notification m([A1, A3] – [L0, L5]) - Tcomm(AMM, LO) 

 

Thanks to the notification mechanisms enabled between instantiated applications and local 

orchestration layer, a local request can be triggered by a local orchestration component, as the AAM 

or the MEAO. For example, a BSAF application instance that has its monitored EmV exited its 

coverage area and completed its task, may notify the MEAO about it, to have the latter triggering a 

delete request for that now useless application instance. 

In such a case, the request starts at MEAO side: if the automatic request is allowed by MLA and fully 

delegated, the MEAO proceeds in total autonomy in its request, replacing both NFV-SO and AAM in 

their role. With reference to Figure 24, it translates into having the NFV-SO-related contributions 

disappearing and the AAM ones merging into the MEAO ones. This situation is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4: MEAO-triggered Local Domain Request time measurements  

MODULE 
TIME 

OVERALL COMP COMM (AVG) 

MEAO m([A0, A4]) 
m([A0, A1] + [M0, M1] + 

[A2, A4]) 
MEAO-LO m([A1, A2] - [L0, L6])/2 

NFV-LO m([L0, L6]) 
m([L0, L1] + [L2, L3]  +  

[L4, L6]) 

LO-MEAO m([L1, L2] - [M0, M1])/2 

LO-EC m([L3, L4] - [E0, E1])/2 

EC m([E0, E1]) m([E0, E1]) --- --- 

     

Notification m([A1, A3] – [L0, L5]) - Tcomm(MEAO, LO) 

 

In such a case, the notification received by AAM is important and must be forwarded to the NFV-SO, 

since it allows the NFV-SO to align with the current status of the applications in its domain. 

 

[S2]: CROSS-DOMAIN REQUEST, via Or-Or 

 

A cross-domain request is a request starting in a domain but targeting another domain. In the Or-Or 

scenario, the request is created in the NFV-SO of the starting domain and it is directly passed through 

the Or-Or interface to the partner NFV-SO” in the other domain. Here the request is processed the 
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same way it is managed in the previous Local Domain Request scenario S1, but it also includes an 

extra step at the end, with the response received by the NFV-SO” then forwarded by this to the NFV-

SO in the original domain 

 

 

Figure 25: Cross-Domain request (via Or-Or) flow - request in domain A for operation in domain B 

The flow of the request through the involved modules is shown in Figure 25 the request is created at 

NFV-SO in domain A and then passed to the NFV-SO” in Domain B. NFV-SO” sends the request to 

the local orchestration layer, to the AAM” module, which receives the requests, processes it and 

generates the message request to be sent to the NFV-LO”. NFV-LO” receives the request, performs a 

first processing of it and then generates a message for the MEAO”, to know the deployment 

environment where to perform the request. When MEAO” answers, the NFV-LO uses the response to 

generate the operational request message to be sent down to the EC”. When the response from EC” is 

delivered back, the NFV-LO” processes it, checking if it was successful, and then generates a 

notification message for the local AMQP broker and immediately after that the response message for 

the AAM” module. AAM” module receives the response, processes it updating its local information 

and sends the response message to the NFV-SO”, which finally sends the positive response back to 

the NFV-SO in Domain A again through Or-Or interface. 
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In the meantime, the AMQP broker has received the notification message from NFV-LO” and forwards 

it to all the subscribers, i.e., the MEAO” and AAM” module, which in this case are not performing 

further actions. Indeed, from the perspective of AAM”, the request is internal since it has arrived from 

NFV-SO”; thus there is no need to forward the update, since the response to the request will reach the 

NFV-SO” anyway. 

 

Table 5: Cross-Domain Request (Or-Or) time measurements (regarding time instants in Figure 25) 

MODULE 
TIME 

OVERALL COMP COMM (AVG) 

NFV-SO m([S1, S2]) --- 
SO-SO” 

(Or-Or) 
m([S1, S2] - [S0, S3])/2 

NFV-SO” m([S0, S3]) --- SO”-AAM” m([S1, S2] - [A0, A4])/2 

AAM” m([A0, A3]) m([A0, A1] + [A2, A3]) AAM”-LO” m([A1, A2] - [L0, L6])/2 

NFV-LO” m([L0, L6]) 
m([L0, L1] + [L2, L3] +  

[L4, L6]) 

LO”-MEAO” m([L1, L2] - [M0, M1])/2 

LO”-EC” m([L3, L4] - [E0, E1])/2 

MEAO” m([M0, M1]) m([M0, M1]) --- --- 

EC” m([E0, E1]) m([E0, E1]) --- --- 

     

Notification m([A1, A4] – [L0, L5]) - Tcomm(AMM”, LO”) 

 

[S3]: CROSS-DOMAIN REQUEST, via Lo-Lo 

 

This scenario leverages on the MLA-enabled communication channel between different instances of 

NFV-LOs. These instances may run also in different domains, and their endpoints are open for 

incoming requests of a given type and source according to the content of the MLA assigned with each 

NFV-LO. 

As for the previous scenario via Or-Or, the request is generated in Domain A, but this time, instead of 

being sent to the remote NFV-SO in domain B, is sent locally to the AAM module and then to the local 

NFV-LO. Here, the latter recognize that the request is not actually meant for it, but for a remote NFV-

LO. The local NFV-LO checks if the communication toward that remote NFV-LO and that type of 

remote request are enabled by its own MLA. If so, it forwards the request to the remote NFV-LO (over 

the Lo-Lo interface), where the incoming request is checked again against latter’s MLA. If also on this 

side the check is positive, the request is then managed locally in the Domain B as we have seen in the 

Local Request scenario, with first check with MEAO module and then the actual instantiation through 

the EC. If everything went fine, the response is sent back from the EC to the NFV-LO. Here the NFV-

LO recognizes the response being associated with the remote request; thus, it sends the response back 

to the NFV-LO in domain A. Domain A’s NFV-LO receives via Lo-Lo the response and forwards it 

to its NFS SO, through the AAM module. Back to the NFV-LO in domain B: when it receives the 

response, before forwarding it to its companion NFV-LO, it generates a notification message for the 

local AMQP broker, a notification meant to be forwarded to all the other local orchestration modules. 
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When the notification reaches the AAM module, it is then forwarded to the Domain B NFV-SO, to 

keep it updated about the change occurred among the instantiated applications running in its domain. 

If the notification were not forwarded, NFV-SO would not be aware of such a change. 

The whole flow is shown in the chart in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26: Cross-Domain request (via Lo-Lo) flow - request in domain A for operation in domain B 

The measurement rules for each involved module are listed in Table 6. As discussed in the end of the Local 

Domain Request scenario (S1) description, even here we can assume the request triggered not by NFV-SO at 

domain A, but by one of the local orchestration modules. For example, in the transparent edge bridge scenario, 

when a EmV gets close to the domain border, the application sends a notification to the MEAO, which triggers 
a remote instantiation request in the adjacent domain. This in order to create the application counterpart that 

will grant the continuity of the service in the other domain. In this case, we can ignore NFV-SO in domain A 

and assume that the AAM timeline is actually referring the MEAO one. The benefit coming from this solution 

is the saving in time by avoiding involving AAM and, in particular, NFV-SO in the flow. NFV-SO is most 
likely hosted in the cloud, outside the MEC, which implies higher latency-affected communications. 

Measurements rules associated with such a sub-scenario are presented in Table 7. 
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Table 6: Cross-Domain Request (Lo-Lo) time measurements (regarding time instants in Figure 26) 

MODULE 
TIME 

OVERALL COMP COMM (AVG) 

NFV-SO m([S1, S2]) --- SO-AAM m([S1, S2] - [A0, A3])/2 

AAM m([A0, A3]) m([A0, A1] + [A2, A3]) AAM-LO m([A1, A2] - [L0, L3])/2 

NFV-LO m([L0, L3]) m([L0, L1] + [L2, L3]) Lo-Lo” m([L1, L2] - [L0, L6])/2 

NFV-LO” m([L0, L6]) 
m([L0, L1] + [L2, L3] +  

[L4, L6]) 

LO”-MEAO” m([L1, L2] - [M0, M1])/2 

LO”-EC” m([L3, L4] - [E0, E1])/2 

MEAO” m([M0, M1]) m([M0, M1]) --- --- 

EC” m([E0, E1]) m([E0, E1]) --- --- 

     

Notification* 
(1)……m([L5, A0])  

         or 

(2)……m([M1, A0] – [L2, L5]) - Tcomm(LO”, MEAO”) 

* Notification time is more complex than usual to evaluate since there are not overlapping time interval between NFV-LO” and AAM”  .  

If we assume that A0 is almost the same instant in time when the message is delivered both at MEAO” and AAM”, then we can evaluate that interval as difference between 

LO and MEAO time intervals (formula (2)).   
Alternatively, we can assume NFV-LO and AAM almost synchronized (they are pods in the same environment) and directly perform the difference between the time instants 

defining the interval ([L5, A0]) (formula (1)).   

Anyway, in both cases, measurement is an approximation. 

Table 7:MEAO-triggered Cross-Domain Request (Lo-Lo) time measurements (wrt time instants in Figure 26) 

MODULE 
TIME 

OVERALL COMP COMM (AVG) 

MEAO m([A0, A3]) m([A0, A1] + [A2, A3]) MEAO-LO m([A1, A2] - [L0, L3])/2 

NFV-LO m([L0, L3]) m([L0, L1] + [L2, L3]) Lo-Lo” m([L1, L2] - [L0, L6])/2 

NFV-LO” m([L0, L6]) 
m([L0, L1] + [L2, L3] +  

[L4, L6]) 

LO”-MEAO” m([L1, L2] - [M0, M1])/2 

LO”-EC” m([L3, L4] - [E0, E1])/2 

MEAO” m([M0, M1]) m([M0, M1]) --- --- 

EC” m([E0, E1]) m([E0, E1]) --- --- 

     

Notification* 
(1)……m([L5, A0])  

         or 

(2)……m([M1, A0] – [L2, L5]) - Tcomm(LO”, MEAO”) 

 

4.2.1.4 Differences among MEC Measurements 
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A factor that may heavily affect the performance of each module is the environment where such 

module is running. Different availability of computational and memory resources, in combination with 

different virtualization and deployment strategies, may lead to relevant differences in the measured 

performance. The three MECs have considerable differences in the available resources and their usage, 

thus we expect to have such differences reflected into our test measurements. 

 

4.2.2 AAL tests on Edge Platforms 

In this section, we present the experimental assessment of the Adaptation and Abstraction Layer (AAL) 

of edge orchestrator (NFV-LO) implemented in the AAMs running in edge nodes, which is the module 

exposing the Mv1’ endpoint towards the NFV-SO, evaluating its impact on the performance of the 

hierarchical and distributed architecture of the orchestration platform itself.  

4.2.2.1 Experimental setup 

We run tests on multiple MEC platforms, using TIM and DTAG nodes. In these tests, the focus is on 

the AAM module running in the edge node, thus we have not used the relevant NFV-SO to trigger the 

orchestration requests, but we have emulated it by using a Postman client running in the CNIT lab at 

University of Perugia. Consequently, we have used the public Internet to establish the connectivity 

between the (emulated) NFV-SO and relevant AAM. The latency associated to these communications 

may be considered representative of that obtainable between a remote NFV-SO and the AAM on an 

edge node. 

The AAM runs in a single Pod, including both the MongoDB database, storing requests metadata and 

descriptors, and the module exposing the Mv1’ endpoint and managing the communications with 

NFV-LO and the Broker. As for the underlying modules running in the edge node, that is NFV-LO, 

Broker, and MEAO, they were executed in different Pods running in the same orchestration VM where 

the AAM is executed. As for the EC, this was in the other VM composing the orchestration platform, 

always in the same edge node. This means that the latency associated to their communications does 

not suffer from long propagation delays on the Internet.  

4.2.2.2 Types of tests 

We performed different types of tests. In these tests, the server (i.e., the AAM) and the client (i.e., 

Postman client emulating the NFV-SO) are deployed as explained in the previous section. This means 

that the overall latency suffers from sending requests via public Internet. Experiments were performed 

with different operations, which differ in complexity of the orchestration requests. Each orchestration 

request is generated, received, and processed as a REST API request.  

The following types of request were performed:  

1. overall edge-NFV-SO registration procedure,  

2. simple GET requests that involve certain transactions and checkups in MongoDB co-located in the 

AAM itself, 
3. POST requests able to trigger changes in the service deployments, such as instantiation and termination 

requests.  

 

Table 8 provides, for each operation, a brief description, the type of requests that are tested, and the 

relevant KPIs defined in Annex A. 
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Table 8: Description of requests done to the AAM 

Operation  Description Tested methods Addressed KPIs 

Registration 

NFV-LO/SO 

Overall process of 

registration of NFV-

LO to NFV-SO 

Multiple POST/PUT 

requests and DB 

transactions 

NF_I_4 (component-

associated communication 

delay) and NF_I_5 

(component-associated 

computational delay) 

Onboarding 

VNFD 

Descriptors 

onboarding to AAM 

Single POST request + DB 

transaction 

NF_I_1 (onboarding of 

descriptors) 

Onboarding 

NSD 

Descriptors 

onboarding to AAM 

Single POST request + DB 

transaction 

NF_I_1 (onboarding of 

descriptors) 

Onboard MLA 

Descriptors 

onboarding to AAM 

Single POST request + DB 

transaction 

NF_I_1 (onboarding of 

descriptors) 

Create NS 

Creation NS request 

to AAM, for 

compliance with 

ETSI NFV-SOL 

005 

Single POST request + DB 

transaction 

NF_I_4 (component-

associated communication 

delay) and NF_I_5 

(component-associated 

computational delay) 

Instantiate NS 

Instantiation of a 

NS, it involves also 

NFV-LO and 

Broker 

POST request triggering a 

further POST request 

towards the NFV-LO and 

message from Broker + DB 

transactions 

NF_I_2 (in-country runtime 

delay) and NF_I_3 (cross-

domain runtime 

orchestration delay) 

Terminate NS 

Terminate a NS, it 

involves also NFV-

LO 

POST request triggering a 

further POST request 

towards the NFV-LO + DB 

transactions 

NF_I_2 (in-country runtime 

delay) and NF_I_3 (cross-

domain runtime 

orchestration delay) 

get NS list 

Request of NS list Single GET request + DB 

transactions 

NF_I_4 (component-

associated communication 

delay) and NF_I_5 

(component-associated 

computational delay) 

get NSD 

Request of a specific 

NS descriptor 

Single GET request + DB 

transactions 

NF_I_4 (component-

associated communication 

delay) and NF_I_5 

(component-associated 

computational delay) 

get VNFD 

Request of a specific 

VNF descriptor 

Single GET request + DB 

transactions 

NF_I_4 (component-

associated communication 

delay) and NF_I_5 

(component-associated 

computational delay) 

get MLA 

Request of a specific 

MLA descriptor 

Single GET request + DB 

transactions 

NF_I_4 (component-

associated communication 

delay) and NF_I_5 

(component-associated 

computational delay) 
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delete MLA 

Delete MLA 

descriptor 

DELETE request 

triggering a further 

DELETE request towards 

the NFV-LO + DB 

transactions 

NF_I_1 (onboarding of 

descriptors) 

delete NS 

Delete NS 

descriptor 

Single DELETE request + 

DB transactions 

NF_I_4 (component-

associated communication 

delay) and NF_I_5 

(component-associated 

computational delay) 

delete VNFD 

Delete VNF 

descriptor 

Single DELETE request + 

DB transactions 

NF_I_1 (onboarding of 

descriptors) 

delete NSD 

Delete NS 

descriptor 

Single DELETE request + 

DB transactions 

NF_I_1 (onboarding of 

descriptors) 

 

In addition, the following two types of tests were performed: 

 system completely clean, with the MongoDB empty (default testing condition, used for DTAG and TIM 

edge nodes); 

 system loaded, with the MongoDB containing 10,000 NSD, 10,000 VNFD, 10,000 MLA descriptors, 
and 10,000 NS instances, used for TIM node only. 

In this way, we evaluate the impact of the database operation, which is the component in charge of 

ensuring the consistency of data and operations across the AAM with respect to the other components, 

on the overall delay budget. The number of items stored in the database is so high for the considered 

service scenario, that the obtained results can be considered a sort of upper bound to the average 

performance. In fact, for each edge node, we expect some tens of services contemporarily deployed in 

it, and for sure no more than a few hundreds. With these measurements, we partially addressed the 

KPI NF_I_8 (number of VNFs per domain), just for the management of descriptors and associated 

operations. 

We devoted a separate testing session for evaluating the time needed to receive and process a 

notification received by the NFV-LO. For the AAM, this implies receiving notifications related to 

assigned IP address and, in the cross-border case, to a newly instantiated NS via Lo-Lo interface. These 

measurements contribute to the evaluation of KPIs NF_I_4 (component-associated communication 

delay) and NF_I_5 (component-associated computational delay). 

Finally, we collected average CPU time and memory occupation during the various operations, 

contributing to the evaluation of KPIs NF_I_12 and NF_I_13, respectively. 

4.2.2.3 Metrics 

In all executed tests, the main measured KPI is the average response time per orchestration request, 

which is relevant because it reflects the capability of an orchestrator to perform orchestration 

operations efficiently. In the case under consideration, this is even more important since the 

orchestration operations are split both vertically (NFV-SO and underlying NFV-LO) and horizontally 

(peer NFV-SOs and peer NFV-LOs). In order to collect measurements of latency, we defined a further 

endpoint on the AAM, which allows retrieving the latency associated to each atomic operation carried 

out by it. These data can be retrieved with a simple REST call and are organized in a JSON format for 

easy parsing. Each element of the JSON file reports the timestamp in which the request was received 

or issued, the duration of the operation, and the uri of the request itself, which is a string 
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specifying not only the path of the (received/issued) request, but also the method, in order to distinguish 

between different requests. In some cases, we added some extra comments on the uri field, to 

identify different transactions occurring to complete the same operations. An example of a JSON 

element used to measure the time needed to upload the MLA follows: 

 
     { 

        "timestamp": 1645449099711, 

        "duration": 312, 

        "uri": "POST - /osm/v1/mla" 

     }, 

 

In this case, the timestamp represents the instant in which the MLA descriptor has been pushed by 

the NFV-SO (in Unix Epoch), the uri specifies that it is a POST request received on the endpoint 

/osm/v1/mla, and the duration represents the duration of the overall operation (in milliseconds). 

This includes: 

1. the time to process and validate the incoming request, which includes the matching of some specific 

fields defined in the related descriptors (i.e. the NSD, VNFD and the helm-chart defined therein), 
2. the time to upload the MLA descriptor in the MongoDB local database, 

3. the time to forward this descriptor to the NFV-LO up to the reception of the relevant 200 OK, 

4. the time to process the NFV-LO answer and then to send the 200 OK to the NFV-SO on hold. 

 

In addition to parsing this JSON file with measurement data, also the AAM logs have been parsed, 

especially to identify errors or anomalous situations causing abnormal latencies. When the 

measurements have been taken from the Postman client to emulate a remote NFV-SO, we have used 

the delay measurement tool provided by that software. 

Finally, as for the evaluation of the notification delay, we have evaluated this latency by splitting the 

contribution associated to the delay introduced by the Message Broker and that associated by the 

processing required in the AAM to prepare the notification to be sent to the NFV-SO and to 

create/update the NS in the local MongoDB. The notification delay via broker has been evaluated by 

making the difference of timestamp values collected in AAM and NFV-LO. This is possible since 

they see the same system time as they run in different Pods in the same VM. As for the processing 

time, we used a specific entry in the JSON file made available through the above illustrated endpoint. 

 

4.2.3 Edge to Edge Round Trip Time (RTT) for MEC Applications  

In this section, we present Round Trip Time measurements between MNOs’ Edges for the service-based 

communication path and data-plane traffic path. As discussed in Section 2.3 on key CCAM Enablers, 
Edge/MEC applications can use two different interfaces and associated paths for inter Edge communication, i.e. 

Service Based Communication path (via NodePort) and data-plane communication path (via Fast Data 

I/O).  This measurement gives insight on the RTT delay differences of this two paths for inter MNO edge 

services communication.  
 In this test, we used three methods to measure the RTT: 

i. Ping,  

ii.  Rest Based Request Response and  
iii.  Iperf based TCP traffic. 
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Figure 27: RTT delay measurement setup between DTAG and MTA MNOs 

 

As shown in Figure 27:, for the RTT measurement we used two different interfaces, via NodePort and OVS 

based Fast Data Input/Output interface. For RTT measurement between two interfaces using Ping we used the 

ping –I interface_name IP_Address_ DESTINATION.For REST-based request & response, a client makes 
REST based API calls from a Pod running at MNO1 to a Pod running at MNO2 as depicted in Figure 28 

for Iperf based TCP traffic measurements we run TCP based Iperf server in MNO1 and Iperf client in 

MNO2. Measurement results of the three tests are discussed in Section 5.2.3. 
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Figure 28: Service Based Communication between MEC Applications in two MNO Edges 

 

4.2.4 Transparent Edge Bridging Test with Virtual Vehicle  

In this section, we discuss how Transparent Edge Bridging is enabled to test Service continuity using a 

virtual vehicle from NEC Lab connected to DTAG’s and MTA’s  Edge. The concept of “Transparent Edge 

Bridging “ is presented in Section 2.3, while Figure 29 depicts the test setup to demonstrate service 
continuity between DTAG and MTA’s MNOs Edges we run a python-based client at NEC Lab premises 

emulating emergency respondent vehicle. The emulated virtual vehicle continuously sends CAM messages 

encoding relevant information (e.g., speed, location) over UDP to BSA Service, herewith emulating 
movement from Germany to Austria with continuous location updates.  Hence, the virtual vehicle first 

connects to DTAG’s BSAF instance. During a transition phase, DTAG edge relays data to the MTA edge 

for delivery to MTA’s BSAF instance, which is accomplished through the programmable data-plane under 
control of the Edge Controller. In a last step, a movement of the virtual EMV to MTA’s network is emulated, 

which results in the virtual EMV sending data directly to the BSAF Service in the MTA’s edge.  

  

The demo setup comprises of: 
i. two MEC platforms, one per each country, i.e., respective MNOs DTAG and MTA. 

ii. Orchestrated edge platform installed in a K8s cluster on each of these MEC platforms. 

iii. Smart Edge application. 
iv. Client application (aka virtual vehicle) that sends CAMs to, and retrieves response from, a smart Edge 

App.  

In this test, we showcase two phases of operations: 

i. Phase 1, in which the proactive service instantiation is based on the triggers/notifications generated by 
smart Edge Apps, and  

ii. Phase 2, during which service continuity is maintained when vehicle is crossing the border through 

creation of a programmable data plane. 
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Figure 29: Transparent Edge Bridging test setup over DTAG MTA network 

Phase 1: Proactive service instantiation: In order to demonstrate this Phase of operation, we use a Back 

Situation Awareness (BSA) type of Edge Application. BSA is used for creating alert notifications in different 

dissemination areas based on the events that is happening behind them (e.g., EmV arrival), and require the 
civilian vehicles to take some action such as, to clear the lane, to increase/decrease the speed, or to exit highway. 

These events are reported to BSA Edge App by specialized vehicles (emulated EmV), where an EmV is 

reporting its presence, while Edge App is informing civilian vehicles the estimated time of arrival (ETA) of the 
EmV, so that they can clear the lane in a timely manner for the smooth and safe passage of the EmV.  
 

The Smart Edge App, deployed on the system in Germany, notifies MEAO and Edge Orchestrator to instantiate 

peering Edge App in Austria (as illustrated on the MEAO and Edge Orchestrator (Section 4.1.4)), using the data 
analytics algorithm that determines the instantiation time, so that all required resources are allocated on the 

target edge before EmV crosses the border. Afterwards, Edge Orchestrator in Germany is sending instantiation 

request to Edge Orchestrator in Austria, which then further uses Edge Controller to instantiate peering Edge 

App. Once Edge App is up and running, it connects to its peering instance from the source domain (Germany) 
and receives metadata based on which it can create notifications for dissemination areas in Austria. Upon 

instantiation, vehicle can re-attach from German to Austrian Edge App at any moment.  

 
Phase 2 - Cross-border service continuity: In this phase, we demonstrate the TEB, i.e., the procedure that 

enables a smooth re-attachment from a smart Edge App in Germany to its peering application instance in 

Austria. This is made possible because of the programmable data plane of our orchestrated edge platform, which 
relays the packets being sent from a vehicle to an Edge App in the DTAG edge to the peering Edge App in the 

Austrian network at the MTA edge, even though the vehicle is still connected to the DTAG network. Once the 

EmV crosses the border and attaches to the MTA network, the vehicle sends packets directly to the Austrian 
Edge App instance in the MTA edge. The performance of TEB is analysed in Section 5.2.4, where we present 

the latency measured at the client side, which in our case is a python-based UDP client application that emulates 

the EmV and sends CAM messages to Edge Apps. The EmV emulator has been installed and used from the 
NEC lab network located in Heidelberg, Germany. 

  

Below, we describe the transparent edge bridging testing procedures. 

Initial condition: BSA DTAG up and running 

Step 0: Trigger instantiation of BSAF (BSAF DTAG) from NFV-DTAG SO 

step 0:1 connect virtual vehicle from NEC lab premises to BSA instance in DTAG 
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step 0:2 update location information to MEAO 

step 0:3 when virtual vehicle is close to the boarder go to step 1 
Step 1 MEAO (DTAG) receives notification from BSAF DTAG, sends request to NFV-LO (DTAG) to instantiate 

BSAF MTA 

Step 2: Cross-border instantiation request (over Lo-Lo) 
NFV-LO (DTAG) sends an instantiation request to NFV-LO (MTA) over Lo-Lo 

Step 3: Instantiation on MTA side 

NFV-LO (MTA) instantiates BSAF MTA 

Step 4: Smart app generates notification for app relocation 
BSAF DTAG sends notification that app can be relocated, MEAO subscribed 

Step 5: Triggering updates of DTAG and MTA deployments 

DTAG deployment: MEAO (DTAG) receives notification and sends an UPDATE request to NFV-LO (DTAG) 
for BSAF DTAG, passing "network": "create" to trigger GRE tunnel creation, and apply traffic steering rules 

MTA deployment: 

Local MEAO: MEAO (MTA) receives notification and sends an UPDATE request to NFV-LO (MTA) for BSAF 
MTA, passing "network": "create" 

Remote MEAO: MEAO (DTAG) sends the same UPDATE request to NFV-LO (MTA) for BSAF MTA, passing 

"network": "create" 

Step 6: Updating DTAG and MTA deployments 
NFV-LO (DTAG) sends the same update request from STEP 5 to EC (DTAG) (Helm chart updated) 

NFV-LO (MTA) sends the same update request from STEP 5 to EC (MTA) (Helm chart updated) 

Step 7: Updating rules for traffic steering 
EC (DTAG) updates the policy and enables traffic steering to BSAF MTA based on "network": "action" 

“action” can be create, update, relocate, or break 

EC (MTA) updates the policy and enables traffic steering to BSAF MTA 
Step 8: No dissemination areas in Germany, BSAF DTAG sends notification that it can be terminated 

Action: “relocate” 

Step 9: Triggering deletion of previously established rules 

DTAG deployment: MEAO (DTAG) receives notification, and sends an UPDATE request to NFV-LO (DTAG) 
for BSAF DTAG, passing only "network": "break" 

MTA deployment: Local MEAO: MEAO (MTA) receives notification, and sends an UPDATE request to NFV-

LO (MTA) for BSAF MTA, passing only "network": "break" 

Remote MEAO: MEAO (DTAG) receives notification, and sends an UPDATE request to NFV-LO 

(MTA) for BSAF MTA, passing only "network": "break" 
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4.2.5 BSA Application response time 

In this Section, we briefly describe the methodology of measuring application response time in the 

case of BSA application service, which is a CCAM application placed and managed within the 

Orchestrated 5G Edges platform. The BSA application consists of several microservices, whose 

processes are highly relevant for the overall service performance, where each of them is contributing 

to the overall application response time.  

As shown in Figure 30, during the MEC application runtime, there are three distinct delay incurring processes 

that are executed simultaneously. First, the reception of upstream CAMs that are sent by an EmV to the BSA 

application running on the MEC, which is a process contributing towards the communication latency. Second, 
computation overhead involving the decoding of the periodically received CAMs in terms of 

speed/location/route of the EmV for deriving ETA values for respective dissemination area. The derived ETA 

values are encoded inside the DENMs, which are generated for the respective dissemination areas to notify the 
civilian vehicles, and to prepare the required format for the message dissemination service on the MEC system. 

All this accounts towards the computational delay. In Figure 31 it could be also seen that the ETA 

computational delay depends on the number of dissemination areas, i.e., the more areas to cover, the 

more time ETA algorithm takes to prepare corresponding ETA values.   

Finally, dissemination of downstream DENM from the message dissemination services to all civilian 

vehicles in different dissemination areas on the road, which is a process adding to communication 

latency. Here we consider that application response time is the time needed for a BSA application 

service to process each CAM message received from the EmV, and to perform computation, i.e., 

parsing of the CAM message and extracting the relevant parameters such as speed/location/heading, 

calculating ETA values for defined dissemination areas, and preparing and encoding DENM messages 

that are going to be sent to the civilian vehicles via GeoService.  

In addition, the overall emergency response time refers to the travel time of the EmV, which with the 

help of BSA application service, should be significantly decreased as EmV is supposed to have a clear 

lane enabling it to drive the fastest allowed. Such circumstances are in advance prepared by proactively 

notifying civilian vehicles about the EmV’s arrival through the DENM message dissemination from 

the BSA application service.  

The performance results and the detailed analysis of this test case are presented in Section 5.2.5, and 

they indicate the average response time of the BSA application itself, excluding the impact from 

network (uplink reception of CAMs, and downlink dissemination of DENMs). The experiment we 

performed to measure the average response time included a testing route for an EmV, which consists 

of 24 dissemination areas with the radius of 250m. 
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Figure 30: The overall emergency response time in the BSA system 

 

Figure 31: Visualization of contributors to the overall BSA response time 

 

4.2.6 Impact of concurrent requests on Local Orchestration 

NFV-LO is a pivotal component in all the orchestration operations performed in a MEC. To check how such a 

component is affected by concurrent requests, we envisage a test to be performed over a single instance of NFV-

LO. The NFV-LO will be stressed by a sequence of incremental bursts of concurrent requests at Local Domain 
level. We decided to have such test performed on the Magenta MEC, since from the previous tests it proved to 

be the most reliable e consistent in time in terms of performance (most likely, because of its environment 

configuration). 

The test is performed first by injecting a set of single instantiation requests in sequence and leaving an adequate 
“rest” time between each request. After a break time, a corresponding sequence of deletion requests is injected, 
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each request separated by the previous and the following by an adequate rest time. 

The results of this first sequential part of the tests will be used for comparison with those retrieved in the 
concurrent one. Sometime after the last single deletion, it starts the concurrent requests session. This session 

consists in a sequence of batch requests for an increasing number of instantiation requests: it starts with 5 

concurrent requests, and then doubles the number of requests at each iteration, to end with 160 requests. For 
each iteration, N instantiation requests are injected at the same time and then after an adequate rest time, N 

deletion requests are injected at same time. Then another rest time is triggered, and after that the next iteration 

starts with 2*N requests. 

Table 9: Request scheduling in Concurrent Request Test 

#REQs OP MODE INTER-REQUEST 

REST-TIME 

INTER-BURST 

REST-TIME 

1 INST SEQUENCE 5s, after previous req completion 2s 

1 DEL SEQUENCE 5s, after previous req completion 2s 

40 INST SEQUENCE 5s (after previous req completion) 80s 

40 DEL SEQUENCE 5s (after previous req completion) 80s 

5 INST CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 20s 

5 DEL CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 20s 

10 INST CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 20s 

10 DEL CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 20s 

20 INST CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 40s 

20 DEL CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 40s 

40 INST CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 80s 

40 DEL CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 80s 

80 INST CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 160s 

80 DEL CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 160s 

160 INST CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 320s 

160 DEL CONCURRENT 0s (after previous req injection) 320s 

 

For each request, we measured the following time intervals (see Section 4.2.1.2 and Figure 24 for definitions 

and request sequence diagram): 

 LO overall: the measurement of the time interval spanning from the arrival of the request to the response 
sending 

 LO-MEAO waiting time: the amount of time LO awaits before receiving the response message from 

MEAO (communication time included) 
 LO-EC waiting time: the amount of time LO awaits before receiving the response message from EC 

(communication time included) 

 LO computation time: the amount of time directly by the NFV-LO to perform the evaluations associated 

with the request received.  
It is calculated subtracting the LO-MEAO waiting time and the LO-EC waiting time from the LO 

overall 

 
In addition to this measurement, we will also collect every second the resources used at Kubernetes level 

associated with the activity of the NFV-LO, in particular: 

 CPU Core usage: in millicores [m] 
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 MEMORY usage: in megabytes [Mi] 

For each of the previous measurement we also evaluate a relative variation (delta), with reference to the CPU 
core and MEMORY usage recorded at the beginning of the test. 

 

4.2.7 MEC Service/Application Failover recovery  

In this section, we discuss a scenario for application failover recovery orchestrated by the Orchestrated 5G-

edges platform for CCAM. For this evaluation,  as depicted in Figure 32, we deployed a MEC Service running 

as a pod, which comprises two interfaces, one for service-based communication and the other interface for data 
plane communication. The service-based interface is managed by Kubernetes CNI flannel, and the Edge 

Controller connectivity manager manages the data plane interface. The Failover scenario is emulated as a pod 

failure, since Kubernetes by default in relatively few seconds, the purpose of this test is to validate how the 

controller manager of the Edge Controller recovers fast enough when a Pod restart happens and to measure the 
difference in time for application recovery.  

For this test we used Ping from the Kubernetes host reaching both data plane interface and service based 

interface and intentionally killed the pod, measure time for the pod (and its native CNI interface for service 
based communication and the data-plane interface by Edge Controllers connectivity manager) to recover and 

calculate the packet loss for the two paths of the network.  

 

 

Figure 32: MEC Service Failover Recovery test setup 

 

4.2.8 MEC Application Service Stress test resource utilization evaluation 

In this section, we discuss a scenario for evaluating impact of increased number of users on MEC application 

resource utilization. As resources are scarce in MEC environments, understanding and evaluating the resource 

usage of MEC applications services under different load conditions is substantial. Monitoring application 
services resource usage in real-time at the edge allows understanding bottleneck events and to react quickly to 

comply with service level agreements or in worst case conditions to avoid complete stalling of the entire MEC 

application or system. In this evaluation, by increasing number of connected vehicles, we analyze and compare 

resource utilization impact of Server Local Dynamic Map (SLDM) application and Active Message Queuing 
Broker (AMQP) application, which are the two enablers for the time-critical Cooperative Lane Change (CLC) 

application service use case. Figure 33 depicts the evaluation setup. For this experiment, we used the DTAG 

edge in Munich to host the AMQP broker and S-LDM services, orchestrated by the orchestrated 5G-edge for 
CCAM.  An emulator to generate vehicles is running in Turin, Italy, in CNIT’s lab premises; the emulator starts 

with 10 vehicles and increase by 10 every 15 seconds up to 750 vehicles. We used Kubectl top [26] to monitor 

and log resource usage per pod at the MEC.  We discuss resource usage and summarize the evaluation and 
results in Section 5.2.8.   
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Figure 33: MEC application Resource Usage Evaluation setup for AMQP Broker and SLDM 
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5 Validation Results 

This section provides detailed results and analysis of the respective test cases described in Section 4. 

Each subsection corresponds to the test cases, which are conducted both in lab environment and in 

pilot, described in the sub-sections of Section 4.      

5.1 Lab Tests Results and Analysis 

5.1.1 Collaborative edge orchestration - Lab results from the Virtual Wall 

and CityLab testbeds 

5.1.1.1 Results 

This section summarizes the results of the test case and methodology described in Section 4.1.1.  

Let us first how is the orchestration load, expressed as the number of requests sent towards an orchestrator, 
affecting the average response time of this orchestrator. In an intra-domain scenario with one top-level 

orchestrator per whole administrative domain (e.g., country), and multiple edge-level orchestrators, with no 

direct Lo-Lo link established between them, all the management traffic that edge-level orchestrators generate 
within their domains, in terms of the exchange of orchestration operation requests/responses with each other, is 

exchanged via the  top-level orchestrator  The results of this particular case are shown in Figure 34a and Figure 

35a , which clearly show the increasing trend in CPU load and average response time, respectively, for the top-

level orchestrator with the increase in the number of edge-level orchestrators that are simultaneously sending 

orchestration requests towards it. On the other hand, in case of an intra-domain scenario with the Lo-Lo links 

established between the respective edge-level orchestrators, the same trend applies to the edge-level 

orchestrators (Figure 34b and Figure 35b) with the increase in total number of direct Lo-Lo connections. Such 

a result stresses the importance of balancing the load among orchestration layers, as both the top-level and the 
edge-level orchestrators experience an increase in average response time when their load increases, thereby 

proving the need for involving edge-level orchestrators in orchestration operations, and giving them authority 

to perform those operations in their respective edge domains, but allowing them to collaborate with a limited 

number of peering edge-level orchestrators to avoid severe increases in load.  
 

Let us now examine the benefits of direct communication between edge-level orchestrators (Localization gain 

KPI). To better understand the results, we first explain how the tests are executed.  
In particular, for all the top-level and edge-level orchestrators, and direct Lo-Lo connections between peering 

edge-level orchestrators, shown on the x-axis of all graphs presented in Figure 34 and Figure 35, we run tests 

for different waiting time between successive requests that are coming from a single edge-level orchestrator. It 
means that in case of waiting time equal to 1s, in Figure 36b and Figure 37b, each edge-level orchestrator is 

generating one orchestration request per second. Accordingly, each of them is generating 10 orchestration 

requests per second in case of waiting time equal to 0.1s. Therefore, in case there are 100 edge-level 
orchestrators distributed across a single administrative domain, the top-level orchestrator needs 68ms on the 

average to process a simple orchestration request (e.g., response to a query about resource availability in a 

certain edge domain). In practice, if orchestration operations stretches over multiple domains (inter-domain 

orchestration operation), this means that edge-level orchestrator will wait 68ms only for the first top-level 
orchestrator to process its request, which will then include also an additional latency that propagation and 

transmission of this request take from i) local to the top-level orchestrator, ii) from the top-level orchestrator in 

domain 1 to the top-level orchestrator in domain 2, and iii) from the top-level orchestrator in domain 2 to the 
target edge-level orchestrator in domain 2. On the other hand, if a direct Lo-Lo link is established from 

originating to the target edge-level orchestrator, Figure 35b shows that one edge-level orchestrator (although 

resource constrained) will take only 19ms to process the same orchestration request. We can assume that the 
overall latency via link Lo-Lo will be lower than in case when request is sent through the top-level orchestrators, 
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which in total results in at least three times lower latency in processing orchestration request in case of having 

Lo-Lo link (Localization gain KPI).  
 

If we now reflect on the remote test for the top-level orchestrator, the increase in average response time per 

orchestration request can be seen in Figure 34c in comparison to Figure 34a. For example, in the case where 

n.10 edge-level orchestrators are simultaneously sending two requests per second towards the top-level 

orchestrator, we can see that in remote test the average response time is 527ms while being only 20ms in the 

local test. Such an increase in average response time is expected due to delay in sending orchestration requests 
via public internet, as well as queuing in the gateways, highly depending on the number of the network links 

between orchestrators, their length and of course bandwidth. As such result might severely disrupt the 

performance of vehicular applications, especially the latency constrained ones, due to the increase in 
orchestration execution, we emphasize the importance of the direct low-latency Lo-Lo links that should 

significantly decrease the overall delay. A further reduction of the latency, caused by congested network nodes, 

can be achieved also by dedicating more processing power, or more network adapters, to a particular 

orchestrator. Tackling the load that the top-level orchestrators need to handle in case the edge-level orchestrators 

are not allowed to directly collaborate via Lo-Lo links, we assess the average CPU load (Figure 34), as well as 

the average RAM load. The average RAM load remains stable in all tests, being slightly increased with 
complexity of orchestration requests, whereas the average CPU load is highly affected by the amount of 

orchestration tasks to process. In particular, Figure 34 shows that for both top-level and edge-level 

orchestrators, the average CPU load increases with the number of edge-level orchestrators generating requests, 
and with the number of requests per second. One specific case when this load decreases is the GET & PUT test, 

in which the average CPU load for 100 and 300 edge-level orchestrators is smaller than in case of less complex 

tests. This decrease happens due to request queuing that significantly increases average response time, which 
also results in failed requests, i.e., with rate of 2.27% for GET, and 7.35% for PUT requests, in case of 100 

edge-level orchestrators, and 8.27% for GET, and 35.52% for PUT requests, in case of 300 edge-level 

orchestrators.  

 

To measure the average power consumption of different orchestration components while performing 

orchestration operations, the same set of experiments has been executed for local tests as for measuring 

the average response time and CPU/memory load. We have utilized the Linux-based command-line 

program PowerTOP, which provides an estimate of the total power consumption of the overall system, 

but also individual power consumption for individual processes, devices, kernel workers, etc. The 

obtained results are shown in Figure 36, and we can see an increasing trend in average power 

consumption of both top-level and edge-level orchestrators with the increasing number of orchestration 

requests in the simple - only GET test. However, when number of edge-level orchestrators that 

simultaneously send orchestration requests towards the top-level orchestrator increases above 100, we 

can see that average power consumption drops. The same happens also in the case of more complex 

orchestration operations, as Figure 36c shows. As described for CPU and memory load, average power 

consumption also decreases due to the request queuing that significantly increases average response 

time. 
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Figure 34: Average CPU load in Simple - only GET test 

 

Figure 35: Average response time per orchestration request in Simple - only GET test 

 

Figure 36: Average power consumption in Simple - only GET test (a and b), and only GET test (c) 

 

5.1.1.2 Analysis 

The number of new reference points between the target platforms to enable direct communication of 
orchestration operations (e.g., Lo-Lo reference point) reduces the overall number of hops that certain 

orchestration request passes to reach the target edge-level orchestrator. Thus, such number of instances of 

reference points needs to be increased, as it reduces the communication delay in orchestration requests, allowing 

the edge-level orchestrators to perform their orchestration operations in an efficient manner.   
 

By enabling a management autonomy to the edge-level orchestrators, MLAs allow them to perform 

orchestration operations autonomously, i.e., without involving the top-level orchestrators, and thus reducing the 
load and the delays (average response time). Thus, the negotiated MLAs increase the number of newly created 

reference points between the target platforms, thereby significantly reducing the load of the top-level 

orchestrator, as the upcoming requests from the edge-level orchestrators do not need to be transferred via the 
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top-level orchestrator to other edges. Otherwise, the increase in number of requests increases the CPU load, 

which then causes a significant increase in average response time per orchestration request. Such an increase in 
average response time might significantly delay e.g., the instantiation of a service, or any runtime operation 

such as scaling up/out. Let us consider that vehicle is driving on the highway with the speed of 80km/h, thereby 

consuming the CCAM service that sends notifications about its maneuver. If CCAM service is unavailable due 
to the scale-up operation, which is triggered to improve service resource utilization and decrease service latency, 

and if scaling-in lasts for approximately 500ms, it will result in at least 500ms delay in the notification update. 

Such an increased response time will result an outdated or delayed notification sent to the vehicle that needs to 

execute a maneuver. With such a delay,  the vehicle will already have moved an additional 11,1m, which can 
prevent it from executing the manoeuver e.g., lane change in time. 

 

Given the aforementioned importance of the average response time for orchestration-related operations, the 
design choices might include more direct links between edge level orchestrators to decrease the response time, 

i.e., to speed up the runtime orchestration operations such as scaling and service relocation. Although deployed 

on resource-constrained edge clouds, if low-latency links are established, and used as per MLA, the edge-level 
orchestrators process the orchestration requests with a reduced average response time compared to the top-level 

orchestrators (Figure 35), due to: 

i.  the decreased load, and 

ii.  the decreased propagation and transmission latency over the direct link.  
 

With respect to results presented for the CPU load (see Figure 36), and the average response time (see Figure 

37), one reasonable design choice for the orchestration can enforce using direct Lo-Lo links for those 
orchestration operations that directly affect the runtime functions/operations of the service (e.g., scaling 

operation from the previous example, or service migration operation), while other operations such as 

instantiation, termination, update, upgrade, etc., can be performed via top-level orchestrators to manage the load 
properly. 

 

Although, neither the top-level orchestrators, nor the edge-level orchestrators, are intended to run on low-energy 

Internet of Things (IoT) devices, their power usage is still an important consideration for the overall energy 
budget of the 5G ecosystem, especially due to the evident increase in consumption with the increase and 

complexity of orchestration requests as more service slices are instantiated. As shown in Figure 36, average 

consumption increases for more than 100mW in case number of edge-level orchestrators increases from 2 to 
10, with two requests per second from each. Thus, managing the orchestration load across multiple edge-level 

orchestrators is essential, as it also balances the energy consumption across edges, making the resource and 

service orchestration an energy-aware technique for 5G ecosystem. 

 

We learnt that it is important to carefully consider the number of hops, as it significantly impacts the 

average response time per orchestration request. The load on the orchestrators needs to be managed to 

keep their response time low (i.e., low runtime orchestration delay). Achieving low-latency edge-to-

edge service continuity is possible if orchestration entities i) deploy a peering service instance in the 

target domain towards which the vehicle is driving, ii) relocate the application state from the source to 

the target domain, and iii) relocate the user endpoint to the target application instance (via transparent 

edge bridging procedure). All these operations are performed by the orchestration entities; thus, their 

response time is critical for achieving timely relocation of the service and maintaining service 

continuity when vehicle is moving from one domain to another. 

 

5.1.2 Edge-to-edge slice resources management 

5.1.2.1 Results 
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This section summarizes the results of the evaluation objective and methodology described in sect. 4.1.2, which 

proofs the use of resources demand predictions for the management of edge slice resources. Figure 37 shows 
the training accuracy and loss achieved through LSTM applied on the described traffic, using a 3 layer 

configuration. LSTM is able to provide an accuracy above 0.8, thus allowing for a good prediction of the traffic 

highway patterns. In the results, highway traffic is simulated using the SUMO simulation framework to create 
realistic data sets. Different flows of vehicles entering and exiting the highway at different random entrances 

and exits are generated at various rates during a total interval of 24 hours (100vehicles/minute at the highest 

peaks). Speed of vehicles is defined with a normal distribution having mean value as 0.8 of the max street speed 

limit (i.e., 50 m/s) and standard deviation equal to 0.2 of said speed limit. More details on the parameters are 
contained in [12]. 

 

Figure 37: Accuracy and loss results when training an RNN LSTM on a real map highway and urban area traffic 

forecasting 

 

Figure 38 (a) illustrates the resulting vehicle traffic forecast over time in a geo-area, while Figure 38 

(b) shows the CPU and Network Utilisation in an Edge Worker. Both information can be leveraged by 

the Mobile Edge Application Orchestrator (MEAO) in order to take µ-slice resource distribution 

updates on Edge Workers. 

 

 

Figure 38: Visualization of edge scaling per anticipated increase in resources demand 
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5.1.2.2 Analysis 

In this test case and analysis we combine the possibility to flexibly allocate µ-slice resources at edge 

nodes with machine learning-based traffic forecasting to anticipate the clients’ traffic patterns and 

assess edge resources demand accordingly. We show the feasibility and advantages of such an 

approach based on the 5G-CARMEN orchestrated edges prototype [13]. 

 

The used methodology allowed us to proof the concepts of balancing a given resource budget across 

multiple edges. While the 5G-CARMEN MNOs’ production networks do not yet support network 

slicing in an end-to-end system, the integrated orchestrated edges support edge slicing at edge 

resources level and deployment of a service’s cloud-native service components in defined sliced 

resources, as depicted in Section 2.3. The µ-slice resources management has been experimented so far 

only in the lab for proof-of-concept, leveraging the Edge Controller’s feature to manage namespaces 

and resources quota for deployed Pods. 

 

5.1.3 Evaluation of MEC Data-Plane interface performance 

5.1.3.1 Results 

This section summarizes the results of the test case and methodology described in sect. 4.1.3.The main goal of 

this evaluation is to validate Edge Controllers connectivity management features, i.e. flexible management of 
additional interfaces for pods for different types of traffics and compare performance against the native CNI 

interfaces managed by Flannel based on the methodology in section 4.1.3.  

 

Figure 39 and Figure 40 shows round trip time delay and throughput comparison of the two different types of 

networks. As depicted in Figure 39 for the same setup the maximum RTT for FDIO interface is 1.5msec with 

a reasonable stability on the other hand the maximum RTT for the NodePort could exceed 10msec. Moreover, 

as depicted in Figure 40 while we could achieve up to 0.8Gbps in case of FDIO interface for TCP traffic over 

a 1Gb link, only 0.08Gbps where is achieved via the NodePort over the same link.  
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Figure 39: Round Trip Time delay comparison of FDIO vs NodePort 

 
 

Figure 40: Throughput comparison of FDIO vs NodePort 
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5.1.3.2 Analysis  

In this evaluation, we validated the CNI extension of the Edge Controller for managing additional 

interfaces for pods, which is a key requirement for telco services to handle different types using 

different paths. Flexible management of network interfaces for pods and enabling external access is a 

key feature to connect MEC services for external applications. Performance evaluation of the native 

CNI Flannel and FDIO also shows in worst conditions up to NodePort based traffic could have RTT 

delay of 100msec while FDIO is up to 1.5msec for the same setup. This huge delay saving makes the 

FDIO a good candidate for low latency services. As shown in Figure 39 RTT is quite stable for FDIO 

compared to NodePort. In conclusion, the developed extension demonstrated higher level of 

performance compared to legacy CNIs. Moreover, the connectivity manager allows flexible data plane 

programming for example for Transparent Edge Bridging as discussed in Section 4.2.4. 

5.1.4 Lab results from the BSA algorithm performance on the Smart 

Highway testbed 

5.1.4.1 Results 

This section summarizes the results of the test case and methodology described in Section 4.1.4. The 

main goal of this work is to evaluate the performance of the BSA algorithm in terms of the following 

key objectives: 

 Comparing the performance of the four reference methods in terms of their accuracy. 

 Determining the dissemination area size to obtain ETA estimation errors under an acceptable 

limit. 

 Analysing the impact of the CAM input frequency on the ETA estimation error. 

 Comparing the performance of the four reference methods in terms of their complexity. 

Comparing the performance of the four reference methods in terms of their accuracy. 

Figure 41 shows the comparison of the estimation error vectors obtained using all four methods, i.e., 

Kalman filtering, Filter-less method, Simple Moving Average Filter, and Exponential Moving Average 

Filter. The KPIs such as maximum estimation error, MAE, and RMSE, shown in Figure 41a,b,c, 

respectively, are calculated for the entire distance, i.e., the entire journey time that the EmV travels 

toward the intended destination. The results show that the prediction accuracy of all methods increases 

as the distance 

from the destination drops, also confirming that the Kalman filter performs better in case of long-

distance predictions, compared to the other three reference techniques.  

Same observation we present considering detailed numerical results for all four considered techniques, 

defining four different scenarios with reference to the EmV’s distance from the starting point. Thus, 

the KPIs are standard deviation, mean, minimum, maximum, RMSE, MAE, and MAPE, describe the 

estimation error vector obtained when the EmV is located at the certain distance (i.e., d0, d1, d2, and 

d3) from the starting point. In particular, MAPE is reflecting how the algorithm performs in general 

when the EmV is at the certain distance from the starting point, by considering all vectors of estimation 

errors that are obtained while the EmV is heading towards the designated locations (d0-d3). 
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When the EmV sends the first CAM notification at the start of its journey, i.e., at the position d0, the 

maximum 

estimation error is 54.46s for Kalman filtering, and 147.57s for other three methods. In this case MAPE 

is 41% for the Kalman filter, and 62% for other techniques, which shows that Kalman filter achieves 

21% lower estimation error than the other methods. Considering other distances, Kalman filter keeps 

outperforming other 

methods, thereby achieving (11-13)%, (8-10)%, and (6-8)%, lower MAPE in case of d1, d2, and d3, 

respectively. 

a) 

b) 
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c) 

Figure 41: Comparison of the estimation errors obtained on different 

locations/distances toward the emergency case for the considered 

techniques and for the entire journey. a) Maximum estimation error values, b) Mean Absolute Error values, c) 

Root Mean Square Error values 

Determining the dissemination area size in order to obtain ETA estimation errors under an 

acceptable limit 

In Figure 42a, when the EmV is located at the d0 distance from the starting point, the size of the 

dissemination area has a default value, i.e., 1000m. In this case, the RMSE for the Kalman filtering is 

23.86s, while it obtains values of 54.30s for the other three techniques. Afterwards, when the EmV 

moves and reaches the d1 (travelling 710m from the starting point), Figure 42b shows that our 

algorithm adjusted the size of dissemination area to decrease the estimation error. The new size 

becomes 335m, yielding the RMSE of 13.32s, 18.42s, 18.68s, and 18.12s, in case of Kalman filtering, 

Filterless method, Simple Moving Average Filter, and Exponential Moving Average Filter, 

respectively. Results in Figure 42d follow the same trend. This clearly shows that the correcting 

behaviour or our algorithm is continuously decreasing the estimation error by dynamically adjusting 

the area size. With the dynamic adjustments of dissemination area sizes, applied by extracting the 

EmV’s speed from the received CAM, as well as the maximum allowed error (threshold), our 

algorithm is able to provide more accurate ETA estimations.  
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a) d_0 = 9.5m, L = 1000m. 

 

b) d_1 = 710m, $L  = 335m. 
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c) d_2 = 1598m, L  = 380m. 

 

 

d) d_3 = 2361m, L  = 375m. 

 

Figure 42: Comparison of the estimation errors for different 

dissemination areas size 
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Update frequency of CAM notifications 

To achieve the third objective of this work, here we analyse the results obtained when changing the 

update frequency of CAM notifications. Figure 43 clearly shows that the estimation error changes with 

the update frequency of CAMs.  

However, we need to consider more carefully how significant is the exact difference in estimation 

error. The CAM periods shown in Figure 43, change from 0.1s to 1s, 2s, and 3s. The corresponding 

average MAE values change i) 10.16s, 10.11s, 10.24s, and 10.30s, when using the Kalman filter, ii) 

13.33s, 13.17s, 13.33s, and 13.40s, for the Filter-less method, iii) 13.41s, 13.89s, 14.67s, and 15.14, 

for the Simple Moving Average, and finally iv) 13.40s, 13.81s, 14.48s, and 14.93s, in case of the 

Exponential Moving Average. 

 

Figure 43: Comparison of the MAE maximum values obtained for the 

whole journey of the EmV using different period T for CAM 

notifications 

Table 10: Comparison of the MAE maximum values obtained for the whole journey of the EmV using different 

period T for CAM notifications 

Period  0.5s 1s 2s 3s 

 Kalman filter  10.16s 10.11s 10.24s 10.30s 

Filter-less method 13.33s 13.17s 13.33s 13.40s 

Simple Moving 

Average 

3.41s 13.89s 14.67s 15.14s 
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Exponential 

Moving Average 

13.40s 13.81s 14.48s 14.93s 

 

 

Complexity of filtering methods  

We analysed different reference methods, i.e., the Filter-less method, the Moving Average filter, and 

the Exponential Moving Average filter whether an efficient estimation accuracy can be obtained by 

using methods with lower complexity and costs compared to the Kalman filter. Thus, by using the Big-

O notation, we performed the comparative analysis of the computational time while considering the 

upper bound of the running time of the algorithms. The results show that all three methods run in O(n) 

time, where n depends on the number of the considered way-points toward the destination. Regardless 

of the method type, a longer distance from the destination implies more computational steps, i.e., the 

linear increase in computational time. On the other side, Kalman Filter is performing the following 

three steps for each newly received CAM (initialization, prediction, and correction), as it is 

characterized by a recursive nature, thereby using the output as an input for the next calculation. As 

expected, this increases the computational time compared to the other three methods. However, despite 

the increased complexity, Kalman filter provides better results, especially for longer-time predictions. 

Also, it sustains better stability in the accuracy compared to other methods when the update frequency 

of CAM notifications changes.  

5.1.4.2 Analysis 

The developed algorithm is being periodically updated with the EmV speed and location information, 

to follow the flow and fast changes in the traffic, and it uses these input values for its self-correcting 

behavior towards improving the ETA accuracy. Also, the developed algorithm analyses the 

dependency between the estimation error, the dissemination area size, and the EmV speed, while 

heading to the emergency case. As a result, the algorithm dynamically allocates the dissemination 

areas, and adjusts their size. This newly added feature to our proposed BSA algorithm maintains the 

estimation error under a defined threshold, required for an emergency situation. According to our 

results, the Kalman filter proved to produce the most optimal result by providing the highest estimation 

accuracy, compared to the other prediction methods. This Kalman accuracy gain becomes even more 

relevant when the algorithm needs to predict ETA values for longer distances. 

Although the computational complexity of the Kalman Filter is higher compared to other methods 

because of its recursive nature, our experimentation has shown that the computational time of Kalman 

filter has the same order of magnitude as in case of the other methods, resulting in an increase in time 

that not significant.   

With such BSA system, when the ETA notification is beyond the audio and visual range of the EmV, 

drivers have enough time to take the required actions and clear the lane. At the same time, the EmV 

can always select the shortest path toward the destination and drive at the maximum allowed speed for 

emergency systems. As a result, the proposed solution is expected to not only improve the road safety, 

but also to enhance the mission success and response time of emergency responders. 

5.1.5 Lab results on the Application-context relocation approach 
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5.1.5.1 Results and Analysis 

 

Given the description of the lab setup in Section 4.1.5, in this section we present the results we obtained 

on the average response time of the MEC application service, measured at the client side. The result 

of this experimentation produces KPIs the average response time F_A_4, the application placement 

efficiency NF_IA_1, which is measured as a gain in terms of decrease of response time by selecting 

the optimal MEC host for serving the vehicle, and F_A_7 application availability. Thus, application 

placement efficiency is showcasing the impact of MEC host selection on the average response time 

for the MEC application.  

 

The application service running on the distributed MEC hosts in our PoC are cloud-native Docker-

based applications deployed in Kubernetes environment, with RESTful APIs exposed to vehicles for 

retrieving information about driving conditions on the road in a JSON format. 

Figure 44 shows the trace of the measured Round-Trip Time (RTT) values for the client running in the 

vehicle on the Smart Highway, and for all three application servers deployed in distributed MEC 

environments, in order to test the impact of the network on the overall service response time, which 

contains the transmission and propagation delay (network impact), and computational delay on the 

application server (MEC impact). Furthermore, Figure 45 shows the overall response time of the 

application server, measured on the client side, for two different scenarios. This response time is 

important because it shows the delay in retrieving the important contextual driving information from 

the server and keeping this response time at a low level (e.g., below 100ms) is essential for vehicle to 

make decisions. 

In both scenarios, the MEC host 1 is never selected by MEC application orchestrator for an application 

placement due to the high resource consumption (since we have increased it artificially by performing 

load stress tests to train our prediction model), while MEC hosts 2 and 3 are being selected based on 

the projected resource consumption due to the RTT of similar scale. In the first scenario, no 

application-context relocation is performed, thus, vehicle remains connected to the MEC host 2, and 

as it can be seen in Figure 45, once the load increases on the MEC host 2 (after 200s), the response 

time of the application service is increasing, which means that the driving information about the 

conditions on the road might be significantly delayed at the vehicle side, leading to the inefficient 

decisions that will affect the whole manoeuvre experience. On the other hand, in scenario 2, we show 

that in the case when load increases on the MEC host 2 (i.e., resource availability decreased), as 

predicted by our algorithm for the time after 200s, the proactive decision on relocating the application-

context from application service on the MEC host 2, to MEC host 3, results in the relatively stable 

response time, which does not increase when vehicle starts retrieving service information from 

application service on the MEC host 2. Furthermore, a similar decision can be made by our algorithm 

in case user mobility event notification is received from the core network, and testing such scenario is 

part of our future work. The mean and standard deviation values for both scenarios are shown in Figure 

46, and we can see that in scenario 1, when there is no application context relocation for the 

observations that appear after 200th second, the deviation from the mean is large, i.e., the increase in 

response time is statistically significant. Thus, in scenario 2, we show that optimized and proactive 

MEC host selection that results in application-context relocation helps to improve the overall response 

time (impact of MEC host selection on the average response time), and to prevent service unavailability 

that leads to outdated information about the conditions on the road, which consequently highly affects 

the manoeuvre decisions made by vehicle. Finally, we show that availability of the application service 

is 100% as it is always accessible for the end user (i.e., vehicle).  
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Figure 44: RTT values 

 

 

Figure 45: Application response time 

 

 

Figure 46: The mean and standard deviation values for two scenarios 

 

5.1.6 Lab Results from the testbeds of CLS and DSec 
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5.1.6.1 Results 

In the CLS and DSec testbeds we performed several tests to measure the technical characteristics, and 

outputs of the security mechanism to evaluate the satisfaction of the security requirements and the 

KPIs. The tests have been performed in each individual security mechanism that was developed in the 

project. 

 

IDCM  

Threat Detection Performance 

This test measures the accuracy of the ML-boosted detection algorithm of the IDCM. For this test CLS 

created several network traffic capture files with normal traffic flows, as well as network capture files 

that included cyber-attacks. The threat detection algorithm of the IDCM was refined to improve its 

accuracy in cyber-attacks impacting 5G networks. The cyber-attacks were based on the threat analysis 

of 5G networks that was performed in deliverable D4.1 [1]. 

 

 

Figure 47: Threat detection accuracy after each training attempt 

 

Novel Threat Detection 

It measures the time required by the IDCM to detect threats that are not included in its original training 

dataset. In this test we created additional network traffic capture files that included types of cyber-

attacks that generated signatures that were missing from the IDCM’s current dataset. The IDCM used 

its dynamically trained Threat model to adapt and detect the new types of attack. In this test the 

dynamically trained Threat model is configured to refine its detection algorithms each hour. 
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Figure 48: Novel threat detection accuracy after each hour 

 

 

Resource Costs 

This test measures the resource costs of the IDCM under normal operation (no cyber-attacks taking 

place), and under stress (cyber-attacks are impacting the system). It measures the CPU and memory 

consumption of the IDCM instance. Each test was conducted for the period of seven days, and each 

column represents the peak value of the resource consumption for that day. Figure 49 and Figure 50 

display the resource consumption (RAM usage and CPU load) of the IDCM under normal usage, with 

no attack taking place. Figure 51and Figure 52 show the resource consumption of the IDCM while the 

system is under stress by cyber-attacks. 

 

 

Figure 49: IDCM RAM usage of IDCM under no attack 
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Figure 50: IDCM CPU load under no attack 

 

 

Figure 51: IDCM Peak RAM usage while an attack is detected 
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Figure 52: IDCM Peak CPU load while an attack is detected 

 

Cross-border Delay 

It measures the network delay that is induced on the IDCM’s functionality in cross-border scenarios. 

In this test we deployed an IDCM instance on a virtualized MEC platform configured in one region, 

and then transitioned the IDCM instance on a second virtualized MEC platform configured in a 

neighboring region. We performed this test 10 times with a simulated 4G connection, and a 5G 

connection in our lab. Both virtualized MEC platforms are only for the operations of the IDCM and 

are not running any other services. 

 

 

Figure 53: IDCM time deploy comparison between 4G and 5G 
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IMM 

Usage costs 

This test measures the usage cost of the IMM during normal operation. It measured the CPU and 

memory usage of the IMM instance deployed on a virtualized MEC platform. For this test we simulated 

a random number of authentication events each hour for the period of seven days. Each column on the 

chart shown in Figure 54Figure 55 and Figure 55 represents the median value of the resources 

consumed during that day. 

 

 

Figure 54: IMM RAM (MB) usage for seven days 
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Figure 55: IMM CPU load for seven days 

 

 

Cross-border delay 

This test measures the network delay on the IMM authentication process in cross-border scenarios. In 

this test we deployed an IMM server instance on two virtualized MEC platforms that are configured 

in different neighboring regions. An IMM client instance is performing an authentication request to 

IMM server that is in the same region as the client. Then the client is migrating to the second region 

and performs a re-authentication request to receive a valid token. The IMM server is this test is an 

optimized build for production purposes with a minimal footprint in size (8,2 MB). 
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Figure 56: IMM time deploy comparison between 4G and 5G 

 

Distributed in-vehicle IDS 
Distributed in-vehicle IDS delay 

 

This test measures the network delay between the IDCM and in-vehicle IDS. DSEC and CLS has 

identified two key relevant attack scenarios and the corresponding alerts to test the delay of the 

communication between the in-vehicle IDS to the IDCM and back to the IDS: 

 Flood CAN (DOS): Bus flooding can be executed in the network in which the attacker gained 

the access. So, if the Secure Gateway (GW) is violated, bus flooding could be routed into the 

internal network having serious safety consequences.  

 ADAS and Brake functions (vehicle hacking): If compromised, the ADAS could have severe 

impact on the driver’s safety, because it allows to manipulate values directly sent to the engine. 

The attack can activate the ADAS, set the vehicle speed to a dangerous value and cut off every 

signal that are received from the pedals, that in normal conditions should turn off the ADAS 

function. 

The signatures that identify these attacks have a fixed packet size of 15KB and, when the attack occurs, 

are transmitted every 10ms to each vehicle.  

 

A simulated experiment within CLS testbed has been set-up with 1, 10, 100 and 1000 vehicles sending 

signatures (i.e., 15KB JSON files) from in-vehicle IDS to the cloud IDCM and send back commands 

based on a centralized remediation strategy. The conditions of the 5G network, as well as the number 

of vehicles were simulated 

A great number of connections has been established to measure the performance of 5G network with 

a high volume of heterogenous packets, potentially from applications with different requirements. 
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The experiment allowed to measure the latency of the end-to-end communications (from vehicle to 

cloud) and the overall communication and data elaboration (from vehicle to cloud and back to vehicle) 

to apply a remediation strategy at vehicle level. 

Table 11: Test parameters and measurements 

# of 

simulated 

vehicles 

Transmission rate Vehicle-to-

cloud latency 

Vehicle-to-

vehicle latency 

Reliability in terms of 

packet loss 

1 Every 10s < 2s < 4s 99,99% 

10 Every 10s < 5s < 12s 99,99% 

100 Every 10s < 13s < 52s 99,99%  

1000 Every 10s < 50s < 175s 99,99%  

 

5.1.6.2 Analysis 

 

IDCM 

The results of the IDCM component show that it is a flexible security mechanism for 5G assets in a 

lab setting. The threat detection accuracy has rapidly improved with each training iteration bringing a 

baseline intrusion detection mechanism in a 5G network. The test show that the IDCM is able learn to 

detect novel attacks using anomalies indicators to refine its training model. Each automated training 

session greatly improves its detection accuracy in novel attacks. The resources consumption of the 

IDCM when idle (no attack is taking place) are below the threshold for an edge component. While the 

IDCM is detecting attacks and is under stress its peak resources consumption increase, especially the 

CPU load. The cross-border delay for the transfer of the IDCM instances measured the time it took to 

fully deploy an IDCM instance between neighboring MECs. The time for deployment was greatly 

reduced when the 5G infrastructure was used instead of the 4G, with a reduction in time-to-deploy at 

about 50%. This reduction is due to the improved data speed that 5G offers when compared to 4G. 

However, the MEC platform still needs time to deploy the IDCM instance once it receives the data, so 

this deployment time can be affected by other operation that the MEC is currently running.  

 

IMM  
The IMM was designed and developed to be deployed on edge network components with minimal 

impact in their operation. The production version of the IMM has been optimized for edge components. 

The average RAM consumption of the IMM is 1,58 MB under normal usage, and the average CPU 

Load is 0,31%. The IMM is well below the threshold of the minimum resources’ requirements of an 

edge component. The cross-border delay for time to deploy induced by the transfer of IMM server 

instances between neighboring MECs has significant difference when using 4G and 5G network. The 

time to deploy an IMM server with 5G infrastructure shows a reduction of about 41% in our lab tests. 

As with the IDCM deployment, besides the network transfer of the IMM instance, the MEC needs to 

deploy the instance for it to be operational, which affects the time-to-deploy measurements. 
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5.2 Pilot Results and Analysis 

5.2.1 Pilot results from Computational/Transmission Time measurements 

This section summarizes the results of the different test scenarios and methodology described in the 

whole section 4.2.1.  

The main focus is to report and analyse the performance of the whole orchestration layer for an 

application deployment request, measured at the DTAG and MTA MEC domains. The report and 

analysis consider the full orchestration chain going from the Service Orchestrator (SO) module, 

running in the cloud, down to the Edge Controller (EC) in the deployment VM at MEC, through all 

the other modules running in the Orchestration VM at MEC (Adaptation and Abstraction Module -

AAM-, NFV Local Orchestrator -LO -, MEC Application Orchestrator - MEAO). The data collected 

in the test are: 

 the computational time - Tcomp(A) - referring to the amount of time taken by the module A for internal 

computation, for each of the above said modules involved in the operation 

 the communication time - Tcomm(A,B) - between two interacting modules A and B, referring to the 

amount of time consumed by data transmissions between the two modules 

Measurements are collected  during testing sessions of 10 consecutive, non-interfering deployment 

requests, and are analyzed by evaluating for each measured time the average, the standard deviation 

(σ) and the relative impact of the average time over the total time(i.e., dividing the average time by 

the average total time). 

Depending on the number of domain involved (requests involving modules belonging to a single 

domain are said local, while those involving both domains are said remote or cross-domain) and, in 

case of remote requests, on the interface through which the domains interact (LO-LO reference point 

or Or-Or reference point), we identified three scenarios: 

(S1) Local Domain Request, evaluated both at DTAG and MTA side 

(S2) Remote Domain Request (via Or-Or), evaluated  for  requests triggered at DTAG side and with 

the actual deployment at MTA, and vice-versa  

(S3) Remote Domain Request (via LO-LO), evaluated  for  requests triggered at DTAG side and with 

the actual deployment at MTA, and vice-versa 

5.2.1.1 Results 

In this section, results are presented for each of the scenarios recalled in the previous section. 

For each scenario, a table summarizes the average value, the standard deviation and the percentage 

impact on the total operation average time, for each measured time. In addition to it, pie-charts 

visualizing the percentage impact are providing a visual depiction of the percentage contribution given 

by each measured time. 

 

(S1) Local Domain Request 

 

Table 12 lists the average results for the instantiation of a BSAF application through local request, both at 

DTAG and Magenta MEC. Figure 57 and Figure 58 show how each module computation and transmission 

contribution impacts the total operation time, in DTAG and MTA MEC systems respectively. 

Table 12: Local Request (Instantiate) measurements, at DTAG and MTA 

Measurements 
DTAG MTA 

avg (ms) σ  (ms) % avg(ms)  σ  (ms) % 
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Tcomm(SO,AAM) 201.0 25.9 18.07 187.1 1.3 40.14 

Tcomp(AAM) 51.6 7.0 4.63 38.0 3.6 8.15 

Tcomm(AAM,LO) 4.9 1.3 0.44 2.0 0.0 0.42 

Tcomp(LO) 352.8 23.7 31.71 178.5 6.5 38.29 

Tcomm(LO,MEAO) 3.0 0.6 0.26 2.0 0.0 0.42 

Tcomp(MEAO) 1.2 0.1 0.10 0.5 0.5 0.10 

Tcomm(LO,EC) 3.8 2.2 0.34 2.4 0.4 0.51 

Tcomp(EC) 494.0 78.3 44.41 55.6 2.9 11.92 

Total 1112.3 86.0 100.00 466.1 8.2 100 

 

 

Figure 57: Local Request (Instantiate) at DTAG  

percentage contribution of each measurement 

 

Figure 58: Local Request (Instantiate) at MTA  

percentage contribution of each measurement 

 
(S2) Remote Domain Request, via (Or-Or) reference point 

 

Table 13 lists the average results for the instantiation of a BSAF application through remote request via Or-Or, 

reference point both for DTAG-to-Magenta and Magenta-to-DTAG sub-scenario. Figure 59 and Figure 60 

show how each module computation and transmission contribution impacts the overall operation time, in 

DTAG-to-MTA and in MTA-to-DTAG scenario respectively. 

 

Table 13: Cross-Domain Request (Instantiate), via Or-Or measurements, both in the DTAG-to-MTA and MTA-

to-DTAG context 

Measurements 
DTAG  MTA MTA  DTAG 

avg(ms) σ (ms) % avg(ms) σ  (ms) % 
Tcomm(SO,SO) 74.1 5.2 13.7 74.4 4.3 6.24 

Tcomp(SO”) 3.7 1.4 0.68 3.0 1.7 0.25 

T”comm(SO,AAM) 185.7 1.6 34.35 199.1 25.5 16.72 

Tcomp(AAM”) 37.7 4.0 6.97 49.5 5.2 4.15 

T”comm(AAM,LO) 2.0 0.0 0.37 4.3 1.6 0.36 

Tcomp(LO”) 177.4 9.5 32.82 353.4 94.7 29.68 

T”comm(LO,MEAO) 2.0 0.0 0.37 2.3 0.4 0.19 

Tcomp(MEAO”) 0.5 0.5 0.09 1.3 0.4 0.10 

T”comm(LO,EC) 2.0 0.3 0.37 3.0 2.1 0.25 

Tcomp(EC”) 55.4 3.8 10.24 500.3 96.0 42.02 

Total 540.5 9.9 100 1190.6 56.7 100 
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Figure 59: Remote Request (Instantiate)  

via Or-Or reference point from DTAG to MTA 

percentage contribution of each measurement 

 

Figure 60: Remote Request (Instantiate)  

via Or-Or reference point from MTA to DTAG 

percentage contribution of each measurement 

 

 
(S3) Remote Domain Request, via (Lo-Lo) reference point 

Table 14 lists the average results for the instantiation of a BSAF application through remote request via Lo-Lo 

reference point, both for DTAG-to-Magenta and Magenta-to-DTAG sub-scenario. In this case, also the average 

notification time (Tnotification, i.e., the time required to notify internal orchestration component MEAO and AAM 
about the newly instantiated application) is shown in the table.  

Figure 61 and Figure 62 show how each module computation and transmission contribution impacts the 

overall operation time, in DTAG-to-MTA and in MTA-to-DTAG scenario respectively. 
 

Table 14: Cross-Domain Request (Instantiate), via Lo-Lo, measurements, both in the DTAG-to-MTA and MTA-

to-DTAG context 

Measurements 
DTAG  MTA MTA  DTAG 

avg (ms) σ  (ms) % avg(ms) σ  (ms) % 

Tcomm(SO,AAM) 184.3 4.7 33.26 195.5 1.5 14.84 

Tcomp(AAM) 50.9 5.9 9.18 38.5 2.9 2.97 

Tcomm(AAM,LO) 4.8 0.8 0.86 1.5 0.5 0.11 

Tcomp(LO) 8.2 3.6 1.47 1.2 0.4 0.09 

Tcomm(LO,LO) 66 4.5 11.91 55.6 7.3 4.22 

Tcomp(LO”) 179.2 3.7 32.32 404.0 48.5 30.68 

T”comm(LO,MEAO) 2 0 0.36 3.1 0.7 0.23 

Tcomp(MEAO”) 0.5 0.5 0.09 3.5 1.2 0.26 

T”comm(LO,EC) 2.4 0.4 0.43 4.4 2.1 0.33 

Tcomp(EC”) 55.9 2.6 10.08 609.5 164.8 46.28 

Total 554.2 10.9 100 1316.8 165.5 100 

       

Tnotification 10.3 6.8  137.3 23.2  
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Figure 61: Remote Request (Instantiate)  

via Lo-Lo reference point from DTAG to MTA 

percentage contribution of each measurement 

 

Figure 62: Remote Request (Instantiate) 

via Lo-Lo reference point from MTA to DTAG 

percentage contribution of each measurement 

 

5.2.1.2 Analysis 

Different performance at MECs  

By comparing the results obtained in DTAG MEC and MTA MEC, it is evident that the performances 

of the latter are much better than those of the former. By focusing on the local domain scenario, 

computation times of modules running at MEC side (AAM, MEAO, NFV-LO and EC) are from 1.34 

(AAM) to 8.88 (EC) times faster at MTA side than those at DTAG side. Moreover, the results 

measured at MTA side are more stable in time, with a smaller deviation, and thus more reliable in our 

evaluation. Similar performance deterioration is measured affecting also the transmission time 

between the modules at MEC.  

This performance gap between the two MEC systems is most likely associated with the different 

configuration in terms of resource usage/access of the VMs where the components are running (see 

Table 2) .  EC is the module actually interacting with the VIM – i.e, Kubernetes -, thus its much slower 

performance measured at DTAG (compared to the ones collected at MTA side) can be related to the 

lower amount of resources available at DTAG deployment VM compared to the MTA one.  

In case of services highly depending on low-latency and stable performance, the configuration 

implemented at MTA is thus preferable.  

This performance gap clearly affects also the remote scenarios: since most of the computational load 

is at destination MEC side (where the actual deployment occurs) and the working load on source MEC 

components is marginal (even more in the Or-Or scenario S2), the choice of the destination MEC 

makes the difference. For this reason, DTAG’s slow performances are impacting much more when 

that MEC is the destination one, and that is why MTA-DTAG is much slower than DTAG-MTA, 

independently of the inter-domain communication strategy chosen (via Or-Or or Lo-Lo).   
 

Major contribution to delay: NFV-LO and EC computation + SO-AAM communication  

From the measurements collected in the scenario [S1], the most impacting contributions to the 

overall time is given by:  

+ NFV-LO computation time,Tcomp(LO)  

+ EC-computation time, Tcomp(EC)  
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+ SO-AAM communication time, Tcomm(SO-AAM)  

which together sum up to more than 90% of the operation total  time.  

 
SO-AAM communication time value is associated with the fact that NFV-SO is running in the cloud, thus 

latency is not optimized. Its value is not affected by the local configuration of the MEC; thus its overall impact 

may vary depending on the performance at MEC side. Since its value is approximately the same in the DTAG 
and MTA environment, and because of the fact that MEC orchestration modules’ performances are much worse 

at DTAG than MTA, the impact of AO-AAM communication is higher in the MTA measurements. Anyway, 

the impact of SO-AAM communication can be lessened by setting up a more efficient, dedicated connection 

between NFV-SO and the MEC  
The EC much higher computation time measured at DTAG can be related to the less efficient  configuration in 

the deployment VM (where the EC is running and interacting with the local VIM instance) and makes its 

contribution to be the most impacting in the DTAG environment. Indeed, at MTA side, the EC contribution is 
much lower, but still relevant compared to the one of other components.  

Finally, in its internal computation NFV-LO parses the incoming request, validates its content and retrieves 

locally stored data structures (e.g., descriptors, helm charts) to later use this information for integrating  with 

the responses coming from other queried modules and finally generating the descriptors to be passed to EC for 
application instantiation. These operations are time consuming and  leads NFV-LO to impact significatively in 

the overall request processing time.  

The above considerations are valid for all the three scenarios we have considered: in scenario S2, all the referred 
measurement are inside the destination domain (Tcomp(LO) + Tcomp(EC) + Tcomm(SO-AAM) overall weight: 

77.41% in DTAG-to-MTA and 88.42% in MTA-to-DTAG ), while for the scenario S3 the SO-AAM 

communication is evaluated in the source domain, while the NFV-LO and EC contributions come from 
destination domain (Tcomp(LO) + Tcomp(EC) + Tcomm(SO-AAM) overall weight: 75.66% in DTAG-to-MTA and 

91.80% in MTA-to-DTAG ).  

  

Or-Or vs Lo-Lo  

Table 15 lists 4 possible scenarios where Or-Or or Lo-Lo reference points can be exploited. For each 

inter-domain communication strategy, we are considering 2 cases: if the request is triggered by source 

NFV-SO or by a local orchestration component, like MEAO (as it could happen in the smart 

application scenario). In the delay contribution, all communication times are halved because they are 

referring the only one direction of the communication. Each operation intermediate step is listed in the 

table and associated with a number to ease its referencing.  

 

With reference to Table 15, if we compare scenario O1 with scenario L1, several similarities can be 

noticed: the number of steps is the same and in the end the flow actually goes through the same type 

of modules, even if on different side. For example, O1-3 step is mirrored by step L1-1, step O1-4 by 

step L1-2 and step O1-5 by step L1-3. Moreover, step O1-2 can be seen as equivalent of step L1-4, 

and the only difference is associated with the computation time at each side, which we find out from 

our test being a very short amount of time (even if depending on the computational resources at NFV-

SO and NFV-LO side), in the end negligible compared to the overall time. Thus, what actually makes 

the difference between the two scenarios are step O1-1 and L1-5 respectively, i.e., the convenience of 

one solution over the other one depends on which one between Or-Or and Lo-Lo is faster. The answer 

to such a question depends on the actual implementation of the connection between the NFV-SOs and 

NFV-LOs and its associated delay: since in a real scenario it is most likely to have NFV-SOs and NFV-

LOs deployed each one at its domain side, it is not given for granted a priori which is the less delay-

affected communication bteween Tcomm(Or,Or) and Tcomm(LO,LO) . Thus, we can consider O1 and L1 

scenarios almost  equivalent.  

On the other side, the comparison between O2 and L2 is completely different. By simply comparing 
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the number of steps required (11 steps for O2 vs 3 steps for L2) the L2 scenario looks clearly much 

more promising. L2 requires the definition of rules of collaboration among two interacting  NFV-LOs 

(provided via MLA), the definition of delegation rules (i.e., the rules - provided by MLA - that allow 

requests coming from local orchestration modules to be performed without a NFV-SO authorization 

step) and a mechanism for verifying such rules being respected at each NFV-LO. This is exactly what 

has been done in the [S3] scenario, where such a rule check is implemented both in the source and 

destination NFV-LOs, with the former just requesting few milliseconds to perform the check and the 

same for the second (as it can be deduced by simply comparing the almost identical NFV-LO 

computational time measured in S1 and S3 for MTA’s NFV-LO instance – 178.5ms and 179.2ms, 

respectively).  

 

In conclusion, the Lo-Lo -based strategy proved to be a better candidate than Or-Or -based one in 

managing the cross-domain operations triggered at local orchestration level, which covers a pivotal 

role in the smart application solution. Moreover, the communcation time through Lo-Lo reference 

point seems to have an almost equivalent weight to the communication time through Or-Or in 

managing also the cross-domain requests generated by NFV-SO. 

 

Table 15: Or-Or vs Lo-Lo -based scenarios 

Scenario Step Route from source to performing NFV-LO Delay contribution 

O1 

[Or-Or],  
NFV-SO 

triggered 

1 
Communication between Source NFV-SO and 

Destination NFV-SO 
Tcomm(Or,Or)/2 

2 Destination NFV-SO request evaluation Tcomp(SO) 

3 
Communication between Destination NFV-SO-

AAM 
Tcomm(SO,AAM)/2 

4 Destination AAM request evaluation Tcomp(AAM) 

5 
Communication between Destination AAM-NFV-

LO 
Tcomm(AAM,LO)/2 

O2 

[Or-Or],  

MEAO 

triggered 

1 
Communication between Source MEAO and NFV-

LO 
Tcomm(MEAO,LO)/2 

2 Source NFV-LO request evaluation 
Tcomp(LO)[NFV-LO 

computation] 

3 Communication between Source NFV-LO-AAM Tcomm(LO,AAM)/2 

4 Source AAM request evaluation Tcomp(AAM) 

5 Communication between Source AAM-NFV-SO Tcomm(AAM-SO)/2 

6 Source NFV-SO request processing Tcomp(SO) 

7 
Communication between Source NFV-SO and 

Destination NFV-SO 
Tcomm(Or,Or)/2 

8 Destination NFV-SO request evaluation Tcomp(SO) 

9 
Communication between Destination NFV-SO-

AAM 
Tcomm(SO,AAM)/2 

10 Destination AAM request evaluation Tcomp(AAM) 

11 
Communication between Destination AAM-NFV-

LO 
Tcomm(AAM, LO)/2[ 
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L1 

[Lo-Lo] 
NFV-SO 

triggered 

1 
Communication between Source NFV-SO and 

AAM 
Tcomm(SO,AAM/2 

2 Source AAM evaluation Tcomp(AAM) 

3 Communication between Source AAM- NFV-LO Tcomm(AAM,LO)/2 

4 Source NFV-LO request evaluation Tcomp(LO) 

5 
Communication between Source NFV-LO and 

Destination NFV-LO 
Tcomm(LO,LO)/2 

L2 

[Lo-Lo],  

MEAO 

triggered 

1 
Communication between Source MEAO and NFV-

LO 
Tcomm(MEAO,LO)/2 

2 Source NFV-LO request evaluation Tcomp(LO) 

3 
Communication between Source NFV-LO and 

Destination NFV-LO 
Tcomm(LO,LO)/2 

 

5.2.2 Pilot results from AAL tests on Edge Platforms 

In this section, we illustrate the results of the measurement campaign whose methodology has been 

presented in section 4.2.2. 

As previously said, we have three types of tests:  

 Registration procedure towards the NFV-SO, 

 Simple queries using the GET method, being confined within the AAM; 

 More complex queries (calls using the POST method), implying a status change in the overall resource 

allocation at the layers below the AAM. 

 

As an example of the first type, Figure 63 illustrates the different operations involved in the registration 

of the NFV-LO to the NFV-SO. In this casean instance of the NFV-SO running in AWS was used, 

simply listening for requests and providing a pre-defined answer. This figure also illustrates the 

measurement time instants used to collect experimental values. It has to be noticed that in this case 

collecting measurement was started from time instant t1.0@mv1’ in which the triggering message is 

received by the NFV-LO until t1.7@mv1’, that is when the AAM is registered with NFV-SO, NFV-

LO and Message Broker. Since the registration is a single procedure that is executed once at the 

beginning of operations, a single KPI was considered for it, measured as t1.7@mv1’- t1.0@mv1’ in 

the AAM. The convention in the figure is that, since each message has a sender and a receiver, the ‘@’ 

is used to discriminate the entity in which a time is measured. For instace, t1.7@mv1’ is clearly the time 

instant in which the AAM receives the message 1.7, i.e. the ACK from the Message Broker. 
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Figure 63: Flow diagram and measurement points of the registration operation 

 

Figure 64 illustrates the different operations involved in the instantiation request triggered by the NFV-

SO towards the local NFV-LO, which is the typical example of the operation of third type. Since the 

NFV-SO has been emulated with a Postman client, the presented values do not include the time delay 

associated to the unsolicited notification (messages 12.4 and 12.5). For the same reason, in this case 

the collection of timing on AAM starts at the reception of message 4.3. In this case, there are multiple 

time intervals that contribute to the overall instantiation delay seen from an external entity. Thus, we 

tried to gain some additional information by measuring them step by step, including also the evaluation 

of processing delay. In this subsection, we focus on AAM only, and in particular on the evaluation of 

the relevant processing delay. In particular, the delay associated to the mapping of incoming REST 

call to the outgoing one, i.e. t1@mv1’-t0@mv1’, is in the order of the 5%-10% of the time needed to get 

an answer from the lower layers, that is of t3@mv1’-t1@mv1’. This means that most of time the AAM 

wait for an answer from the NFV-LO, and only a small fraction of the overall time is devoted to internal 

processing. 

Finally, with reference to Figure 64, it is interesting to note that an important delay component is the 

one associated to the notification that follows the instantiation response. In fact, only at that time the 

NFV-SO knows the IP address of the instantiated App and can thus communicate with it or expose it 

to an external application. For this reason, we measured the time elapsed from the publication of the 

relevant information from NFV-LO (t3@NFV-LO) to the time instant in which the AAM is ready to send 

the relevant notification to the NFV-SO (t6@mv1’). This interval is composed by two contribution: the 

time needed by the Message Broker to rely the message to the AAM (t5@mv1’-t3@NFV-LO), and the time 

needed to process the request and to prepare the notification for the NFV-SO, which also requires a 

query to the local MongoDB: t5@mv1’-t3@NFV-LO. In this case, the processing time is much larger of the 

relay time from the Message Broker, which is around 10% for DTAG node and 2% for MTA one. 
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Figure 64: Flow diagram and measurement points of the instantiation operation 

5.2.2.1 Results 

In this subsection, we present the measurement of the latency associated to the different operations 

defined in section  4.2.2. We have two different sets of measurements, one for the DTAG edge node, 

and one for the TIM one. In the relevant figures, we show the measurement collected by using the 

Postman client (end-to-end), in which it is possible to evaluate the overall operation delay seen by the 

NFV-SO, and those taking into account only the processing time inside the AAM, which represents 

the AAM contribution to the overall delay budget. The default configuration is that with empty system. 

In addition, for the TIM edge node only, we compare the latency associated to each operation in the 

empty system case (i.e. MongoDB without previously stored items), identified by the orange color, 

with the one measured in the case in which the MongoDB has been loaded as previously specified 

(loaded system, blue color). 

Figure 65 reports the measurement per each operation measured from the Postman client for the DTAG 

and TIM edge nodes. For each operation, we provide the 95% confidence interval, obtained with 10 

trials. This figure reports not only the measurement associated to the Registration phase (first bars on 

the left), but also those associated to simple GET operations as well as those associated to more 

complex one, such as instantiation and termination of network services (NS). We recall that NS 

creation and deletion are very simple operations, implying only a local database transaction on the 

MongoDB, and implemented only for compliance with ETSI-NFV-SOL 005 [22]. It is evident that 

most of operations, when seen from an external entity, requires nearly the same time (approximately 

100 ms) but NS instantiation and NS termination, which involve more complex interactions with the 
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platform below, and namely with the EC to launch/stop applications. For these operations, the required 

time is much larger, and can be even higher than 1 s.  

 

Figure 65: Latency measurement taken from the remote Postman client, emulating a NFV-SO, for the DTAG and 

TIM edge node 

 

Instead, Figure 66 presents the same set of measurements, but accounting for the AAM processing 

only. In this case, it is quite evident a variability of processing times, although most of them are below 

20 ms, and only MLA onboarding and NS instantiation require higher processing times. When looking 

at this figure, we have to consider that the processing is higher when the operation implies a significant 

interaction with entities below, and namely with NFV-LO. In this case, not only a local transaction for 

state persistence is necessary, but also the preparation of a new message to feed into the NFV-LO and 

the validation of some parameters with the onboarded descriptors (NSD, VNFD and MLA). This is 

the case of the MLA onboarding and of NS instantiation. The NS termination instead requires a much 

simpler interaction with the NFV-LO, without requiring the preparation of a complex message. In any 

case, the maximum contribution to the delay budget is less than 50 ms in average, and of 60 ms in 95% 

of cases. 
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Figure 66: Latency measurement taken from the AAM for the DTAG and TIM edge node 

 

Figure 67 and Figure 68 provides the same measurement of Figure 65 and Figure 66, respectively, but 

considering only the TIM edge node in the empty and loaded conditions. In this case, we can see that 

by increasing the number of instances and descriptors loaded in the system, which has to track their 

status by means of database persistence, the latency profile exhibits larger average values. However, 

variability is still low, as can be seen by confidence intervals. In any case, most of operations, when 

seen from the NFV-SO, and thus including also the delay contribution associated to the interaction 

with the underlying entities beyond the AAM, are always less than 600 ms. When considering the 

AAM contribution only, we can see a significant difference with respect to Figure 66. Beyond NS 

instantiation, the operations that in average are more affected by the database content are those 

implying getting the list of NS or descriptors (MLA, NSD, VNFD), especially when compared with 

the values with empty system. This is confirmed by Figure 69, in which we report the latency 

associated to the operations in the loaded system condition and normalized by those measured in the 

empty system condition. In order to ease the analysis, in the lower part of the figure we report also the 

value of the normalized latency associated to each operation. As we can see, the GET operations are 

those with higher normalized values, with increase well beyond 10 times. However, these were 

operations with very small latency/processing time in the empty system condition, thus the effect of 

system load is, in the end, not so dramatic (see absolute values in Figure 67 and Figure 68). The other 

consideration is that, for most of the other operations, the AAM processing time increases less than 5 

times, especially for onboarding operations. When we consider the perspective of NFV-SO, most of 

operations have only a modest increase, which is a positive result, considering the high number of 

items included in the database. 

A general observation is that the TIM node is significantly more performant than the DTAG one. 
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Figure 67: Latency of operations in loaded system and empty system conditions, TIM edge node, measured from 

emulated NFV-SO 

 

 

 

Figure 68: AAM processing time of operations in loaded system and empty system conditions, TIM edge node 
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Figure 69: Latency of operations in loaded system conditions normalized to those in empty system condition, TIM 

edge node 

 

Finally, we devoted a separated figure for evaluating the time needed to receive and process a 

notification received by the NFV-LO. More in detail, Figure 70 presents the results of this 

measurements, considering a local deployment on DTAG edge node, followed by a further cross-

border instantiation on the MTA edge node. Since results were quite different, we used the logarithmic 

scale for the ordinate axis. The notification delay via broker results significantly lower than the 

processing delay of the AAM to prepare the notification. This is due to the fact that the AAM has to 

parse the notification received via AMQP, extract meaningful information, map those on the content 

of the MongoDB database in order to identify the NS for which the notification is relevant, update that 

entry with the content of received notification, then prepare the message for the NFV-SO. In the cross-

border case, the AAM will not find any correspondence in the MongoDB database beyond the MLA, 

thus it has to create a new NS, push it in the database, and prepare the instantiation notification message 

for the NFV-SO, specifying the instantiation has occurred via Lo-Lo. It is quite evident that the MTA 

edge node is significantly more performant than the DTAG one. 

 

 

Figure 70: Latency associated to notifications from NFV-LO received via Message Broker 
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Finally, we collected the measurement of average CPU time and memory footprint of our Pod during 

various operations. The result is that the CPU time is, in average, 5m (milliunits of CPU time, see [8]), 

whereas the memory footprint is 1081 Mi, that is about 1 GB. 

5.2.2.2 Analysis 

From the results presented in the previous subsection, we can extract the following general 

considerations: 

 The overall contribution to the delay budget from the AAM in complex operations (NS instantiation 
and termination) is quite limited, when considering the end-to-end delay seen by the NFV-SO. There 

are some operations that terminate directly on the AAM itself, either for compliance with ETSI-NFV-

SOL 005 [22] or for overall system architecture (e.g., the deletion of some descriptors does not 
propagate in entities below), but these are characterized by very low values of the processing time. This 

is a quite important result in the view of the function splitting design decision taken for the orchestration 

architecture. 

 From the analysis of latency values measured by Postman and the processing time captured directly by 

the AAM when considering only simple operations that involve just the AAM and do not propagate to 
the entities below, it is possible to estimate the round-trip delay between the client and the edge node. 

This value results to be 87.5 ms with a 95% confidence interval equal to 3 ms for the DTAG node, and 

equal to 58 ms with a 95% confidence interval equal to 4 ms for the TIM node. These values are realistic, 
especially considering also the geographical distance from the measurement point. 

 The impact of the system load on the overall operation latency is really modest. This is due to the fact 

that we selected MongoDB to implement data persistence, which is a document-based NoSQL database 

particularly suitable to manage JSON files. 

We test extensively the DTAG and TIM nodes, and measured some results also on MTA node. It is 

quite evident that the DTAG node, even if it has computing characteristics similar to those of TIM (but 

definitely less abundant with respect to MTA one, which has also dedicated vCPU, as shown in Table 

2, is significantly less performant, with higher processing delay not only in the AAM layer. This can 

easily be seen from the analysis of Figure 66. The big difference is that on the DTAG system several 

other applications are active (7 apps are running) on the host, while on TIM system only 4 VMs are 

active. The Edge Controller VM has 32 vCPUs assigned in TIM, which is double the amount of DTAG 

system. Additionally, the TIM System has 3 Servers and the VMs are spread over these 3 machines. 

In DTAG we have only one server serving all VMs in the same host. In addition, there is also a 

difference in the CPU itself. At TIM we have 2 CPUs of type Intel Xeon Gold 6210U @ 2.5GHz (each 

server has 40 CPU cores) in each server and at DTAG we have 2 CPUs of type Intel Xeon E5-2680 @ 

2.4GHz (56 CPU cores for this server). All this makes the difference in performance. 

 From the analysis of resource footprint, it is quite evident that the AAM component requires a 
significant amount of memory and a very low amount of CPU time. This is reasonable, since all 

operations implies a DB transaction in MongoDB database. However, presented values are fully 

manageable with resources available in modern servers, without becoming the system bottleneck.  

 

5.2.3 Edge to Edge Round Trip Time (RTT) for MEC Applications  

 
In this section, we illustrate the results of the measurement campaign whose methodology has been presented 
in section 4.2.3. As per the RTT measurement methodology discussed in Section 4.2.3 for ICMP based RTT 
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delay measurement we used ping to measure round trip delay between to Edge application services. For this 

test, we used two different paths the data-plane path and the service-based communication path.  

5.2.3.1 Results  

RTT delay measurements on the service based communication path and data-plane communication path is 

presented in this section.  

Table 16: RTT measurement results for data-plane path and service-based communication path 

Measurement PING Min_RTT[ms] Average_RTT[ms] Max_RTT[ms] Mdev_RTT[ms] 

DTAG-MTA  

(SBA Path) 

26.309 26.384 26.459 0.173 

DTAG-MTA  

(Data Plane Path) 

11.255 11.604 16.802 0.711 

 

Table 16 shows the Ping based RTT measurement between the Austrian (MTA) and German (DTAG) Edges. 

On the data-plane path, the minimum RTT (Min_RTT) delay between the two MEC platforms is 11.255msec 

while on the SBA path it is 26.309msec. Average RTT on the SBA path is 26.384msec and 11.604msec for the 
dedicated data-plane path, while maximum RTT for SBA is 26.459msec and 16.802 for the data-plane path. 

The mean deviation (Mdev_RTT) for the SBA path is 0.173msec while for the data-plane path it is 0.711msec.  

 

 

Figure 71: Iperf Based RTT TIM-MTA SBA Path TCP traffic 
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Figure 72: Iperf Based RTT DTAG-MTA SBA Path TCP traffic 

Figure 71 and Figure 72 illustrates the RTT delay measurements on the SBA communication path TCP 

based traffic using Iperf client servers running among the three Edges. More in detail, Figure 71 shows 

the RTT delay from TIM to MTA edges and it shows results below 5msec whereas Figure 72 shows 

RTT delay between MTA and DTAG edges on the SBA path for TCP traffic and RTT delays are 

32.5msec.  

5.2.3.2 Analysis    

As shown in the results section, RTT delays are different for the different paths of the network i.e. for 

data plane and service based communication path in the case of MTA-DTAG with ping tests as shown 

in Table 16 the RTT delay for SBA path is more than double that the one for the data plane path. Figure 

71 and Figure 72 also show that RTT delay between TIM-MTA and MTA-DTAG are different: 

~5msec for the first case and ~32.5msec for the later which means a big difference. This is mainly due 

to the topological location of the Edge clouds and the use of different paths via the public Internet 

between the DTAG edge and the MTA edge, dependent on whether the SBA interface or the data plane 

interface is used. 

5.2.4 Transparent Edge Bridging Testing Results and Analysis 

In this section, we present our result and analysis of the Transparent Edge Bridging based on the 

methodology discussed in Section 4.2.4.  Measured results for both CAM over UDP and ICMP tests 

are discussed.  

5.2.4.1 Result 

 

Figure 73 shows RTT delay measurements for Virtual Vehicle (VV) running in NEC Lab premises in 

Heidelberg first connected to BSAF application running in Germany, then data relayed to Austrian 

MTA BSA Application via TEB and finally virtual Vehicle connected to Austrian BSA Application. 

The measurement results for both, UDP over CAM and ICMP packets, show the same behaviour. The 

results also show how service continuity is achieved in a cross border scenario.  
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Figure 73: RTT for ICMP and CAM over UDP traffic from NEC Lab to DTAG and MTA Edges TEB Test 

 

5.2.4.2 Analysis 

As depicted in Figure 73 the first 100 packets (VVH_NEC->DTAG) are sent from the Virtual Vehicle 

directly to the Edge Application in Germany. The relay procedure starts while the Virtual Vehicle is 

still connected to the DTAG edge and sends packets to the Edge Application in Germany, resulting in 

the additional latency from the relay between the DTAG and the MTA edges (packet sequence number 

101 to 200, VVH_NEC-DTAG-MTA MEC via TEB). Thus, there is an increase in latency during 

the data relay phase, but as soon as the Virtual Vehicle crosses the border and connects directly to the 

MTA network, it starts sending packets directly to Austrian instance of the Edge Application, resulting 

again in a drop of the latency (VVH_NEC->MTA MEC). The difference between the average latency 

in Germany (22.438ms), and Austria (27.728ms), is expected as the location of the client is in Germany 

(lab). 

5.2.5 BSA Application response time: Results and Analysis 

5.2.5.1 Results 

With reference to Section 4.2.5, here we present the results on the BSA application response time. This BSA 

application instance used for testing is running within the Orchestrated 5G edges setup deployed on the DTAG 
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MEC platform. Also, the application in this particular scenario used for the testing was producing DENM 

messages for 24 dissemination areas in total. Figure 74 shows the overall response time, which is described in 

Section 4.2.5, and the contribution of CAM/DENM processing and encoding/decoding to the overall response 

time. In particular, the overall response time consists of the CAM processing/decoding time, ETA calculation, 

and DENM encoding/preparation. The average value of such response time is 1.968s, while the average value 
of the time needed to decode/process CAM and encode/prepare DENM is only 16.69ms. The measurements are 

collected for more than 200 measurement rounds, i.e., more than 200 CAMs received from an EmV. 

 

Figure 74: Response time of BSA application service 

5.2.5.2 Analysis 

The results presented in Figure 74 show that the factor that is significantly contributing to the overall 

response time is the ETA calculation performed by the ETA algorithm, as CAM/DENM 

processing/encoding/decoding is only taking 16.69ms on average, while the average value of 

computational delay coming from the ETA algorithm itself is 1.95s, which is a time needed to calculate 

ETA values for 24 dissemination areas in total. Such result indicates that the computational delay 

caused by a MEC application such as BSA is highly dependent on the performance of the algorithm. 

Also, as discussed in Section 4.2.5, the more dissemination areas are defined, the longer the time 

needed for the ETA algorithm to simultaneously create DENM notifications for civilian cars in all 

dissemination areas. In D4.2 [2], we have shown already that BSA in the lab environment experiences 

an increased computational delay with an increase in CAM frequency, as well as with an increase in 

number of EmVs being served by a single BSA application service. In the setup we used for measuring 

the response time, CAM frequency was 1Hz. Thus, as the response time significantly increases with 

the number of dissemination areas for which the ETA values need to be calculated, it would make 

sense to break the BSA service deployment into several application instances that will serve specific 

areas on the route, thereby limiting their calculation of ETAs only for the smaller number of areas, 

whereas the overall service will remain the same, as all dissemination areas will be covered on the 

route from the starting point of the EmV’s journey to its final destination.  

  

Furthermore, regarding the overall emergency response time, the largest portion of the overall 

emergency response time is mainly determined by the travel time of the EmV. Therefore, for the route 
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between Italy and Austria, or between Austria and Germany, if the maximum speed allowed is around 

140 km/h, the overall emergency response time results in approximately 2.07min of travel time for a 

5km long route if driving at the maximum speed, while this travel time increases to 4.29min if the 

speed is 70km/h. Due to the traffic jams, in regular circumstances an EmV would not be able to drive 

at the maximum speed, which further stresses the need for improving back situation awareness on the 

roads with the help from 5G-enabled BSA application service. If all vehicles on the highway are 

equipped with corresponding on-board units, thus being able to receive notifications from BSA 

application via message dissemination service, and assuming that all of them efficiently clear the lane 

for an approaching EmV (due to the notifications received from BSA application), the reduced travel 

time will be two times lower (if driving at maximum speed) than the average travel time usually needed 

for a vehicle to reach this specific destination from the same starting point (if driving at ~70km/h on 

average). 

5.2.6 Impact of concurrent requests on Local Orchestration 

This section summarizes the results of the concurrent request test described in section 4.2.6. The 

purpose of the test is to highlight the impact of concurrent requests over the request processing time at 

NFV-LO and EC side, also in relation to the number of concurrent requests. 

To achieve this, the test performs a sequence of CREATE/DELETE requests bursts (described in Table 

9) injected directly into NFV-LO. For each request, we collected a set of measurements (the overall 

total operation time and also the LO computational and waiting time toward MEAO and EC) to help 

us evaluate the extent of the impact on the performance.  

The test is performed on the MTA MEC system, since the results obtained in 5.2.1 proved it to be more 

reliable and consistent in terms of performance of the orchestration modules hosted than the DTAG 

one. 

 

5.2.6.1 Results 

In this section we list and organize all the results collected from the above said test. Table 17 andTable 

18 present per lines the results for each burst of requests, the former considering only the instantiation 

requests and the latter the deletion ones. For each time measurement, it is reported both the average 

value referred to the number of request of the associated burst and the standard deviation (σ) value 

(both in ms). As described in section 4.2.6, the measured time are the LO overall time (LO overall in 

the table), the LO computation time (LO comp), the LO-MEAO waiting time (LO-MEAO) and the 

LO-EC waiting time (LO-EC). 

For instantiation requests, Figure 75 provides a visualization of the average values measured for each 

measure type during each burst. Figure 76 provides different depiction of the same dataset, setting the 

X axis with number of concurrent requests and showing the quasi-linear relation between delay and 

number of concurrent requests. Figure 77 and Figure 78 provide the same representations, but related 

to the deletion requests measured values.  

Figure 79 compares the trend of the delay increment between creation and deletion requests associated 

with the increment of the number of concurrent request, to highlight the different slope of the resulting 

trend lines. 

Figure 80 shows in a composite fashion the comparison between the resource utilization at NFV-LO and at EC 

during the test, with the top panel showing in a spectrum-like fashion the instants when each creation/deletion 

request burst is triggered and ended (to help the reader in relating changes in the resource usage with start-end 

of request bursts. Resource usage is quantified in Mi (memibytes: 1 Mi=1,048,576bytes) for the memory and 

m (milliCPU) for the CPUs. 
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Table 17: INSTANTIATION – results for each request run 

 LO overall 

(avg, [ms]) 

LO overall 

(σ, [ms]) 

LO comp 

(avg, [ms]) 

LO comp 

(σ, [ms]) 

LO-MEAO 

(avg, [ms]) 

LO-MEAO 

σ, [ms]) 

LO-EC 

(avg, [ms]) 

LO-EC 

(σ, [ms]) 

40 

(SEQUENCE) 
232.9 5.9 173.5 4.3 3.4 0.4 56 4.6 

5 

(CONCURRENT) 
793.2 215.1 251.2 88.2 3.2 0.4 538.8 251.3 

10 

(CONCURRENT) 
1898.6 72.0 792.2 452.4 3.5 0.5 1102.9 493.7 

20 

(CONCURRENT) 
3630.0 132.9 1509.9 962.2 3.5 0.5 2116.6 879.7 

40 

(CONCURRENT) 
7148.6 301.7 2841.3 1942.9 3.4 0.4 4303.8 1742.0 

80 

(CONCURRENT) 
15650.3 660.1 7133.4 4162.6 3.6 0.6 8513.2 3506.0 

160 

(CONCURRENT) 
26676.5 8337.4 9666.0 7080.7 3.5 0.8 17006.9 6898.0 

 

 

Figure 75: INSTANTIATION 

LO overall (total and single contributions) 

for each concurrent request burst 

 

Figure 76: INSTANTIATION 

LO overall (total and single contributions) 

trend on increasing number of concurrent requests 

 

Table 18: DELETION – results for each request run 

 
LO overall 

(avg, [ms]) 

LO overall 

(s, [ms]) 

LO comp 

(avg, [ms]) 

LO comp 

(s, [ms]) 

LO-MEAO 

(avg, [ms]) 

LO-MEAO 

s, [ms]) 

LO-EC 

(avg, [ms]) 

LO-EC 

(s, [ms]) 

40 

(SEQUENCE) 
65.2 5.5 2.7 2.2 0.0 0.0 62.5 4.9 

5 

(CONCURRENT) 
185.4 7.0 1.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 183.8 6.8 

10 

(CONCURRENT) 
365.4 8.9 2.2 0.7 0.0 0.0 363.2 9.1 

20 

(CONCURRENT) 
547.7 146.9 2.6 0.7 0.0 0.0 545.1 147.1 

40 

(CONCURRENT) 
909.9 383.0 3.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 906.9 383.7 

80 

(CONCURRENT) 
1579.6 782.2 2.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 1577.1 782.3 

160 

(CONCURRENT) 
3081.0 1636.1 2.5 0.9 0.0 0.0 3078.5 1636.3 
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Figure 77: DELETION 

LO overall (total and single contributions) 

for each concurrent request burst 

 

Figure 78: DELETION 

LO overall (total and single contributions) 

trend on increasing number of concurrent requests 

 

 

Figure 79: LO overall trends over increasing number of concurrent requests 

for INSTANTIATION and DELETION  
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Figure 80: Composition of the timescale of creation and deletion requests (top panel) with the NFV-LO and Edge 

Controller CPU and Memory usage (central and bottom panel) during the concurrent requests test 

 

5.2.6.2 Analysis 

A single instance of NFV-LO seems to be very sensitive to concurrent requests. As listed in Table 17 and Table 

18 and depicted in Figure 75, Figure 76, Figure 77 and Figure 78, increasing the number of concurrent 

requests reflects in a linear increment of the delay in the arrival of the associated responses. The behaviour is 

seen in both instantiation and deletion requests, even if the increment is higher for the instantiation operation 

(as it could be seen in the different slopes of the lines in Figure 79). Such a behaviour is most likely ascribable 

to the single-thread nature of the NFV-LO REST interface manager (tornado), which allows asynchronous 
management of incoming requests by queueing them: when the currently processing request is “blocked” 

waiting for a response (e.g., from the EC), another request is dequeued and processed, while the pending one is 

queued for later processing. The pending requests stuck and the completion time for each of them progressively 

increase with the number of concurrent requests. By looking at the data, the increment of the response time 
results from the concurrent increment of two of its components: the NFV-LO computation time and NFV-LO-

EC waiting time (i.e., the EC response time). The MEAO response time is not affected in the same way, but this 

is related to the fact that by implementation choice we kept that internal request synchronous, which allows it 
to be processed immediately without going through the queueing/dequeuing process. The different slope of the 
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trend lines for the instantiation and deletion seen in Figure 79 is most likely due to the negligible computation 

time at NFV-LO side, which allows a faster dequeuing of the pending requests, compared to the case of an 

instantiation request. The fact that EC response time increases also for deletion requests hints that also EC has 

a NFV-LO-like approach in the request management (or at least experience similar situations in interacting with 

VIM). 

Figure 80 show in a composite fashion the comparison between the resource utilization at NFV-LO and at EC 

during the test. The top panel of the figure depicts in a ”spectral” fashion the sequence of events, showing for 
each operation the instant when it has been started (CREATE-start and DELETE-start) and the instant it has 

been finished (CREATE-end and DELETE-end). The operation request scheduling is described in Table 9: all 

the parallel requests in the same burst are triggered at the same time, thus all the request start at the same instant 
(that’ s why all starts are single lines), while the end of the request processing is dependent on the dequeuing of 

the request at the beginning and during the interaction between NFV-LO and EC (that’s why for large request 

number, they distribute like a narrow rectangle).  In general, it is worth noticing how with an increasing number 
of concurrent requests, the end stage drifts later in time, due to the larger amount of time needed to process the 

request. The central and bottom panels, instead, show the resource usage of NFV-LO and EC. NFV-LO CPU 

usage seems to be much affected by creation requests, with the measured value increasing somewhat linearly 

with the number of creation requests. Instead, deletion requests do not trigger the same behaviour (as expected, 

being their process time extremely low at NFV-LO side, as it can be seen in Table 18 and Figure 77and Figure 

78). On the other side, the EC seems to be affected by both requests, but with deletion requests claiming the 

higher value of CPU usage (almost double the amount required by the associated creation request). This 

behaviour of EC could be related to the fact that during creation requests, also NFV-LO is performing relevant 

evaluation and thus requests are somewhat spread, thus reducing the load over EC, while during deletion 
requests NFV-LO is very fast in performing its activity, thus passing the actual burden of the concurrent 

evaluation to the EC. 

In terms of memory usage, no significative variation is detected for the NFV-LO during the whole test, and the 
same almost applies to the EC, with the exception of the last creation/deletion burst which triggered a step 

increment, almost doubling the memory usage. Anyway, for both NV-LO and EC the memory usage is always 

below 200 Mi. 

By combining the measurements collected in this test, it is possible to evaluate the minimum number of 
instances of NFV-LO running in parallel required to keep the average response time below a given threshold. 

As an example, let’s assume we would like to have the system capable of processing potential bursts of 100 

instantiation requests per second. Table 17 shows that a single NFV-LO instance is capable of managing 5 

concurrent instantiation requests in less than 1 second. Thus, if we assume to have 20 running instances 

connected to a load balancer, the target performance should be achieved, at least from the NFV-LO perspective. 

According to Figure 80 the additional resource usage associated with the management of 5 concurrent 

instantiation request is around 0.2 CPU cores and less than 200 Mi of memory for each instance. When not 

receiving a request, NFV-LO CPU usage is minimal, very close to zero, which means that if in idle the NFV-
LO impact is  almost given by the less than 200 Mi used.. Thus, in the end, the cost of having a system capable 

of managing bursts of 100 instantiation requests/s is the deployment of 20 NFV-LOs, with an overall resource 

usage of 4 CPU cores (0.2 * 20) and (200*20 = 4.2Gi. Plus the resource cost of the load balancer.   

It is anyway worth emphasizing that the prototype solution considered in this project is not meant to manage 
such a level of requests per seconds. 

5.2.7 MEC Service/Application Failover recovery Testing Results and 

Analysis  

In this section, we describe the result of our test to validate failover feature in the Orchestrated 5G-Edge platform 

for CCAM as per the methodology described in Section 4.2.7. 

 

5.2.7.1 Results 
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Figure 81 and Figure 82 shows the failover recovery test scenario for the data plane and service-based 

path. Both cases show packet drops during the failover phase, however the data plane path shows the 

requests even if the pod is not running as the packets were collected at the OVS-Bridge. On the other 

hand for the flannel based CNI interface packet requests are not seen during the failover phase, but 

once the Pod has restarted, a burst of request appears right after the recovery.  

 

Figure 81: Failover test result for MEC Application running at the Orchestrated 5G-edge Platform 

Figure 81 presents for the two network paths the packet per second over time. In this test we also 

witnessed the RTT variations depicted hereafter, in Table 19.  
 

 

Figure 82: Failover test result for MEC Application running at the Orchestrated 5G-edge Platform 

Table 19: MEC host to Application service RTT using Ping Variation 

Network Path  Min RTT[ms] Average RTT [ms] Max RTT[ms]  Mdev RTT[ms] 

Native CNI for SBA 0.032 0.070 0.283 0.024 

FDIO for data plane 0.025 0.050 0.209 0.031 

5.2.7.2 Analysis 

As shown in Figure 81 and Figure 82 application service failover is guaranteed for MEC applications 

orchestrated by the Orchestrated 5G-Edge platform for CCAM. Phase one shows the normal operation of the 
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application before the Application Pod is killed during phase to the Packet drop is depicted because the Pod is 

in a failure and automatic restart phase, once the Pod is restarted the third phase shows a normal operation of 
the application like Phase one. This demonstration shows the feature of granted MEC applications orchestration 

even in failover scenario for both Kubernetes native functionality and extended Fast Data I/O interfaces 

implemented by Edge Controller connectivity manager.  

Table 19 depicts a comparison of RTT from the MEC Host for the two network paths, i.e. for the native Flannel 

based CNI and for the FDIO paths, as shown in the table the average RTT in case of service path is 0.07msec 

while for the FDIO is 0.05msec. FDIO path performs better both in min and max RTT values on the other hand 
the mean deviation is higher than the native CNI interface.  

5.2.8 MEC Application Service Stress test resource utilization evaluation 

5.2.8.1 Results 

In this section, we discuss and summarize evaluation result of monitored resource usage for S-LDM 

and AMQP Broker as per the methodology presented in Section 4.2.8. Figure 83 and Figure 84 shows 

CPU usage in milliunits (m), where a value of 1000m is equivalent to 1 CPU core, and Memory usage 

in Mebibytes (Mi). As depicted in Figure 83, CPU usage for S-LDM starts around 2000m (2 CPU 

cores) for 10 vehicles and increases “linearly” up to 2650m (2.56 CPU cores) for 750 vehicles. On the 

other hand, the AMQP broker jumps from 2m (0.002 CPU cores) to 1600m (1.6 CPU cores) for the 

same vector of vehicles.  Moreover, as shown in Figure 84, memory usage in case of S-LDM is quite 

stable, which is around 27Mi, however AMQP broker show a linear increase from 300Mi to 345Mi 

for up to 500 vehicles and jumps sharply by about 40Mi.  

 

Figure 83: CPU usage comparison SLDM vs AMQP Broker 
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Figure 84: Memory Usage comparison SLDM vs AMQP Broker 

 

5.2.8.2 Analysis 

In this test, we validated how resource usage could be monitored at the orchestrated 5G-Edges platform 

in DTAG MNO, for the CLC use case enablers SLDM and AMQP broker. Our evaluation shows that 

S-LDM CPU usage increases linearly with the number of vehicles starting from 1996m (~2 CPU cores) 

while Memory usage seems to be constant around 27Mi, regardless of the number of vehicles during 

the test. The constant 1996m (~2 CPU cores) usage with no traffic is from the fact that the S-LDM 

instance has two main threads always polling the database. One for cleaning old information and one 

for updating the Web-GUI. Packet rate per vehicle is 20 packets per second. On the other hand, AMQP 

broker demonstrated to show higher rate increase of both CPU and memory usages as the number of 

vehicles increases. This kind of stress tests allow evaluating both applications performance and 

efficient use of MEC resources. Detailed evaluation of the S-LDM service delay figures in dependency 

of load is discussed in D3.4. 
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6 Conclusions 

The 5G-CARMEN project’s Work Package 4 designed, developed, and validated enablers for the continuous 

operation of low latency CCAM edge application at MNOs’ federated and orchestrated 5G edges, well 

integrated with the cellular mobile network, and along with suitable security enablers to protect CCAM 
operations even during cross-border mobility, without major impact to the service quality and associated 

performance figures. Detailed specification and operations can be found in the project’s deliverables D4.1 and 

D4.2. Early contributions to the 5G-PPP automotive group’s whitepaper on challenges and opportunities from 
5G trials for CCAM along European 5G cross-border corridors [15] helped to identify key design objectives for 

this work. Resulting solutions, and key architectural and functional components have been contributed to the 

5G-PPP Architecture Working Group’s white paper about View on 5G Architecture [16]. 
 

To complement the cloud-native design of the orchestrated edges, the edge application for emergency Back 

Situation Awareness (BSA) has been developed with full support of the edge enablers, including service-based 

communication between different MNOs’ BSA instances for data sharing and context transfer during cross-
border mobility, as well as the orchestrated edges’ programmable data plane for transparent edge bridging of a 

vehicle’s data plane towards a handover target MNO’s edge before the handover happens to cut the service 

interruption time to a minimum. 
 

Guidance has been provided for the development of the other edge applications to follow the cloud-native 

principles and to leverage the orchestrated edges enablers, e.g. by the configuration and use of customized 

network connectivity and associated interfaces, dependent on the expected communication characteristics. 
These can be, for example, service-based, leveraging REST calls, or low-latency and low-overhead data plane 

packets, as required for the communication with vehicles through the mobile cellular infrastructure. 

 
In parallel to the stepwise integration and deployment of the orchestrated edges enablers from a lab deployment 

to MNOs’ mobile cellular production environment, enablers have been validated and evaluated. This allowed 

us to not only proof feasibility and the concepts, but to assess the gain in the operation of cross-border CCAM 
services. During the enablers’ design phase, requirements and associated KPIs have been defined, both, in the 

system operational context, including edge orchestration internal performance figures, as well as in the context 

of cross-border CCAM service continuity and associated performance. This document deliverable summarizes 

the key results and the drawn conclusion from the validation and evaluation phase. 
 

The federated and hierarchical orchestration architecture with NFV Service Orchestrators and edge-level 

orchestrators has been evaluated and assessed in various aspects. Key results proof the gain of localizing 
orchestration tasks to edge sites, which distributes the load by a distributed deployment of orchestration 

functions. Beside balanced computational and storage load figures, overall latency in performing orchestration 

tasks outperforms a centralized orchestration deployment. In particular, leveraging local federation between 
edge orchestrators serving geographic regions in the proximity of country borders proofs to be beneficial for 

the operation of cross-border service continuity.  

 

Key features of the orchestrated edges for cross-border service continuity include the support of suitable 
communication APIs to allow edge applications, which are operated in two MNO edge clouds serving a border 

region, to share service- and session data for cross-border range extension (coverage) as well as to transfer 

session context during cross-border mobility (session- and service continuity). Furthermore, flexible steering of 
the mobile data plane packets between vehicles and edge CCAM services has been enabled through a 

programmable edge data plane, which is under control of the architecture’s Edge Controller, following 

orchestration advice of local edge orchestration functions (MEAO, NFV-LO). The resulting design allows 

federation of orchestrated edges at various layers: between NFV Service Orchestrators (NFV-SO), between 
NFV-Local Orchestrators (NFV-LO) of two MNOs’ edge clouds, between edge service instances at service-

based communication level (e.g. REST) through service communication proxies, and between two orchestrated 
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edges at the 3GPP N6 reference point level (between 5G UPF and an edge application) through the edge 

programmable data plane. The resulting benefit and gain in the operation of cross-border mobility scenarios has 
been validated and evaluated for CCAM service access performance and service response time, inter-CCAM 

service data sharing and context transfer, as well as for the controlled bridging of a vehicle’s data plane through 

programmable edges to a handover target MNO’s edge service for reduced service interruption and increased 
service perception during cross-border mobility. 

 
The orchestrated edges support edge resources slicing to isolate one or multiple µ-service instances of a CCAM 

edge service in separate namespaces and allocate defined resource quota (CPU, memory). Whereas edge slicing 

is used for the instantiation of the project’s Maneuvering Service (MS), Server-Local Dynamic Map (S-LDM), 
the Response Router (RR) and the Back Situation Awareness (BSA) in the orchestrated edges which have been 

deployed in the MNOs’ production environment, advanced features and test-cases for runtime management and 

re-configuration of multiple edges’ sliced resource have been done in a lab environment and proof means to 

tune distributed edges for a best match between resources utilization and meeting expected service quality 
levels. 

 

Scalability tests with a large number of simulated vehicles, which share sensor data with a Server-Local 
Dynamic Maps (S-LDM) instance through an AMQP broker instance, both deployed in the orchestrated edge 

of DTAG’s production network, have been accomplished. The increase and scale in the required CPU and 

memory resources for both instances has been monitored for increasing load and proven to not impact the 
service’s stability and KPI. Whereas load and resources figures associated with this test case are covered in this 

deliverable, impact on delay related KPIs are presented in project deliverable D3.4.  

 

Fundamental features for CCAM edge service continuity are contributed by the project’s security enablers, 
which protect the orchestrated edges and its running edge services from a variety of attacks through machine-

learning boosted intrusion detection and prevention, and allow fast and password-less authentication of vehicles 

against CCAM edge services through the use of secure elements, as well as token-based signatures for ITS 
messages. Through various test-cases, the suitability of these mechanisms for deployment at orchestrated edges 

has been validated by the evaluation of required (scarce and expensive) edge resources consumption for the 

deployment of these non-functional enablers. Impact of these security enablers to cross-border mobility and 

service continuity due to re-authentication between a vehicle and a handover target edge service has been 
assessed.  

 

With a completed integration and validation of enablers for CCAM service continuity at distributed and 
federated orchestrated edges in the three project MNOs’ production network and the evaluation of relevant 

KPIs, WP4 hands over the integrated deployment to the pilot trials and demonstrations, which will be performed 

in the remaining phase of the project’s WP5. In addition to the dissemination of latest results through various 
outreach channels, further evaluation is planned in the complete end-to-end system with vehicles leveraging 

edge deployments of the CCAM services according to the defined cross-border use cases through MNOs’ 5G 

network as per WP3 enablers.  
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A. Annex A: Use Case Orchestration and Performance 

Requirements 

This Annex provides information about the use case orchestration and performance requirements 

which are divided to functional requirements, security requirements and complete definition of KPIs. 

Table 20: Requirements of the Centralized Cooperative Lane Change (CLC) Application Service 

Use Case Centralized Cooperative Lane Change (CLC) 

Actors 
 Vehicles (OBU) 

 Cellular Network 

 MEC Servers 

 CLC application function  

 MEC AMQP Broker function 

 MEC S-LDM function 

 MEC Response Router function 

 MEC Local Manager 

 CLC Main Manager 

Minimum Required 

Parameters 
Input 

 Position (Precise Positioning), 

 Speed 

 Directions  

 Intentions 

 Predictive QoS information 

 Output Maneuver (Speed, Intention) recommendations 

Latency To enable SAE L3 automation, RTT <30ms (SAE L4 

automation if <10ms) 
 

Process Summary MEC CLC application supports and facilitates the maneuver by 

determining the most suitable gap for a requesting vehicle to 

merge into and sending recommended actions to generate the 

said gap, with respect to the surrounding context. 
MEC/backend-based approach with immutable data storage 

would have the advantage of immediately accessible, 
indisputable, and exploitable data. 

Orchestration Actions 
 Instantiation of MEC CLC application 

 Scaling of MEC CLC Application w.r.t to traffic 

density 

 MEC CLC application Placement based on latency 

constraints 

 Support session continuity (inter-MEC 

communication, 5G connectivity) 

 Support ID and CLC session state transfer during 

vehicles’ border transit (ID/State export/import 
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proactive vs reactive, confirm/provide service 

resources) 

 

Table 21: Requirements of the Back-Situation Awareness (BSA) application service 

Use Case Back Situation Awareness 

Actors OBU of target vehicles  
OBU of emergency vehicle (EmV) 
Cellular Network,  
MEC Servers 
BSAF 
MEC Geo-Service function  

Minimum Required 
Parameters 

Input EmV type, 
Position of EmV, 
EmV Speed, 
EmV direction, 
EmV route path, 
Target destination 

Output Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) 

Latency No direct latency requirements  

Process Summary EmVs are periodically sending advertisements towards the 

MEC server at the edge via the Base Station (BS). The 

advertisement message may carry relevant parameters. 
The MEC server will process this information to derive the 

ETA values for the different dissemination areas and encode 

the ETA value in a DENM message. The DENM message is 

then sent to the Geo-Service application function indicating 

the dissemination area for which the DENM message is 
relevant for. The Geo-Service application function will then 

disseminate the DENM message to the vehicles in the 

respective dissemination areas.  
The output of the BSA service can also be consumed by other 

services such as CLC. 

Orchestration Actions 
 Instantiation of MEC BSA application 
 Scaling of MEC BSA Application with respect to 

frequency of upstream CAM traffic from the EmV 

 MEC BSA application Placement based on EmV’s 

location, destination, and route 

 Support session continuity (inter-MEC 

communication, 5G connectivity) 

 Support EmV metadata/EmV session state transfer 

from an application instance in one domain to an 

instance in another domain 

 Termination of MEC BSA application once EmV is 

not sending its upstream CAM traffic to it, i.e., EmV 

reconnected to a BSA instance in another domain, 
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and the BSA instance in a source domain received 

confirmation from the BSA instance in a target 

domain.  

A.1 Functional requirements 

 

Requirement 

No. 
Requirement Status Satisfaction criteria 

CCAM-REQ-

01 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall enable the 

federation between management 

domains belonging to different 
organizations, where the 

organizations may transcend 

international borders. 

Done The protocol semantics and operations on the Or-

Or as well as the Lo-Lo reference points have 

been integrated and tested with the NFV-SO and 

the NFV-LO, respectively, in an integrated setup. 
To satisfy this requirement, the full set of 

operations in support of the target use cases has 

to be tested and validated. 
Note: Some key operations of the use cases are 

still under development, which may require 

additional semantics and operations on the 

federation interfaces. 

CCAM-REQ-

02 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall support distributed 

and hierarchical orchestration 

system.  

Done Deployment on the system components per a 

distribution strategy has been accomplished and 

tested. The proper interfacing of the distributed 

components and operation per this specification 

has been proven, which satisfies this requirement. 

CCAM-REQ-
03 

The Orchestrated 5G edges 
platform shall enable the 

interaction between multiple 

decentralized orchestration 

functions. This implies North-

South and East-West interactions 

in case of orchestrators’ hierarchy 

Done Proper operation between the distributed 
orchestration functions has been validated. 

Components perform REST operations per each 

reference point OpenAPI specification in support 

of the expected system behavior.  

CCAM-REQ-

04 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall support the 

provisioning of management 

autonomy to lower orchestration 

domains of an orchestration 

hierarchy. 

Done Delegation of management and orchestration 

tasks from NFV-SO to NFV-LO has been 

validated. To satisfy this requirement, support for 

inter-domain agreements on MLA and associated 

NFV-LO operations per MLA policy needs to be 

completed and validated. 

CCAM-REQ-

05 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall be able to support 
multiple tenants with different 

service requirements over the same 

infrastructure. 

Done The developed NFV-SO and edge orchestration 

functions leverage standardized descriptors for 
the network functions and services. These 

support the definition of service dependencies 

and a deployment per namespaces paradigm and 

LCM operations. Extensions towards more 

detailed intent from tenants’ request regarding 

service deployment and associated network 

configuration descriptors are supported. Control 

of service isolation and resource allocation 
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policies is supported and covered in CCAM-

REQ-10. 

CCAM-REQ-

06 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall support the lifecycle 

management (LCM) of services in 

a multi-domain environment. 

Done Required instantiation and LCM operations of 

CAM services within as well as beyond a single 

administrative domain have been tested 

successfully. 

CCAM-REQ-

07 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall enable the 

monitoring of specified KPIs for 

the active service instance(s) as 
part of performance/fault 

management function. 

Done The system’s use of a namespace for monitoring 

tasks and reporting of monitoring results from the 

Edge Controller upstream to the NFV-

LO/MEAO per the specified API has been tested 
and validated. 

CCAM-REQ-

08 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall enable the 

enforcement of QoS based on 

specified service policies.  

Done Enforcement of services and connectivity per the 

orchestration layers’ descriptions has been tested 

and validated. The development of the slice 

manager at the Edge Controller is to be 

completed in support of the required control of 

namespaces and resource quota for the deployed 

services as well as the associated control on 

compute and storage resources. 

CCAM-REQ-

09 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall enable the automatic 

detection of failure events 

resulting in service degradation 
and service outages. 

Done The detection of failures at deployed edge 

services and the enforcement of failover 

strategies in support of local service continuity 

has been tested and validated. Additional failure 
events as well as end-to-end service failover 

strategies are being defined, which need to be 

tested and validated to satisfy this requirement. 

Furthermore, protection against failures resulting 

from security threats, such as Intrusion and other 

attack patterns, are work in progress.  

CCAM-REQ-

10 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall support the 

management of multiple service 

instances in isolation of each other.  

Done Implementation and testing of slices for edge 

services incl. control of assigned resources, such 

as compute and storage, has been accomplished 

at Edge Controller level. To satisfy these 

requirements, OpenAPI and descriptors at 

orchestration layer need to take slicing semantics 
into account, which is work in progress. 

CCAM-REQ-

11 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall support software 

image management and state 

management.  

Done Onboarding of services and proper management 

of images at the systems’ repositories has been 

tested and validated. Descriptions follow HELM 

charts for package management. Docker private 

repository is being used for image storing and 

onboarding. 

CCAM-REQ-

12 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall be able to interface 

with the 5G system for policy 

alignment and data plane 

management.  

Done Key operations for the system’s support of edge 

policy enforcement and data plane treatment 

during UPF relocation have been validated. 

Testing the use of the 5G System’s Naf SBA 

interface, which serves for the coupling of 

orchestrated edges with a 5G System in the lab, 
is work in progress. 
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A.2 Security requirements 

 

Security 

Requirement 

No. 

Requirement Status Satisfaction criteria 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-01 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall provide real-time 

telemetry and other auditing 

information relevant to the security 

mechanisms of the system.   

Done The telemetry information is used for the 

intrusion detection mechanisms. It has only 

been tested in closely controlled lab 

environments that closely resemble production 

environments. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-02 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall only allow 

authenticated users to consume the 

services provided by the 
Orchestrated 5G edges platform. 

Done The IMM ensures the authentication process of 

users for service consumption. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-03 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall ensure the 

availability of its services to the 

relevant stakeholders. 

Done The IMM provides identity control to the 

availability of the CCAM services. Those 

services are only available to relevant 

stakeholders. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-04 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall ensure the necessary 

network capacity and network 

resources necessary for the critical 

operations of the CCAM services. 

Done The lab results for the evaluation of the targeted 

KPIs for the network capacity and network 

resources demonstrate that the Orchestrated 5G 

edges platform does ensure the necessary 

network capacity and resources. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-05 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall ensure the 

confidentiality and integrity of the 

data being transmitted in the 
system. 

Done All network requests use Transport Layer 

Security (TLS) to provide an encryption layer 

during data transmission. Additionally, the 

IMM can be used for cryptographic functions 
to uniquely sign messages to provide an 

additional integrity to critical communications.  

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-06 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall enable a secure 

platform for services to be 

deployed. 

Done The security of the CCAM as a platform have 

been evaluated and the security mechanisms 

are fully tested. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-07 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall enable the state 

management of its platform 

components.  

Done The state management of the CCAM in 5G-

CARMEN is supported by its underlying 

technologies (Kubernetes, MEAO, etc.) that 

support state management. 
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CCAM-SEC-

REQ-08 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall be able to revert to 

previous states with minimal 

service disruption of deployed 

application in case of malicious 

compromise. 

Done The disruption of services when they revert to 

previous state have been tested in a lab setting. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-9 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall enable recovery 

options from failure conditions by 
employing a variety of fault 

recovery mechanisms. 

Done The state management, failure recovery is 

supported by the underlying technologies of the 

CCAM which have been tested in the lab.. 

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-10 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform’s security mechanisms 

should not impact the functional 

requirements of critical operations. 

Done During our lab tests, we did not identify any 

impact on the functional requirements of the 

CCAM from the security mechanisms.  

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-11 
The Orchestrated 5G edges 

platform shall support Trusted 

Execution Environments and other 

hardware-based components to 

enable secure operations for 

sensitive functions. 

Done The IMM makes use of Trusted Execution 

Environments for its cryptographic functions 

such as, random number generation, signing, 

verification, etc.  

CCAM-SEC-

REQ-12 
The security mechanisms of the 

Orchestrated 5G edges platform 

shall be able to be deployed in any 
potential 5G hardware provider 

without any impact on their 

performance or functionality.  

Done The security mechanisms IMM and IDCM can 

be compiled and deployed in several 

architectures, either as containers, or as native 
executables. Their behavior has been tested in 

a lab setting. 

 

A.3 Complete definitions of KPIs 

KPI name 
KPI 

identifier 
Description 

on-boarding delay 

NF_I_1 Delay of on-boarding application package (e.g., descriptor, Docker container 

image, etc.) in all MEC hosts within required domains. There are two types of 

on-boarding delay: i) descriptor on-boarding, performed on the NFV-

SO/MV1’ level, and ii) image on-boarding, performed on the NFV-LO level.  

in-country runtime 

delay 

NF_I_2 The time needed for the Orchestrated edges platform to perform any LCM 

operations on one MEC platform (in-country), i.e., while application instance 

is running (e.g., scaling, termination, heal, state migration, etc.). All subtypes 

of the runtime orchestration delay are tackled separately in this Table. 

cross-domain 

runtime 

orchestration delay 

NF_I_3 The overall time needed for Orchestrated edges platform i) to simultaneously 

perform lifecycle management the same application in multiple domains, and 

ii) to properly notify NFV-SOs about this orchestration operation in all 

domains. In particular, more detailed definition of i) is the time needed to 

instantiate/scale/relocate peering application instance in domain 2 from the 
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moment when the orchestration request is generated within the Orchestrated 

edges platform, to the moment when peering instance is up and running in 

domain 2.  

state update delay 

NF_A_1 ETSI defines this KPI as context-update time. This KPI needs to be assessed 

if two application instances are deployed in two edge/administrative domains, 

and if data plane communication channel is established between them. Delay 

in cross-domain communication between two application instances (e.g., BSA 

use case: updates on the EmV's speed/location/destination). 

component-

associated 

communication 

delay 

NF_I_4 Average communication delay between specific platform components: 

NFV-LO & NFV-SO (inside one domain, via MV1’) 

NFV-LO & MEAO 

NFV-LO & Edge Controller 

NFV-LO & MV1’ 

NFV-LO & MV1’ (via Message Broker) and MV1’ & NFV-SO (via 

notification) 

component-

associated 

computational 

delay 

NF_I_5 
Average computational delay is the time that a specific platform component 

takes to perform a specific operation (e.g., on-boarding, scaling, etc.). 

quality of data 

NF_I_6 How to measure, how meaningful the result is, per scenario. Time to have 

QoD. E.g., when to use AI/ML-based or Algorithm-based, how accurate is the 

decision. When to decide to instantiate the 2nd instance of BSA Function 

(BSAF) or scaling in general. 

resource footprint 
NF_I_7 The amount of resources that are required for deploying the whole 

Orchestrated edge platform 

number of VNFs 
per domain 

NF_I_8 The overall number of VNFs that can be efficiently monitored, managed and 
orchestrated by Orchestrated edge platform in a single domain. 

feature palette 
NF_I_9 The set of features that Orchestrated edge platform supports (e.g., support for 

DevOps, VNF package management, VNF image management, integrated 

monitoring system, etc.). 

end-to-end data 

plane convergence 
NF_I_10 Time needed to align N6 data plane policy with, 5GS policy (N3/N9) in 

reactive mode; KPI unit: time. 

MEC service/VAS 

failover 

performance 

NF_I_10 Since MEC applications realized as Kubernetes PoDs are mortal, the 

Orchestrated edge platform needs to react quickly on failures and bring the 

failed service or VAS back, including network connectivity, applying 

policies, number and type of interfaces, connect to external volume to access 

session states, etc. 

Localization gain 
NF_I_11 Balance between NFV-SO/Or-Or and NFV-LO/Lo-Lo operations. Too much 

of edge delegation can be counterproductive (NFV-LO/Lo-Lo load) and may 

result in latency for LCM operations. 
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CPU load 

NF_I_12 Average CPU usage during orchestration operations (i.e., processing 

orchestration requests, performing LCM operations, etc.). Measured for the 

whole Orchestrated edges platform, or for the specific orchestration or 

management entity (e.g., NFV-SO, NFV-LO, MEAO, Edge Controller, etc.). 

memory load 

NF_I_13 Average memory usage during orchestration operations (i.e., processing 

orchestration requests, performing LCM operations, etc.). Measured for the 

whole Orchestrated edges platform, or for the specific orchestration or 

management entity (e.g., NFV-SO, NFV-LO, MEAO, Edge Controller, etc.). 

   

MEC slice selection 

duration 

NF_I_14 Time needed for MEAO to make a decision on application placement, based 

on different parameters (i.e., computing capabilities of MEC hosts and 

geographical location). 

Threat detection 

performance 

NF_S_1 Threat detection rate (how accurate is the ML-boosted algorithm for the 

IDCM) Note: attack surface may be reduced in container-based solutions by 

design. KPI: accuracy (percentage). 

IDCM novel threat 

detection 

NF_S_2 How long does it take to adopt to novel threats? Convergence time for 

training an Artificial Intelligence (AI) engine to achieve a certain accuracy. 

KPI units: time 

IDCM resource 

costs 
NF_S_3 Resource usage (CPU, storage for IDCS engine, storage for monitored data), 

compute costs for data analytics. KPI units: CPU, RAM, storage (percentage). 

IDCM cross-border 

delay 

 

NF_S_4 
Network delay induced to IDCM operations in cross-border scenarios.  

 

IMM usage costs 

NF_S_5 Signaling overhead to complete mutual authentication between service and 

clients; delay in time before service can be used effectively; dependency: 

network and IMM deployment; KPI units: time, control plane volume 

network vs air interface. 

IMM cross-border 

authentication delay 

 

NF_S_6 Delay in the authentication process of edge components during cross-border 

scenarios.  

 

Distributed in-

vehicle IDS delay 

 

NF_S_7 

Network delay due to the application of in-vehicle distributed IDS. 

application 

placement 

efficiency 

NF_IA_1 
Impact of application placement on the average response time, depending on 

the decision made by Orchestrated edges platform (e.g., MEAO/NFV-LO). 
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application 

responsiveness 

(average request 

rate) 

NF_A_2 Average number of requests that can be processed by application instance 

with expected latency. In case of BSA: i) Impact of Cooperative Awareness 

Message (CAM) frequency on computational delay, considering different 

CAM frequencies (e.g., 1Hz, 2Hz, 10Hz, etc.), and ii) Impact of number of 

EmVs that are simultaneously consuming BSA application service, dispatched 

to serve the same emergency event. 

App CPU load NF_A_3 Average CPU usage during application runtime. 

App memory load NF_A_4 Average memory usage during application runtime. 

maximum request 

rate 
NF_A_5 

Maximum request rate from application clients (i.e., vehicles). 

available compute NF_A_6 The maximum compute resource available for application clients. 

available graphical 

compute 
NF_A_7 

The maximum graphical compute resource available for application clients. 

available memory NF_A_8 The maximum memory resource available for application clients. 

available storage F_A_1 The maximum storage resource available for application clients. 

network reliability 

F_A_2 5G PPP definition: Transport layer packets are lost between the UE and the 
N6 interface.  

5G-CARMEN: Transport layer packets are lost between vehicle and the MEC 

platform. 

UL peak 

throughput 

F_A_3 5G PPP definition: Single UE transmitting IP packets to the N6 interface.  

5G-CARMEN: Single vehicle transmitting CAMs/DENMs to the MEC 

platform. 

DL peak 

throughput 

F_A_4 5G PPP definition: Single UE receiving IP packets from the N6 interface.  

5G-CARMEN: Single vehicle receiving DENMs from the MEC platform. 

average response 

time 

F_A_5 The average response time advertised for application clients’ service requests 

(e.g., response to CAMs received from EmV). 

BSA use case: Overall time to respond to EmV changes: i) reception of 

upstream CAM, ii) computational delay (decoding CAM, ETA calculation, 

encoding CAM, and Avro message preparation), and iii) dissemination of 

DENMs to civilian vehicles. 

average emergency 

response time 

F_A_6 Overall time to respond to EmV event: i) processing emergency event in 
EMA, ii) instantiation of BSA application in Orchestrated edges platform, iii) 

application response time, and iv) travel time from starting point to the 

destination. 
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ETA estimation 

accuracy 

F_A_7 Comparison between real data measurements and the data obtained from the 

ETA algorithm. Impact factors: traffic conditions, relative distance between 

successive waypoints, size of dissemination area, computational delay, and 

state update delay. 

availability  Advertised percentage of time the MEC application is available for 

application clients’ use. 

 

B.  Annex B: 5G-CARMEN KPIs Console 

In Section 3.2, a final list of KPIs was provided under the context of evaluating the performance of the 

5G Orchestrated Edges platform. Those KPIs are being measured both in lab environment and during 

pilot setups. As presented in Table 2, each KPI is connected with a number of attributes, in order to 

better define its nature and functionality. Table 2 in particular focuses on: 

 Unique Identifier 

 Measurability (High/Medium/Low) 

 Priority (High/Medium/Low) 

 Related Platform Components 

 Location of Measurement (Lab/Pilot) 

 

These, of course, are not the only attributes assigned to the KPIs. The complexity of the 5G 

Orchestrated Edges platform often calls for creating new templates that meet different requirements or 

include different attributes for the forementioned KPIs. Each agent acts on the evaluation of the system 

requirements according to its own specifications. It becomes apparent that the information required in 

order not only to collect, but also to measure KPIs is generally scattered in different locations, hence 

increasing the complexity of this process. 

The need for holistically describing KPIs also stems from the action of mapping them to CCAM 

defined functional requirements.  To that end, it makes sense to point out the need for creating a 

platform that can incorporates those KPI templates in a generalized point of view. This endeavour aims 

to minimize the time and difficulty posed for an actor that wishes to query information about the 5G 

Orchestrated Edges platform’s KPIs. By using this open-source developed tool, data regarding the 

system requirements are gathered in a centralized platform, where they can be monitored 

simultaneously, hence creating a KPI Console. 

In order to achieve this goal, three templates were chosen as inputs for this platform, which originate 

from the excel spreadsheet used by the partners responsible for defining, collecting and measuring the 

system’s KPIs. Subsequently, those documents were formatted accordingly to serve as the platform’s 

database. These templates are the following: 

 KPIs List template 

 Grouped Teams template 

 Measurements template 

 

KPI List template 

The first matrix presented by the KPI Console contains all KPIs tied to the system’s requirements. It 

provides only the title of the KPI without further information. Τhis template serves as a collective way 
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to list the definition of every KPI drafted for the system, to allow everyone to have quick access. By 

having this kind of quick access, by copy/pasting a KPI of interest in the “About Specific KPI” page 

that we are going to describe in detail later in this section, the user can fetch instantly the value of an 

attribute for this KPI.  

 

Grouped Teams template 

Τhis template focuses mainly on how Test Cases focus on specific target KPIs. To that end, the 

information contained in this data frame consists of: 

 KPI type (functional/non functional) 

 Test Case title 

 Test Case Description 

 MEC Platform/Lab 

 Components involved 

 Target KPIs 

 Current Status 

 

This kind of representation serves the monitoring of the whole process of the test cases, by evaluating 

their results in the context of how they relate to specific KPIs. For example, consider the following 

fragment that involves around Test Case 3: 

 

 

Figure 85: Example for the Grouped Teams Template 

 

Here, this Test Case involves around application instantiation in multiple domains via Or-Or. By 

accessing this line through the KPI Console, we gain the following data: 

 KPI type - Non-Functional 

 Test Case title - Application instantiation in multiple domains via Or-Or 

 Test Case Description - Testing BSA application instantiation on multiple MEC platforms (i.e., two 

countries) 

 MEC Platform/Lab - DTAG MEC and Magenta MEC 

 Components involved - NFV-SO, NFV-LO, Mv1', MEAO, Edge controller 

 Target KPIs - Cross-domain instantiation delay, CPU and memory load 

 Current Status - Planned 

It is clear that presenting data in this format makes significally easier to monitor all the attributes linked 

to this specific Test Case. 

 

Measurements template 

This template links the Test Cases to specific KPI values, through 3 rounds of testing. In the context 

of evaluating the platform, this kind of data is perhaps the most crucial to present, it affects directly 

the characterization of the technical work that has been developed through the 5G Orchestrated Edges 

platform. 
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KPI Console 

Having presented the three main templates, it is crucial to describe the developed tool per se. The KPI 

Console is an open-source web application, which can be deployed both in development and in 

production servers. The home page welcomes the user, and it provides a side menu which contains all 

of the console’s main functionalities: 

  

 

Figure 86: 5G-CARMEN KPI Console 

 

The first three elements of the side bar are the templates mentioned previously in this section. By 

clicking in each one of them, the user is redirected in the corresponding template, as shown in the next 

figure.  
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Figure 87: KPIs List tab 

 

About Specific KPI Page 

 

The KPI console also provides one final feature, which serves as a form that allows the user to choose 

a specific KPI (i.e., from the KPI List tab) and dynamically get the value of a specific attribute. This 

functionality comes in great use when the need arises to fetch data regarding an individual KPI, as 

instead of manually searching through the templates, the user can simply type in the right field the title 

of the desired KPI and the system will provide the value in milliseconds. A workflow that emulates 

this process is presented in the following figures: 

 

Step 1: Select a desired KPI from the KPI List tab, and copy it: 

 

  
 

Step 2: Click on the “About Specific KPI” option and get redirected: 
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Step 3: Paste the KPI name to the desired field and the queried data will be displayed: 

 

 
 

Concluding the brief overview of the KPI Console, it is important to state at this point that this tool is 

highly and easily customizable, so if during the course of the project the need arises for other KPI 

attributes to be dynamically queried, the current implementation can adopt this modification without 

great complexity. This platform was designed to be a main standpoint, which will serve as a centralized 

hub for all kind of KPI data to be saved, shared and disseminated throughout the span of the 5G-

CARMEN project components, thus making the collection, measurement and definition of KPIs a 

more agile process. 

 

Finally, in the spirit of the bidirectional flow of information regarding the KPIs, the KPI Console also 

implements a contact form, to serve as the mean to this end. By clicking on the Feedback in the console, 

the user is redirected in a page which provides the User Interface for this functionality: 
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This form consists the following fields to be filled in by the user: 

 Contact information: 

 First name 

 Last name 

 E-mail 

 Feedback 

By utilizing this aspect of the KPI console, partners that work in close proximity with technical tasks 

that have immediate connection to the KPIs can provide useful comments on specific aspects of the 

project, or on whatever else they think should be communicated to the rest of the consortium. 

Concluding the brief overview of the KPI Console, it is important to state at this point that this tool is 

highly and easily customizable, so if during the course of the project the need arises for other KPI 

attributes to be dynamically queried, the current implementation can adopt this modification without 

great complexity. This platform was designed to be a main standpoint, which will serve as a centralized 

hub for all kind of KPI data to be saved, shared and disseminated throughout the span of the 5G-

CARMEN project components, thus making the collection, measurement and definition of KPIs a 

more agile process. 

 

 


